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Much has been written about the Prophet Muhammad (sallallahu alaihi wa salaam - "peace be 
upon him"), from in-depth biographies by Muslim scholars and non-Muslim researchers to 
sayings upon sayings of others. Muhammad ibn Abdullah was born in Mecca in the year 569 
CE. Since his father died before his birth and his mother died shortly thereafter, he was raised 
by his uncle who was from the respected tribe of Quraysh. He was illiterate, unable to read or 
write, and remained so till his death. As he grew up, he became known as truthful, honest, 
trustworthy, generous, and sincere. He earned his living as a trader and was known by his 
people as "Al-Amin," the trustworthy one. Muhammad was very religious, and he had always 
detested the decadence and idolatry of his society. At the age of forty, Muhammad received 
his first revelation from God/Allah through the Angel Gabriel. The revelations continued for 
twenty-three years, and they are collectively known as the Quran. He began denounce the 
idolatry of the Arabic society and to preach Islam which calls for faith in only one God, Who 
is the only one worthy of worship. Muhammad was first ordered to instruct his immediate 
family on Islam, but eventually it was revealed to him that he should begin delivering the 
message to all of mankind. In the next 20 years of his life, he communicated the message of 
Allah to his people, and set an example for how each human being should lead his or her life. 
This is especially valuable since Muhammad is the last Prophet of Allah. As soon as he began 
to recite the Quran and to preach the truth which God had revealed to him, he and his small 
group of followers suffered persecution from unbelievers. The persecution grew so fierce that 
in the year 622 God gave them the command to emigrate. This emigration from Makkah to 
the city of Madinah, some 260 miles to the north, marks the beginning of the Muslim 
calendar. After several years, Muhammad and his followers were able to return to Makkah, 
where they forgave their enemies. Before Muhammad died, the greater part of the Arabian 
Peninsula had become Muslim, and within a century of his death, Islam had spread to Spain 
in the West and as far East as China. The Prophet Muhammad was a perfect example of an 
honest, just, merciful, compassionate, truthful, and brave human being. Though he was a 
man, he was far removed from all evil characteristics and strove solely for the sake of God 
and His reward in the Hereafter. In all his actions and dealings, he was ever mindful and 
fearful of God. If we compare the life of Muhammad before his mission as a prophet and his 
life after he began his mission as a prophet, we will conclude that it is beyond reason to think 
that Muhammad was a false prophet, who claimed prophethood to attain material gains, 
greatness, glory, or power. Before his mission as a prophet, Muhammad had no financial 
worries. As a successful and reputed merchant, Muhammad drew a satisfactory and 
comfortable income. After his mission as a prophet and because of it, he became worse off 
materially. As Aisha, Muhammad’s wife, reported, the Prophet’s household would sometimes 
pass two months without lighting a fire to **** a meal, surviving only on dates and water, 
and camel milk given to them as a gift by their neighbors. She said the simple bed on which 
the Prophet slept was merely a "mattress made of leather stuffed with the fiber of the 



date-palm tree.” Sahl Ibn Sa’ad, one of Muhammad’s companions, said, “The Prophet of 
Allah did not see bread made from fine flour from the time Allah sent him (as a prophet) until 
he died.” Amr Ibn Al-Hareth, one of Muhammad’s companions, said that when the Prophet 
died, he left neither money nor anything else except his white riding mule, his arms, and a 
piece of land which he left to charity. Muhammad lived this hard life till he died although the 
Muslim treasury was at his disposal, the greater part of the Arabian Peninsula was Muslim 
before he died, and the Muslims were victorious after eighteen years of his mission. Also, 
despite his responsibilities as a prophet, a teacher, a statesman, and a judge, Muhammad used 
to milk his goat, mend his clothes, repair his shoes, help with the household work, and visit 
poor people when they got sick. He also helped his companions with the physical labor of 
digging a trench around their city. His life was an amazing model of simplicity and 
humbleness. Muhammad’s followers loved him, respected him, and trusted him to an 
amazing extent. Yet he continued to emphasize that deification should be directed to God and 
not to him personally. Anas, one of Muhammad’s companions, said that there was no person 
whom they loved more than the Prophet Muhammad , yet when he came to them, they did 
not stand up for him because he hated their standing up for him, as other people do with their 
great people. Long before there was any prospect of success for Islam and at the outset of a 
long and painful era of torture, suffering, and persecution of Muhammad and his followers, 
he received an interesting offer. An envoy of the pagan leaders, Otba, came to him saying, 
“...If you want money, we will collect enough money for you so that you will be the richest 
one of us. If you want leadership, we will take you as our leader and never decide on any 
matter without your approval. If you want a kingdom, we will crown you king over us...” 
Only one concession was required from Muhammad in return for that, to give up calling 
people to Islam and worshipping God alone without any partner. Wouldn’t this offer be 
tempting to one pursuing worldly benefit? Was Muhammad hesitant when the offer was 
made? Did he turn it down as a bargaining strategy leaving the door open for a better offer? 
The following was his answer: {In the Name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful} 
And he recited to Otba the verses of the Quran 41:1-38: {A revelation from (God), the Most 
Gracious, the Most Merciful; a Book whereof the verses are explained in detail; a Quran in 
Arabic, for people who know, giving good news and warning, yet most of them turn away, so 
they do not listen...} (Quran, 41:2-4) On another occasion and in response to his uncle’s plea 
to stop calling people to Islam, Muhammad’s answer was as decisive and sincere: {I swear by 
the name of God, O Uncle, that if they place the sun in my right-hand and the moon in my 
left-hand in return for giving up this matter (calling people to Islam), I will never desist until 
either God makes it triumph or I perish defending it.} Finally in the year 632 at the age of 
sixty-three, Muhammad died a natural death in the beloved city to which he and his followers 
had emigrated, Madinah, Al-Munawarah. Some Examples of the Prophet Muhammad’s 
Sayings: "The believers, in their love, mercy, and kindness to one another are like a body: if 
any part of it is ill, the whole body shares its sleeplessness and fever." [Muslim and Bukhari] 
"The most perfect of the believers in faith are the best of them in morals. And the best among 
them are those who are best to their wives." [Ahmad] "None of you believes (completely) 
until he loves for his brother what he loves for himself." [Muslim and Bukhari] "The merciful 
are shown mercy by the All-Merciful. Show mercy to those on earth, and God will show 
mercy to you." [At-Tirmithi and Abu Dawud] "Smiling at your brother is charity..." 
[At-Tirmithi] "A good word is charity." [Muslim and Bukhari] "Whoever believes in God and 
the Last Day (the Day of Judgment) should do good to his neighbor." [Muslim and Bukhari] 
"God does not judge you according to your appearance and your wealth, but He looks at your 
hearts and looks into your deeds." [Muslim] "Pay the worker his wage before his sweat 
dries." [Ibn Majah] "A man walking along a path felt very thirsty. Reaching a well, he 
descended into it, drank his fill, and came up. Then he saw a dog with its tongue hanging out, 



trying to lick up mud to quench its thirst. The man said, 'This dog is feeling the same thirst 
that I felt.' So he went down into the well again, filled his shoe with water, and gave the dog a 
drink. So, God thanked him and forgave his sins." The Prophet was asked, "Messenger of 
God, are we rewarded for kindness towards animals?" He said: "There is a reward for 
kindness to every living animal or human." [Muslim and Bukhari  
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Mohammad, The Prophet  

By Prof. K. S. Ramakrishna Rao, Head of the department of Philosophy, Government college 
for Women University of Mysore, Mandya-571401 (Karnatika). (Re-printed from "Islam and 
Modern age") http://www.islamicity.com/Mosque/seerah.HTM In the desert of Arabia was 
Mohammad born, according to Muslim historians, on April 20, 571. The name means highly 
praised. He is to me the greatest mind among all the sons of Arabia. He means so much more 
than all the poets and kings that preceded him in that impenetrable desert of red sand. When 
he appeared Arabia was a desert -- a nothing. Out of nothing a new world was fashioned by 
the mighty spirit of Mohammad -- a new life, a new culture, a new civilization, a new 
kingdom which extended from Morocco to Indies and influenced the thought and life of three 
continents -- Asia, Africa and Europe. When I thought of writing on Mohammad the prophet, 
I was a bit hesitant because it was to write about a religion I do not profess and it is a delicate 
matter to do so for there are many persons professing various religions and belonging to 
diverse school of thought and denominations even in same religion. Though it is sometimes, 
claimed that religion is entirely personal yet it can not be gain-said that it has a tendency to 
envelop the whole universe seen as well unseen. It somehow permeates something or other 
our hearts, our souls, our minds their conscious as well as subconscious and unconscious 
levels too. The problem assumes overwhelming importance when there is a deep conviction 
that our past, present and future all hang by the soft delicate, tender silked cord. If we further 
happen to be highly sensitive, the center of gravity is very likely to be always in a state of 
extreme tension. Looked at from this point of view, the less said about other religion the 
better. Let our religions be deeply hidden and embedded in the resistance of our innermost 
hearts fortified by unbroken seals on our lips. But there is another aspect of this problem. 
Man lives in society. Our lives are bound with the lives of others willingly or unwillingly, 
directly or indirectly. We eat the food grown in the same soil, drink water, from the same the 
same spring and breathe the same air. Even while staunchly holding our own views, it would 
be helpful, if we try to adjust ourselves to our surroundings, if we also know to some extent, 
how the mind our neighbor moves and what the main springs of his actions are. From this 
angle of vision it is highly desirable that one should try to know all religions of the world, in 
the proper sprit, to promote mutual understanding and better appreciation of our 
neighborhood, immediate and remote. Further, our thoughts are not scattered as appear to be 
on the surface. They have got themselves crystallized around a few nuclei in the form of great 
world religions and living faiths that guide and motivate the lives of millions that inhabit this 
earth of ours. It is our duty, in one sense if we have the ideal of ever becoming a citizen of the 
world before us, to make a little attempt to know the great religions and system of philosophy 
that have ruled mankind. In spite of these preliminary remarks, the ground in these field of 
religion, where there is often a conflict between intellect and emotion is so slippery that one 
is constantly reminded of fools that rush in where angels fear to tread. It is also not so 
complex from another point of view. The subject of my writing is about the tenets of a 



religion which is historic and its prophet who is also a historic personality. Even a hostile 
critic like Sir William Muir speaking about the holy Quran says that. "There is probably in 
the world no other book which has remained twelve centuries with so pure ****." I may also 
add Prophet Mohammad is also a historic personality, every event of whose life has been 
most carefully recorded and even the minutest details preserved intact for the posterity. His 
life and works are not wrapped in mystery. My work today is further lightened because those 
days are fast disappearing when Islam was highly misrepresented by some of its critics for 
reasons political and otherwise. Prof. Bevan writes in Cambridge Medieval History, "Those 
account of Mohammad and Islam which were published in Europe before the beginning of 
19th century are now to be regarded as literary curiosities. " My problem is to write this 
monograph is easier because we are now generally not fed on this kind of history and much 
time need be spent on pointing out our misrepresentation of Islam. The theory of Islam and 
Sword for instance is not heard now frequently in any quarter worth the name. The principle 
of Islam that there is no compulsion in religion is well known. Gibbon, a historian of world 
repute says, "A pernicious tenet has been imputed to Mohammadans, the duty of extirpating 
all the religions by sword." This charge based on ignorance and bigotry, says the eminent 
historian, is refuted by Quran, by history of Muslem conquerors and by their public and legal 
toleration of Christian worship. The great success of Mohammad's life had been effected by 
sheer moral force, without a stroke of sword. But in pure self-defense, after repeated efforts 
of conciliation had utterly failed, circumstances dragged him into the battlefield. But the 
prophet of Islam changed the whole strategy of the battlefield. The total number of casualties 
in all the wars that took place during his lifetime when the whole Arabian Peninsula came 
under his banner, does not exceed a few hundreds in all. But even on the battlefield he taught 
the Arab barbarians to pray, to pray not individually, but in congregation to God the 
Almighty. During the dust and storm of warfare whenever the time for prayer came, and it 
comes five times a every day, the congregation prayer had not to be postponed even on the 
battlefield. A party had to be engaged in bowing their heads before God while other was 
engaged with the enemy. After finishing the prayers, the two parties had to exchange their 
positions. To the Arabs, who would fight for forty years on the slight provocation that a 
camel belonging to the guest of one tribe had strayed into the grazing land belonging to other 
tribe and both sides had fought till they lost 70,000 lives in all; threatening the extinction of 
both the tribes to such furious Arabs, the Prophet of Islam taught self-control and discipline 
to the extent of praying even on the battlefield. In an aged of barbarism, the Battlefield itself 
was humanized and strict instructions were issued not to cheat, not to break trust, not to 
mutilate, not to kill a child or woman or an old man, not to hew down date palm nor burn it, 
not to cut a fruit tree, not to molest any person engaged in worship. His own treatment with 
his bitterest enemies is the noblest example for his followers. At the conquest of Mecca, he 
stood at the zenith of his power. The city which had refused to listen to his mission, which 
had tortured him and his followers, which had driven him and his people into exile and which 
had unrelentingly persecuted and boycotted him even when he had taken refuge in a place 
more than 200 miles away, that city now lay at his feet. By the laws of war he could have 
justly avenged all the cruelties inflicted on him and his people. But what treatment did he 
accord to them? Mohammad's heart flowed with affection and he declared, "This day, there is 
no REPROOF against you and you are all free." "This day" he proclaimed, "I trample under 
my feet all distinctions between man and man, all hatred between man and man." This was 
one of the chief objects why he permitted war in self defense, that is to unite human beings. 
And when once this object was achieved, even his worst enemies were pardoned. Even those 
who killed his beloved uncle, Hamazah, mangled his body, ripped it open, even chewed a 
piece of his liver. The principles of universal brotherhood and doctrine of the equality of 
mankind which he proclaimed represents one very great contribution of Mohammad to the 



social uplift of humanity. All great religions have preached the same doctrine but the prophet 
of Islam had put this theory into actual practice and its value will be fully recognized, perhaps 
centuries hence, when international consciousness being awakened, racial prejudices may 
disappear and greater brotherhood of humanity come into existence. Miss. Sarojini Naidu 
speaking about this aspect of Islam says, "It was the first religion that preached and practiced 
democracy; for in the mosque, when the minaret is sounded and the worshipers are gathered 
together, the democracy of Islam is embodied five times a day when the peasant and the king 
kneel side by side and proclaim, God alone is great." The great poetess of India continues, "I 
have been struck over and over again by this indivisible unity of Islam that makes a man 
instinctively a brother. When you meet an Egyptian, an Algerian and Indian and a Turk in 
London, it matters not that Egypt is the motherland of one and India is the motherland of 
another." Mahatma Gandhi, in his inimitable style, says "Some one has said that Europeans in 
South Africa dread the advent Islam -- Islam that civilized Spain, Islam that took the torch 
light to Morocco and preached to the world the Gospel of brotherhood. The Europeans of 
South Africa dread the Advent of Islam. They may claim equality with the white races. They 
may well dread it, if brotherhood is a sin. If it is equality of colored races then their dread is 
well founded." Every year, during the Hajj, the world witnesses the wonderful spectacle of 
this international Exhibition of Islam in leveling all distinctions of race, color and rank. Not 
only the Europeans, the African, the Arabian, the Persian, the Indians, the Chinese all meet 
together in Medina as members of one divine family, but they are clad in one dress every 
person in two simple pieces of white seamless cloth, one piece round the loin the other piece 
over the shoulders, bare head without pomp or ceremony, repeating "Here am I O God; at thy 
command; thou art one and alone; Here am I." Thus there remains nothing to differentiate the 
high from the low and every pilgrim carries home the impression of the international 
significance of Islam. In the opinion of Prof. Hurgronje "the league of nations founded by 
prophet of Islam put the principle of international unity of human brotherhood on such 
Universal foundations as to show candle to other nations." In the words of same Professor 
"the fact is that no nation of the world can show a parallel to what Islam has done the 
realization of the idea of the League of Nations." The prophet of Islam brought the reign of 
democracy in its best form. The Caliph Caliph Ali and the son in-law of the prophet, the 
Caliph Mansur, Abbas, the son of Caliph Mamun and many other caliphs and kings had to 
appear before the judge as ordinary men in Islamic courts. Even today we all know how the 
black were treated by the civilized white races. Consider the state of BILAL, a black Slave, in 
the days of the prophet of Islam nearly 14 centuries ago. The office of calling Muslims to 
prayer was considered to be of status in the early days of Islam and it was offered to this 
slave. After the conquest of Mecca, the Prophet ordered him to call for prayer and the slave, 
with his black color and his thick lips, stood over the roof of the holy mosque at Mecca called 
the Ka'ba the most historic and the holiest mosque in the Islamic world, when some proud 
Arabs painfully cried loud, "Oh, this black Slave, woe be to him. He stands on the roof of 
holy Ka'ba to call for prayer." At that moment, the prophet announced to the world, this verse 
of the holy QURAN for the first time. "O mankind, surely we have created you, families and 
tribes, so you may know one another. Surely, the most honorable of you with God is MOST 
RIGHTEOUS AMONG you. Surely, God is Knowing, Aware." And these words of the holy 
Quran created such a mighty transformation that the Caliph of Islam, the purest of Arabs by 
birth, offered their daughter in marriage to this Slave, and whenever, the second Caliph of 
Islam, known to history as Umar the great, the commander of faithful, saw this slave, he 
immediately stood in reverence and welcomed him by "Here come our master; Here come 
our lord." What a tremendous change was brought by Quran in the Arabs, the proudest people 
at that time on the earth. This is the reason why Goethe, the greatest of German poets, 
speaking about the Holy Quran declared that, "This book will go on exercising through all 



ages a most potent influence." This is also the reason why George Bernard Shaw says, "If any 
religion has a chance or ruling over England, say, Europe, within the next 100 years, it is 
Islam". It is this same democratic spirit of Islam that emancipated women from the bondage 
of man. Sir Charles Edward Archibald Hamilton says "Islam teaches the inherent sinlessness 
of man. It teaches that man and woman and woman have come from the same essence, posses 
the same soul and have been equipped with equal capabilities for intellectual, spiritual and 
moral attainments. " The Arabs had a very strong tradition that one who can smite with the 
spear and can wield the sword would inherit. But Islam came as the defender of the weaker 
sex and entitled women to share the inheritance of their parents. It gave women, centuries ago 
right of owning property, yet it was only 12 centuries later , in 1881, that England, supposed 
to be the cradle of democracy adopted this institution of Islam and the act was called "the 
married woman act", but centuries earlier, the Prophet of Islam had proclaimed that "Woman 
are twin halves of men. The rights of women are sacred. See that women maintained rights 
granted to them." Islam is not directly concerned with political and economic systems, but 
indirectly and in so far as political and economic affairs influence man's conduct, it does lay 
down some very important principles to govern economic life. According to Prof. Massignon, 
it maintains the balance between exaggerated opposites and has always in view the building 
of character which is the basis of civilization. This is secured by its law of inheritance, by an 
organized system of charity known as Zakat, and by regarding as illegal all anti-social 
practices in the economic field like monopoly, usury, securing of predetermined unearned 
income and increments, cornering markets, creating monopolies, creating an artificial scarcity 
of any commodity in order to force the prices to rise. Gambling is illegal. Contribution to 
schools, to places of worship, hospitals, digging of wells, opening of orphanages are highest 
acts of virtue. Orphanages have sprung for the first time, it is said, under the teaching of the 
prophet of Islam. The world owes its orphanages to this prophet born an orphan. "Good all 
this" says Carlyle about Mohammad. "The natural voice of humanity, of pity and equity, 
dwelling in the heart of this wild son of nature, speaks." A historian once said a great man 
should be judged by three tests: Was he found to be of true metel by his contemporaries ? 
Was he great enough to raise above the standards of his age ? Did he leave anything as 
permanent legacy to the world at large ? This list may be further extended but all these three 
tests of greatness are eminently satisfied to the highest degree in case of prophet Mohammad. 
Some illustrations of the last two have already been mentioned. The first is: Was the Prophet 
of Islam found to be of true metel by his contemporaries? Historical records show that all the 
contemporaries of Mohammad both friends foes, acknowledged the sterling qualities, the 
spotless honesty, the noble virtues, the absolute sincerity and every trustworthiness of the 
apostle of Islam in all walks of life and in every sphere of human activity. Even the Jews and 
those who did not believe in his message, adopted him as the arbiter in their personal disputes 
by virtue of his perfect impartiality. Even those who did not believe in his message were 
forced to say "O Mohammad, we do not call you a liar, but we deny him who has given you a 
book and inspired you with a message." They thought he was one possessed. They tried 
violence to cure him. But the best of them saw that a new light had dawned on him and they 
hastened him to seek the enlightenment. It is a notable feature in the history of prophet of 
Islam that his nearest relation, his beloved cousin and his bosom friends, who know him most 
intimately, were not thoroughly imbued with the truth of his mission and were convinced of 
the genuineness of his divine inspiration. If these men and women, noble, intelligent, 
educated and intimately acquainted with his private life had perceived the slightest signs of 
deception, fraud, earthliness, or lack of faith in him, Mohammad's moral hope of 
regeneration, spiritual awakening, and social reform would all have been foredoomed to a 
failure and whole edifice would have crumbled to pieces in a moment. On the contrary, we 
find that devotion of his followers was such that he was voluntarily acknowledged as dictator 



of their lives. They braved for him persecutions and danger; they trusted, obeyed and honored 
him even in the most excruciating torture and severest mental agony caused by 
excommunication even unto death. Would this have been so, had they noticed the slightest 
backsliding in their master? Read the history of the early converts to Islam, and every heart 
would melt at the sight of the brutal treatment of innocent Muslim men and women. 
Sumayya, an innocent women, is cruelly torn into pieces with spears. An example is made of 
"Yassir whose legs are tied to two camels and the beast were are driven in opposite 
directions", Khabbab bin Arth is made lie down on the bed of burning coal with the brutal 
legs of their merciless tyrant on his breast so that he may not move and this makes even the 
fat beneath his skin melt. "Khabban bin Adi is put to death in a cruel manner by mutilation 
and cutting off his flesh piece-meal." In the midst of his tortures, being asked weather he did 
not wish Mohammad in his place while he was in his house with his family, the sufferer cried 
out that he was gladly prepared to sacrifice himself his family and children and why was it 
that these sons and daughters of Islam not only surrendered to their prophet their allegiance 
but also made a gift of their hearts and souls to their master? Is not the intense faith and 
conviction on part of immediate followers of Mohammad, the noblest testimony to his 
sincerity and to his utter self-absorption in his appointed task? And these men were not of 
low station or inferior mental caliber. Around him in quite early days, gathered what was best 
and noblest in Mecca, its flower and cream, men of position, rank, wealth and culture, and 
from his own kith and kin, those who knew all about his life. All the first four Caliphs, with 
their towering personalities, were converts of this period. The Encyclopedia Britannica says 
that "Mohammad is the most successful of all Prophets and religious personalities" . But the 
success was not the result of mere accident. It was not a hit of fortune. It was a recognition of 
fact that he was found to be true ****l by his contemporaries. It was the result of his 
admirable and all compelling personality. The personality of Mohammad! It is most difficult 
to get into the truth of it. Only a glimpse of it I can catch. What a dramatic succession of 
picturesque scenes. There is Mohammad the Prophet, there is Mohammad the General; 
Mohammad the King; Mohammad the Warrior; Mohammad the Businessman; Mohammad 
the Preacher; Mohammad the Philosopher; Mohammad the Statesman; Mohammad the 
Orator; Mohammad the reformer; Mohammad the Refuge of orphans; Mohammad the 
Protector of slaves; Mohammad the Emancipator of women; Mohammad the Law-giver; 
Mohammad the Judge; Mohammad the Saint. And in all these magnificent roles, in all these 
departments of human activities, he is like, a hero.. Orphanhood is extreme of helplessness 
and his life upon this earth began with it; Kingship is the height of the material power and it 
ended with it. From an orphan boy to a persecuted refugee and then to an overlord, spiritual 
as well as temporal, of a whole nation and Arbiter of its destinies, with all its trials and 
temptations, with all its vicissitudes and changes, its lights and shades, its up and downs, its 
terror and splendor, he has stood the fire of the world and came out unscathed to serve as a 
model in every face of life. His achievements are not limited to one aspect of life, but cover 
the whole field of human conditions. If for instance, greatness consist in the purification of a 
nation, steeped in barbarism and immersed in absolute moral darkness, that dynamic 
personality who has transformed, refined and uplifted an entire nation, sunk low as the Arabs 
were, and made them the torch-bearer of civilization and learning, has every claim to 
greatness. If greatness lies in unifying the discordant elements of society by ties of 
brotherhood and charity, the prophet of the desert has got every title to this distinction. If 
greatness consists in reforming those warped in degrading and blind superstition and 
pernicious practices of every kind, the prophet of Islam has wiped out superstitions and 
irrational fear from the hearts of millions. If it lies in displaying high morals, Mohammad has 
been admitted by friend and foe as Al Amin, or the faithful. If a conqueror is a great man, 
here is a person who rose from helpless orphan and an humble creature to be the ruler of 



Arabia, the equal to Chosroes and Caesars, one who founded great empire that has survived 
all these 14 centuries. If the devotion that a leader commands is the criterion of greatness, the 
prophet's name even today exerts a magic charm over millions of souls, spread all over the 
world. He had not studied philosophy in the school of Athens of Rome, Persia, India, or 
China. Yet, He could proclaim the highest truths of eternal value to mankind. Illiterate 
himself, he could yet speak with an eloquence and fervor which moved men to tears, to tears 
of ecstasy. Born an orphan blessed with no worldly goods, he was loved by all. He had 
studied at no military academy; yet he could organize his forces against tremendous odds and 
gained victories through the moral forces which he marshaled. Gifted men with genius for 
preaching are rare. Descartes included the perfect preacher among the rarest kind in the 
world. Hitler in his Mein Kamp has expressed a similar view. He says "A great theorist is 
seldom a great leader. An Agitator is more likely to posses these qualities. He will always be 
a great leader. For leadership means ability to move masses of men. The talents to produce 
ideas has nothing in common with capacity for leadership." "But" , he says, "The Union of 
theorists, organizer and leader in one man, is the rarest phenomenon on this earth; Therein 
consists greatness." In the person of the Prophet of Islam the world has seen this rarest 
phenomenon walking on the earth, walking in flesh and blood. And more wonderful still is 
what the reverend Bosworth Smith remarks, "Head of the state as well as the Church, he was 
Caesar and Pope in one; but, he was pope without the pope's claims, and Caesar without the 
legions of Caesar, without an standing army, without a bodyguard, without a palace, without 
a fixed revenue. If ever any man had the right to say that he ruled by a right divine It was 
Mohammad, for he had all the power without instruments and without its support. He cared 
not for dressing of power. The simplicity of his private life was in keeping with his public 
life." After the fall of Mecca, more than one million square miles of land lay at his feet, Lord 
of Arabia, he mended his own shoes and coarse woolen garments, milked the goats, swept the 
hearth, kindled the fire and attended the other menial offices of the family. The entire town of 
Medina where he lived grew wealthy in the later days of his life. Everywhere there was gold 
and silver in plenty and yet in those days of prosperity many weeks would elapse without a 
fire being kindled in the hearth of the king of Arabia, His food being dates and water. His 
family would go hungry many nights successively because they could not get anything to eat 
in the evening. He slept on no soften bed but on a palm mat, after a long busy day to spend 
most of his night in prayer, often bursting with tears before his creator to grant him strength 
to discharge his duties. As the reports go, his voice would get choked with weeping and it 
would appear as if a *****ng pot was on fire and boiling had commenced. On the very day of 
his death his only assets were few coins a part of which went to satisfy a debt and rest was 
given to a needy person who came to his house for charity. The clothes in which he breathed 
his last had many patches. The house from where light had spread to the world was in 
darkness because there was no oil in the lamp. Circumstances changed, but the prophet of 
God did not. In victory or in defeat, in power or in adversity, in affluence or in indigence, he 
is the same man, disclosed the same character. Like all the ways and laws of God, Prophets of 
God are unchangeable. An honest man, as the saying goes, is the noblest work of God, 
Mohammad was more than honest. He was human to the marrow of his bones. Human 
sympathy, human love was the music of his soul. To serve man, to elevate man, to purify 
man, to educate man, in a word to humanize man-this was the object of his mission, the be-all 
and end all of his life. In thought, in word, in action he had the good of humanity as his sole 
inspiration, his sole guiding principle. He was most unostentatious and selfless to the core. 
What were the titles he assumed? Only true servant of God and His Messenger. Servant first, 
and then a messenger. A Messenger and prophet like many other prophets in every part of the 
world, some known to you, many not known you. If one does not believe in any of these 
truths one ceases to be a Muslim. It is an article of faith. "Looking at the circumstances of the 



time and unbounded reverence of his followers" says a western writer "the most miraculous 
thing about Mohammad is, that he never claimed the power of working miracles." Miracles 
were performed but not to propagate his faith and were attributed entirely to God and his 
inscrutable ways. He would plainly say that he was a man like others. He had no treasures of 
earth or heaven. Nor did he claim to know the secrets of that lie in womb of future. All this 
was in an age when miracles were supposed to be ordinary occurrences, at the back and call 
of the commonest saint, when the whole atmosphere was surcharged with supernaturalism in 
Arabia and outside Arabia. He turned the attention of his followers towards the study of 
nature and its laws, to understand them and appreciate the Glory of God. The Quran says, 
"God did not create the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in play. He did not 
create them all but with the truth. But most men do not know." The world is not illusion, nor 
without purpose. It has been created with the truth. The number of verses inviting close 
observation of nature are several times more than those that relate to prayer, fasting, 
pilgrimage etc. all put together. The Muslim under its influence began to observe nature 
closely and this give birth to the scientific spirit of the observation and experiment which was 
unknown to the Greeks. While the Muslim Botanist Ibn Baitar wrote on Botany after 
collecting plants from all parts of the world, described by Myer in his Gesch. der Botanikaa-s, 
a monument of industry, while Al Byruni traveled for forty years to collect mineralogical 
specimens, and Muslim Astronomers made some observations extending even over twelve 
years. Aristotle wrote on Physics without performing a single experiment, wrote on natural 
history, carelessly stating without taking the trouble to ascertain the most verifiable fact that 
men have more teeth than animal. Galen, the greatest authority on classical anatomy 
informed that the lower jaw consists of two bones, a statement which is accepted 
unchallenged for centuries till Abdul Lateef takes the trouble to examine a human skeleton. 
After enumerating several such instances, Robert Priffault concludes in his well known book 
The making of humanity, "The debt of our science to the Arabs does not consist in starting 
discovers or revolutionary theories. Science owes a great more to Arabs culture; it owes is 
existence." The same writer says "The Greeks systematized, generalized and theorized but 
patient ways of investigation, the accumulation of positive knowledge, the minute methods of 
science, detailed and prolonged observation, experimental inquiry, were altogether alien to 
Greek temperament. What we call science arose in Europe as result of new methods of 
investigation, of the method of experiment, observation, measurement, of the development of 
Mathematics in form unknown to the Greeks. That spirit and these methods, concludes the 
same author, were introduced into the European world by Arabs." It is the same practical 
character of the teaching of Prophet Mohammad that gave birth to the scientific spirit, that 
has also sanctified the daily labors and the so called mundane affairs. The Quran says that 
God has created man to worship him but the word worship has a connotation of its own. Gods 
worship is not confined to prayer alone, but every act that is done with the purpose of 
winning approval of God and is for the benefit of the humanity comes under its purview. 
Islam sanctifies life and all its pursuits provided they are performed with honesty, justice and 
pure intents. It obliterates the age-long distinction between the sacred and profane. The Quran 
says if you eat clean things and thank God for it, it is an act of worship. It is saying of the 
prophet of Islam that Morsel of food that one places in the mouth of his wife is an act of 
virtue to be rewarded by God. Another tradition of the Prophet says "He who is satisfying the 
desire of his heart will be rewarded by God provided the methods adopted are permissible. " 
A person was listening to him exclaimed 'O Prophet of God, he is answering the calls of 
passions, is only satisfying the craving of his heart. Forthwith came the reply, "Had he 
adopted an awful method for the satisfaction of his urge, he would have been punished; then 
why should he not be rewarded for following the right course." This new conception of 
religion that it should also devote itself to the betterment of this life rather than concern itself 



exclusively with super mundane affairs, has led to a new orientation of moral values. Its 
abiding influence on the common relations of mankind in the affairs of every day life, its 
deep power over the masses, its regulation of their conception of rights and duty, its 
suitability and adaptability to the ignorant savage and the wise philosopher are characteristic 
features of the teaching of the Prophet of Islam. But it should be most carefully born in mind 
this stress on good actions is not the sacrifice correctness of faith. While there are various 
school of thought, one praising faith at the expense of deeds, another exhausting various acts 
to the detriment of correct belief, Islam is based on correct faith and righteous actions. Means 
are important as the end and ends are as important as the means. It is an organic Unity. 
Together they live and thrive. Separate them and both decay and die. In Islam faith can not be 
divorced from the action. Right knowledge should be transferred into right action to produce 
the right results. How often the words came in Quran -- Those who believe and do good 
thing, they alone shall enter paradise. Again and again, not less than fifty times these words 
are repeated as if too much stress can not be laid on them. Contemplation is encouraged but 
mere contemplation is not the goal. Those who believe and do nothing can not exist in Islam. 
These who believe and do wrong are inconceivable. Divine law is the law of effort and not of 
ideals. It chalks out for the men the path of eternal progress from knowledge to action and 
from action to satisfaction. But what is the correct faith from which right action 
spontaneously proceeds resulting in complete satisfaction. Here the central doctrine of Islam 
is the Unity of God. There is no God but God is the pivot from which hangs the whole 
teaching and practice of Islam. He is unique not only as regards his divine being but also as 
regards his divine attributes. As regards the attributes of God, Islam adopts here as in other 
things too, the law of golden mean. It avoids on the one hand, the view of God which divests 
the divine being of every attribute and rejects, on the other, the view which likens him to 
things material. The Quran says, On the one hand, there is nothing which is like him, on the 
other , it affirms that he is Seeing, Hearing, Knowing. He is the King who is without a stain 
of fault or deficiency, the mighty ship of His power floats upon the ocean of justice and 
equity. He is the Beneficent, the Merciful. He is the Guardian over all. Islam does not stop 
with this positive statement. It adds further which is its most special characteristic, the 
negative aspects of problem. There is also no one else who is guardian over everything. He is 
the meander of every breakage, and no one else is the meander of any breakage. He is the 
restorer of every loss and no one else is the restorer of any loss what-so-over. There is no 
God but one God, above any need, the maker of bodies, creator of souls, the Lord of the day 
of judgment, and in short, in the words of Quran, to him belong all excellent qualities. 
Regarding the position of man in relation to the Universe, the Quran says: "God has made 
subservient to you whatever is on the earth or in universe. You are destined to rule over the 
Universe." But in relation to God, the Quran says: "O man God has bestowed on you 
excellent faculties and has created life and death to put you to test in order to see whose 
actions are good and who has deviated from the right path." In spite of free will which he 
enjoys, to some extent, every man is born under certain circumstances and continues to live 
under certain circumstances beyond his control. With regard to this God says, according to 
Islam, it is my will to create any man under condition that seem best to me. cosmic plans 
finite mortals can not fully comprehend. But I will certainly test you in prosperity as well in 
adversity, in health as well as in sickness, in heights as well as in depths. My ways of testing 
differ from man to man, from hour to hour. In adversity do not despair and do resort to 
unlawful means. It is but a passing phase. In prosperity do not forget God. God-gifts are 
given only as trusts. You are always on trial, every moment on test. In this sphere of life there 
is not to reason why, there is but to do and die. If you live in accordance with God; and if you 
die, die in the path of God. You may call it fatalism. but this type of fatalism is a condition of 
vigorous increasing effort, keeping you ever on the *****. Do not consider this temporal life 



on earth as the end of human existence. There is a life after death and it is eternal. Life after 
death is only a connection link, a door that opens up hidden reality of life. Every action in life 
however insignificant, produces a lasting effect. It is correctly recorded somehow. Some of 
the ways of God are known to you, but many of his ways are hidden from you. What is 
hidden in you and from you in this world will be unrolled and laid open before you in the 
next. the virtuous will enjoy the blessing of God which the eye has not seen, nor has the ear 
heard, nor has it entered into the hearts of men to conceive of they will march onward 
reaching higher and higher stages of evolution. Those who have wasted opportunity in this 
life shall under the inevitable law, which makes every man taste of what he has done, be 
subjugated to a course of treatment of the spiritual diseases which they have brought about 
with their own hands. Beware, it is terrible ordeal. Bodily pain is torture, you can bear 
somehow. Spiritual pain is hell, you will find it almost unbearable. Fight in this life itself the 
tendencies of the spirit prone to evil, tempting to lead you into iniquities ways. Reach the 
next stage when the self-accusing sprit in your conscience is awakened and the soul is 
anxious to attain moral excellence and revolt against disobedience. This will lead you to the 
final stage of the soul at rest, *******ed with God, finding its happiness and delight in him 
alone. The soul no more stumbles. The stage of struggle passes away. Truth is victorious and 
falsehood lays down its arms. All complexes will then be resolved. Your house will not be 
divided against itself. Your personality will get integrated round the central core of 
submission to the will of God and complete surrender to his divine purpose. All hidden 
energies will then be released. The soul then will have peace. God will then address you: "O 
thou soul that art at rest, and restest fully *******ed with thy Lord return to thy Lord. He 
pleased with thee and thou pleased with him; So enter among my servants and enter into my 
paradise." This is the final goal for man; to become, on the, one hand, the master of the 
universe and on the other, to see that his soul finds rest in his Lord, that not only his Lord will 
be pleased with him but that he is also pleased with his Lord. *******ment, complete 
*******ment, satisfaction, complete satisfaction, peace, complete peace. The love of God is 
his food at this stage and he drinks deep at the fountain of life. Sorrow and defeat do not 
overwhelm him and success does not find him in vain and exulting. The western nations are 
only trying to become the master of the Universe. But their souls have not found peace and 
rest. Thomas Carlyle, struck by this philosophy of life writes "and then also Islam-that we 
must submit to God; that our whole strength lies in resigned submission to Him, whatsoever 
he does to us, the thing he sends to us, even if death and worse than death, shall be good, 
shall be best; we resign ourselves to God." The same author continues "If this be Islam, says 
Goethe, do we not all live in Islam?" Carlyle himself answers this question of Goethe and 
says "Yes, all of us that have any moral life, we all live so. This is yet the highest wisdom 
that heaven has revealed to our earth."  
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3- The Lightness Sighs on Its Beloved ''peace and blessings be upon him''  

The Lightness Sighs on Its Beloved ''peace and blessings be upon him'' Strayed souls settled 
in reeling bodies ,dreaming for better future saving the poor and weak people from obscure 
authority .In that time ,the fearing and grief settled in innocent poor and weak persons while 
the wealthy oppressors were sinking in luxury life, and the ignorance built its nests on the 
ignorant minds .The women were divested from their rights in life ,they were ''mere'' flowers 



vase '' for selling and buying whenever they wizen ,they were thrown in the oblivion halls. 
Even the father ,he easily buried his daughter ''alive'' ,buried her innocence ,her smiles ,and 
her childhood ,to face the darkness and the death ''alone'' ,and before that, to compare its 
darkness with her father's heart . The justice was ''a lie '' it was easily to send the miserable to 
prison or even to the grave for their ''stealing crumbs '',and released the rich who plundered 
the houses of the poor ,leaving them homeless ,suffering from oppression ,and tyranny .The 
oppression stabbed the pure hearts of the poor till they bled luminous radish diamonds from 
their veins , leaving their fragrance dancing with the breeze, though, every pulse in their veins 
was a hidden calling from ''patience '' blazing the resistance in their hearts ,every sight was a 
portray of wishing and entreaty .The little good people couldn’t argue with darkness that 
came over the world .So, Almighty God permitted the light to hug the universe ,by sending a 
prophet ''again'' .Innocent orphan in his childhood ,pure and conservator in his youth , wise 
and truthful in his manhood ,till he was called ''the truthful and sincere man''. God sent him 
with the religion of Islam which depends on monotheism ((worshiping Allah the creator and 
leaving worshiping the creatures such as sun ,moon ,stones ,prophets …etc ) )and treat other 
people justly and kindly, he said about God '' Verily, God is mild, and is fond of mildness, 
and he gives to the mild what he does not to the harsh . And to gain the mercy from God you 
should ,as the prophet said ,''show mercy to whatever is on the earth, then He who is in the 
heaven will show mercy to you '' , he explained the pillars of Islam by saying '''… To testify 
that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah and Muhammad is Allah's Apostle. To 
offer the (compulsory congregational) prayers dutifully and perfectly. To pay Zakat (i.e. 
obligatory charity) . To observe fast during the month of Ramadan and to perform Hajj. (. 
Pilgrimage to Mecca) ,and he warned us saying '' avoid the seven destructive sins :associating 
partners with God ,magic ,murder ,usury ,eating the orphan's property ,escaping from battle 
,and slandering chaste heedless women''' • he changed the fixed concepts in our material 
world ,for example, the best house is not the biggest one or the most splendid but ,as he said 
''The best Muslim house is that in which is an orphan, who is benefited; and the worst 
Muslim house is that in which an orphan is ill-treated''. Sometimes ,helping others is better 
than some religious exercises as he said,''A giver of maintenance to widows and the poor,is 
like a bestower in the way of God, an utterer of prayers all the night, and a keeper of constant 
fast He gave the women honored state either if she a mother ,a wife or a daughter ,his 
defending of wives showing in his saying :'''a believer must not hate his wife ,if he is 
dissatisfied with one quality of hers ,he is satisfied with another one '''and announced good 
news for those who take care of their daughters ,he said;' Whoever has a daughter, and does 
not bury her alive or scold her, or prefer his male children to her, may God bring him into 
Paradise' He protected man's blood and property when he said ''''a man's property is as sacred 
as his blood' . • ' and encouraged us to learn ,he said ''' He who leaves home in search of 
knowledge, walks in the path of God'. He purified Muslims souls by warning them of 
arrogance, he said ''He who walks arrogantly will be ignored by God on the day of judgment'' 
and what God cares about is ,as he said ,'' ''verily God does not look at your shapes nor at 
your wealth ,but he looks at your hearts and your deeds.''' .He gave a spiritual meaning even 
in the business world , he said ,''the truthful honest merchant will be with martyrs on the day 
of judgment '''and he said ,''May Allah have mercy on man who is kind when he buys ,when 
he sells ,and when he makes demand'', not just humans who be blessed by his Islamic law but 
also the plants ,the animals and the birds , he said ''if a Muslim plants a tree or grows a crop 
from which a bird or a man or an animal eats ,it will be considered (by God)as a charitable 
act''' Not just Muslims ,but he also defends non-Muslims who are covenanted, he said ''he 
who hurts a covenanted man hurts me .and he who hurts me hurts God ''' .He gave a spiritual 
meaning for every small element has been couched in the life in order to pass the path toward 
paradise .But, to reach for this happy end, he should pass the path of sacrifices, which was 



full with, denying of his prophecy from the idolaters , oppression ,suffering ,hunger for many 
years ,bereavement of his beloved's uncle and wife , immigrating from city to another ,hiding 
in the days light, as well in the coaly nights , although ,when some companions yelled 
cheerfully saying to him ''you are our master'' the prophet replied modestly ''I am only the 
Lord's servant; then call me the servant of God and His messenger '' He always used to 
supplicate to God by this supplication '' O Lord! Keep me live a poor man, and let me die 
poor; and raise me amongst the poor''. Peace and blessings be upon Mohammad whose 
treatment with others is delicate more than roses and whose sayings are fragrant more than 
any kind of scents .verily ,he has been sent ''a mercy'' to all universe 
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Prophet Mohammed in fair western eyes  

Prophet Mohammed in fair western eyes Goethe (the Germen's poet) says: "we the citizens of 
Europe with our believes and principles, couldn't reach what Mohammed has reached , and 
no one will proceed him (2)…,I'v searched through history to find a top example for human , 
and I concluded that he is Mohammed ..therefore the truth must be revealed and raised , as 
Mohammed has succeeded, the one who bowed the whole world by the word of 
monotheism..(3) LeoTolsy the Russian writer who was forbidden by the church for his 
emprise and free ideas , says:'' I am one of those who blinded by the prophet Mohammed 
,who was chosen By the only God to fulfill his massage ,and to be the last prophet…and it is 
proudly enough that he has guided a whole nation to the light of truth , and made it live 
peacefully , and has opened to it the path of prosper and civilization ." Lamartine the French 
poet says:'' The remarkable incident in my whole life, is that I have studied the life of prophet 
Mohammed , and I realized its greatness and eternity , who dare to compare any man from 
history with prophet Mohammed ?!who is greater than him ,looking to all criterion measuring 
man's greatness?!! His behavior in the time of glory, his ambitions to spread the massage, his 
long lasting prayers, and his celestial interlocution all are evidence to a perfect faith that 
helped him to establish the basics of his massage . the messenger , the project ,the conqueror 
,the corrector of the believes the one who established worshipping which not depend on 
images ,is Mohammed .He has destroyed all believes that adopting mediator between the 
creator and his creation.(4) Bernard Shaw the philosopher says:" I'v studied Mohammed as an 
amazing man, and I've found him a way from antagonizing Jesus ,he must be called the 
Savior of Humanity. Nowadays Europe starts to understand the faith of monotheism , and 
may be more than that , it confesses the ability of that faith to solve its problems by a way 
leading to peace and happiness, So through that essence you should understand my 
prediction"(5) "if we judge the greatness by measuring the influence of that great on the 
people, so we should say that Mohammed is the greatest great in history ,he stopped racism 
and myths ,and established over Christianity and Judaism and his country's religion, a very 
clear and a strong religion , that succeeded to be until these days a power with great danger" 
(6) "History has no man, except Mohammed, who is ,a massage carrier, a nation establisher , 
a founder of a country…all these three things done by Mohammed , was a united unity , and 
religion was the power that maintain its unity over history" (7) Voltaire the French 
philosopher says: "Prophet Mohammed played a great role ,that no man can do on earth 
….He brought a book and fight, that is the least thing we can say a bout Mohammed, Islam 
never changed, but you and your priests have changed your religion twenty times "(8) The 
Swiss theology scholar Dr.Hanz Kong who believes that Jesus is just a man and a prophet 
who was chosen by God ,says:" Mohammed is a real prophet with all meanings , we can not 



deny that Mohammed is the guide leader to the path of survival"(10) What is remarkable in 
Mohammed is that his life details ,biography and his virtues are all recorded in history .So 
there is no mysteries in any part of his life. This was confessed by the most famous western 
historians. the British Arnold Twenby says: "Those who want to study the scented Prophetic 
Biography find many information that they can not find such details about the life of any 
other prophets"(11) ConteKatiany in his book {History of Islam} says: "Is not Prophet 
Mohammed worthy to present his life to the whole world ,therefore the vengeful of him and 
his massage can not deny that he was brought to spread peace and love all over the world?! 
the history of Jesus doesn't present fulfilling life details" The famous Oriental Justaph 
Lubuned says: "we know well enough about Mohammed's life, but the life of Jesus is nearly 
unknown, and you will not find details about his life in the bibles "(12) R.F Bodly insist on 
that meaning and says:" We don't know except few details about Jesus' life , but about 
Mohammed's life we know many details, and we find his history instead of mysteries and 
shades"(13) The oriental Hill says in his book {Arab civilization}:"Mohammed had produced 
a Nation to the world, and enabled God's worshipping on the earth , and established the basis 
of justice and social equality ,and applied systems ,arrangements ,obedience ,and glory in a 
society knows nothing but muss and disorder" Jack Leak,The Spanish oriental in his book 
{The Arab}says: 'The life of Mohammed cannot be perfectly described as it is described by 
God saying:" And We have sent you Muhammad(PBUH) not but as a mercy for the 
(mankind, jinn and all that exists)." Mohammed was a real mercy , and I pray for him 
passionately and interestingly .(14) Christopher Darksome the Historian, says in his 
book{Rules of Movement in world's History } :"The World have changed a sudden Change 
by one person's action who appeared in history , that was Mohammed" Cheiril the scholar , 
the dean of the law college in Vienna says: "Humanity is proud that a man like Mohammed 
belongs to it"(15) The French researcher Kleman Hwart :" Mohammed wasn't an ordinary 
prophet ,but he perfectly deserve to be the last prophet ,because he has faced all the 
difficulties that faced previous Prophets, even doubled from his own people ,…and an 
extraordinary prophet to swear "If Fatima the daughter of Mohammed steal I would cut her 
hand"! If the Muslims consider their messenger as their top example for spreading knowledge 
and awareness , the whole world would be Muslim" :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1)The Eastren 
Divan of the western Poet - Goethe P.31 2)New Horizons for Calling ,The scholar Anwar 
Aljendy 81 3)God's Sun Rise on the West- Zegred Honke 465 4)Traveling to the Orient 
P.277 5)from (the encyclopedia of introductionof knowledge and Protocol ) by Anwar 
Aljendy 6)The historian Well Diorant in his encyclopedia (the Story of Civilization) 11 Vo. 
7)the historian Philip Hate from (the encyclopedia of introduction knowledge and Protocol ) 
by Anwar Aljendy 8)from (Goethe and the Arab world) by Katrina Mumzun (181-355) 9) 
(M.H. Hart, "The 100: A Ranking of the Most Influential Persons in History",33 10) from 
(Islam a river looking for a runway) Dr. Shawgy Abu Khalil 15. 11) A historical entrance to 
Islam- Twenby 12)The Life of Truth -Justaph Lubond 13)Mohammed's life by Bodly the 
orientlist 14) The Spanish orientlist Jane Lean (The Arab). 15)That is our Relegion by 
Mohammed Al-Ghazali 16)from(Mohammed in Fair Western Art)142 17)Western Poems by 
Alexander Pushkin`` 
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5- Non Muslims Testify  

Non Muslims Testify ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA confirms: "....a mass of detail in the 
early sources show that he was an honest and upright man who had gained the respect and 
loyalty of others who were like-wise honest and upright men." (Vol. 12) GEORGE 
BERNARD SHAW said about him: "He must be called the Saviour of Humanity. I believe 
that if a man like him were to assume the dictatorship of the modern world, he would succeed 
in solving its problems in a way that would bring it much needed peace and happiness." (The 
Genuine Islam, Singapore, Vol. 1, No. 8, 1936) He was by far the most remarkable man that 
ever set foot on this earth. He preached a religion, founded a state, built a nation, laid down a 
moral code, initiated numerous social and political reforms, established a powerful and 
dynamic society to practice and represent his teachings and completely revolutionized the 
worlds of human thought and behavior for all times to come. "His Name is MUHAMMAD" 
May Peace of God Be Upon Him (pbuh) He was born in Arabia in the year 570 C.E. 
(common era), started his mission of preaching the religion of Truth, Islam (submission to 
One God) at the age of forty and departed from this world at the age of sixty-three. During 
this short period of 23 years of his Prophethood, he changed the complete Arabian peninsula 
from paganism and idolatry to worship of One God, from tribal quarrels and wars to national 
solidarity and cohesion, from drunkenness and debauchery to sobriety and piety, from 
lawlessness and anarchy to disciplined living, from utter bankruptcy to the highest standards 
of moral excellence. Human history has never known such a complete transformation of a 
people or a place before or since - and imagine all these unbelievable wonders in just over 
two decades. LAMARTINE, the renowned historian speaking on the essentials of human 
greatness wonders: "If greatness of purpose, smallness of means and astounding results are 
the three criteria of human genius, who could dare to compare any great man in modern 
history with Muhammad? The most famous men created arms, laws and empires only. They 
founded, if anything at all, no more than material powers which often crumbled away before 
their eyes. This man moved not only armies, legislation, empires, peoples and dynasties, but 
millions of men in one-third of the then inhabited world; and more than that, he moved the 
altars, the gods, the religions, the ideas, the beliefs and souls....his forbearance in victory, his 
ambition, which was entirely devoted to one idea and in no manner striving for an empire; his 
endless prayers, his mystic conversations with God, his death and his triumph after death; all 
these attest not to an imposture but to a firm conviction which gave him the power to restore 
a dogma. This dogma was two-fold, the unity of God and the immateriality of God; the 
former telling what God is, the latter telling what God is not; the one overthrowing false gods 
with the sword, the other starting an idea with the words." "Philosopher, orator, apostle, 
legislator, warrior, conqueror of ideas, restorer of rational dogmas, of a cult without images, 
the founder of twenty terrestrial empires and of one spiritual empire, that is Muhammad. As 
regards all the standards by which Human Greatness may be measured, we may well ask, Is 
there any man greater than he?" (Lamartine, HISTOIRE DE LA TURQUIE, Paris, 1854, Vol. 
II, pp 276-277) The world has had its share of great personalities. But these were one-sided 
figures who distinguished themselves in but one or two fields, such as religious thought or 
military leadership. The lives and teachings of these great personalities of the world are 
shrouded in the mist of time. There is so much speculation about the time and place of their 
birth, the mode and style of their life, the nature and detail of their teachings and the degree 
and measure of their success or failure that it is impossible for humanity to reconstruct 
accurately the lives and teachings of these men. Not so this man. Muhammad (pbuh) 
accomplished so much in such diverse fields of human thought and behavior in the fullest 
blaze of human history. Every detail of his private life and public utterances has been 
accurately ********ed and faithfully preserved to our day. The authenticity of the record so 



preserved are vouched for not only by the faithful followers but even by his prejudiced 
critics. Muhammad (pbuh) was a religious teacher, a social reformer, a moral guide, an 
administrative colossus, a faithful friend, a wonderful companion, a devoted husband, a 
loving father - all in one. No other man in history ever excelled or equaled him in any of 
these different aspects of life - but it was only for the selfless personality of Muhammad 
(pbuh) to achieve such incredible perfections. MAHATMA GANDHI, speaking on the 
character of Muhammad, (pbuh) says in (YOUNG INDIA): "I wanted to know the best of 
one who holds today's undisputed sway over the hearts of millions of mankind....I became 
more than convinced that it was not the sword that won a place for Islam in those days in the 
scheme of life. It was the rigid simplicity, the utter self-effacement of the Prophet, the 
scrupulous regard for his pledges, his intense devotion to this friends and followers, his 
intrepidity, his fearlessness, his absolute trust in God and in his own mission. These and not 
the sword carried everything before them and surmounted every obstacle. When I closed the 
2nd volume (of the Prophet's biography), I was sorry there was not more for me to read of the 
great life." THOMAS CARLYLE in his (HEROES AND HEROWORSHIP), was simply 
amazed as to: "how one man single-handedly, could weld warring tribes and wandering 
Bedouins into a most powerful and civilized nation in less than two decades." DIWAN 
CHAND SHARMA wrote: "Muhammad was the soul of kindness, and his influence was felt 
and never forgotten by those around him." (D.C. Sharma, THE PROPHETS OF THE EAST, 
Calcutta, 1935, pp. 12) EDWARD GIBBON and SIMON OCKLEY speaking on the 
profession of Islam write: "'I BELIEVE IN ONE GOD, AND MAHOMET, AN APOSTLE 
OF GOD' is the simple and invariable profession of Islam. The intellectual image of the Deity 
has never been degraded by any visible idol; the honor of the Prophet has never transgressed 
the measure of human virtues; and his living precepts have restrained the gratitude of his 
disciples within the bounds of reason and religion." (HISTORY OF THE SARACEN 
EMPIRES, London, 1870, p. 54) Muhammad (pbuh) was nothing more or less than a human 
being. But he was a man with a noble mission, which was to unite humanity on the worship 
of One and Only One God and to teach them the way to honest and upright living based on 
the commands of God. He always described himself as, "A Servant and Messenger of God," 
and so indeed every action of his proclaimed to be. Speaking on the aspect of equality before 
God in Islam, the famous poetess of India, SAROJINI NAIDU says: "It was the first religion 
that preached and practiced democracy; for, in the mosque, when the call for prayer is 
sounded and worshippers are gathered together, the democracy of Islam is embodied five 
times a day when the peasant and king kneel side by side and proclaim: 'God Alone is 
Great'... I have been struck over and over again by this indivisible unity of Islam that makes 
man instinctively a brother." (S. Naidu, IDEALS OF ISLAM, vide Speeches & Writings, 
Madras, 1918, p. 169) In the words of PROF. HURGRONJE: "The league of nations founded 
by the prophet of Islam put the principle of international unity and human brotherhood on 
such universal foundations as to show candle to other nations." He continues: "The fact is that 
no nation of the world can show a parallel to what Islam has done towards the realization of 
the idea of the League of Nations." The world has not hesitated to raise to divinity, 
individuals whose lives and missions have been lost in legend. Historically speaking, none of 
these legends achieved even a fraction of what Muhammad (pbuh) accomplished. And all his 
striving was for the sole purpose of uniting mankind for the worship of One God on the codes 
of moral excellence. Muhammad (pbuh) or his followers never at any time claimed that he 
was a Son of God or the God-incarnate or a man with divinity - but he always was and is 
even today considered as only a Messenger chosen by God. MICHAEL H. HART in his 
recently published book on ratings of men who contributed towards the benefit and 
upliftment of mankind writes: "My choice of Muhammad to lead the list of the world's most 
influential persons may surprise some readers and may be questioned by others, but he was 



the only man in history who was supremely successful on both the religious and secular 
levels." (M.H. Hart, THE 100: A RANKING OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PERSONS IN 
HISTORY, New York, 1978, p. 33) K. S. RAMAKRISHNA RAO, an Indian Professor of 
Philosophy in his booklet, ("Muhammad, The Prophet of Islam,") calls him the "Perfect 
model for human life." Prof. Ramakrishna Rao explains his point by saying: "The personality 
of Muhammad, it is most difficult to get into the whole truth of it. Only a glimpse of it I can 
catch. What a dramatic succession of picturesque scenes! There is Muhammad, the Prophet. 
There is Muhammad, the Warrior; Muhammad, the Businessman; Muhammad, the 
Statesman; Muhammad, the Orator; Muhammad, the Reformer; Muhammad, the Refuge of 
Orphans; Muhammad, the Protector of Slaves; Muhammad, the Emancipator of Women; 
Muhammad, the Judge; Muhammad, the Saint. All in all these magnificent roles, in all these 
departments of human activities, he is alike a hero." Today after a lapse of fourteen centuries, 
the life and teachings of Muhammad (pbuh) have survived without the slightest loss, 
alteration or interpolation. They offer the same undying hope for treating mankind's many 
ills, which they did when he was alive. This is not a claim of Muhammad's (pbuh) followers 
but also the inescapable conclusion forced upon by a critical and unbiased history. The least 
you could do as a thinking and concerned human being is to stop for a moment and ask 
yourself: Could these statements sounding so extraordinary and revolutionary be really true? 
And supposing they really are true and you did not know this man MUHAMMAD (pbuh) or 
hear about him, isn't it time you responded to this tremendous challenge and put in some 
effort to know him? It will cost you nothing but it may prove to be the beginning of a 
completely new era in your life.  
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You Must Know This Man In The Name Of Allaah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful 
MUHAMMAD (May peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him) You may be an 
atheist or an agnostic; or you may belong to anyone of the religious denominations that exist 
in the world today. You may be a Communist or a believer in democracy and freedom. No 
matter what you are, and no matter what your religious and political beliefs, personal and 
social habits happen to be - YOU MUST STILL KNOW THIS MAN! He was by far the most 
remarkable man that ever set foot on this earth. He preached a religion, founded a state, built 
a nation, laid down a moral code, initiated numberless social and political reforms, 
established a dynamic and powerful society to practice and represent his teachings, and 
completely revolutionized the worlds of human thought and action for all times to come. HIS 
NAME IS MUHAMMAD, peace and blessings of Almighty God be upon him and he 
accomplished all these wonders in the unbelievably short span of twenty-three years. 
Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him was born in Arabia on the 
20th of August, in the year 570 of the Christian era, and when he died after 63 years, the 
whole of the Arabian Peninsula had changed from paganism and idol-worship to the worship 
of One God; from tribal quarrels and wars to national solidarity and cohesion; from 
drunkenness and debauchery to sobriety and piety; from lawlessness and anarchy to 
disciplined living; from utter moral bankruptcy to the highest standards of moral excellence. 
Human history has never known such a complete transformation of a people or a place before 
or since! The Encyclopedia Britannica calls him "the most successful of all religious 
personalities of the world". Bernard Shaw said about him that if Muhammad were alive today 
he would succeed in solving all those problems which threaten to destroy human civilization 
in our times. Thomas Carlysle was simply amazed as to how one man, single-handedly, could 
weld warring tribes and wandering Bedouins into a most powerful and civilized nation in less 



than two decades. Napoleon and Gandhi never tired of dreaming of a society along the lines 
established by this man in Arabia fourteen centuries ago. Indeed no other human being ever 
accomplished so much, in such diverse fields of human thought and behavior, in so limited a 
space of time, as did Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him. He was 
a religious teacher, a social reformer, a moral guide, a political thinker, a military genius, an 
administrative colossus, a faithful friend, a wonderful companion, a devoted husband, a 
loving father - all in one. No other man in history ever excelled or equaled him in any of 
these difficult departments of life. The world has had its share of great personalities. But 
these were one sided figures who distinguished themselves in but one or two fields such as 
religious thought or military leadership. None of the other great leaders of the world ever 
combined in himself so many different qualities to such an amazing level of perfection as did 
Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him. The lives and teachings of 
other great personalities of the world are shrouded in the mist of time. There is so much 
speculation about the time and the place of their birth, the mode and style of their life, the 
nature and detail of their teachings and the degree and measure of their success or failure that 
it is impossible for humanity today to reconstruct accurately and precisely the lives and 
teachings of those men. Not so this man Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty 
be upon him. Not only was he born in the fullest blaze of recorded history, but every detail of 
his private and public life, of his actions and utterances, has been accurately ********ed and 
faithfully preserved to our day. The authenticity of the information so preserved is vouched 
for not only by faithful followers but also by unbiased critics and open-minded scholars. At 
the level of ideas there is no system of thought and belief-secular or religious, social or 
political-which could surpass or equal ISLAAM- the system which Muhammad peace and 
blessings of God Almighty be upon him propounded. In a fast changing world, while other 
systems have undergone profound transformations, Islaam alone has remained above all 
change and mutation, and retained its original form for the past 1400 years. What is more, the 
positive changes that are taking place in the world of human thought and behavior, truly and 
consistently reflect the healthy influence of Islam in these areas. Further, it is not given to the 
best of thinkers to put their ideas completely into practice, and to see the seeds of their labors 
grow and bear fruit, in their own lifetime. Except of course, Muhammad, peace and blessings 
of God Almighty be upon him, who not only preached the most wonderful ideas but also 
successfully translated each one of them into practice in his own lifetime. At the time of his 
death his teachings were not mere precepts and ideas straining for fulfillment, but had 
become the very core of the life of tens of thousands of perfectly trained individuals, each 
one of whom was a marvelous personification of everything that Muhammad peace and 
blessings of God Almighty be upon him taught and stood for. At what other time or place and 
in relation to what other political, social, religious system, philosophy or ideology-did the 
world ever witness such a perfectly amazing phenomenon? Indeed no other system or 
ideology secular or religious, social or political, ancient or modern - could ever claim the 
distinction of having been put into practice in its fullness and entirety EVEN ONCE in this 
world, either before or after the death of its founder. Except of course ISLAAM, the ideology 
preached by Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him which was 
established as a complete way of life by the teacher himself, before he departed from this 
world. History bears testimony to this fact and the greatest skeptics have no option but to 
concede this point. In spite of these amazing achievements and in spite of the countless 
absolutely convincing and authentic miracles performed by him and the phenomenal success 
which crowned his efforts, he did not for a moment claim to be God or God's incarnation or 
Son - but only a human being who was chosen and ordained by God to be a teacher of truth to 
man kind and a complete model and pattern for their actions. He was nothing more or less 
than a human being. But he was a man with a noble and exalted mission-and his unique 



mission was to unite humanity on the worship of ONE AND ONLY GOD and to teach them 
the way to honest and upright living in accordance with the laws and commands of God. He 
always described himself as A MESSENGER AND SERVANT OF GOD, and so indeed 
every single action and movement of his proclaimed him to be. A world which has not 
hesitated to raise to Divinity individuals whose very lives and missions have been lost in 
legend and who historically speaking did not accomplish half as much-or even one tenth-as 
was accomplished by Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be upon him should 
stop to take serious note of this remarkable man's claim to be God's messenger to mankind. 
Today after the lapse of some 1400 years the life and teachings of Prophet Muhammad, peace 
and blessings of God Almighty be upon him, have survived without the slightest loss, 
alteration or interpolation. Today they offer the same undying hope for treating mankind's 
many ills which they did when Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings of God Almighty be 
upon him, was alive. This is our honest claim and this is the inescapable conclusion forced 
upon us by a critical and unbiased study of history. The least YOU should do as a thinking, 
sensitive, concerned human being is to stop for one brief moment and ask yourself: Could it 
be that these statements, extraordinary and revolutionary as they sound, are really true? 
Supposing they really are true, and you did not know this man Muhammad, peace and 
blessings of God Almighty be upon him or hear about his teachings? Or did not know him 
well and intimately enough to be able to benefit from his guidance and example? Isn't it time 
you responded to this tremendous challenge and made some effort to know him? It will not 
cost you anything but it may well prove to be the beginning of a completely new era in your 
life. Come, let us make a new discovery of the life of this wonderful man Muhammad, peace 
and blessings of God Almighty be upon him the like of whom never walked on this earth, and 
whose example and teachings can change YOUR LIFE and OUR WORLD for the better. 
May God shower His choicest blessings upon him!  
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The Life Of Prophet Muhammed Before His Mission  

The Prophet (peace be upon him) lived among his people for a period of 40 years before 
Allah - the Almighty chose him for the message. His life before his mission is an explicit 
evidence of his Prophethood. Allah - the Almighty said: “Say (O Muhammed! ) ‘ If Allah had 
so willed, I should not have recited it to you nor would He have made it known to you. 
Verily, I have stayed amongst you a lifetime before this. Have you then no sense?” 
[Qur'aan10:16] His people knew him as a trustworthy and honest man and they have never 
experienced any lie from him. The following are some of the many incidences from his life 
before the Prophethood implying his impending Prophethood: REBUILDING AL-KA'BAH 
AND THE ARBITRATION ISSUE When the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) was 
thirty-five years of age, Quraysh started rebuilding the Ka'bah. That was because it was a low 
building of white stones no more than 6.3 meters high from the days of Ishmael. It was also 
roofless and that gave the thieves easy access to its treasures inside. It was also exposed to the 
wearing factors of nature because it was built a long time ago – that weakened and cracked its 
walls. Five years before the Prophethood, there was a great flood in Makkah that swept 
towards the Ka'bah and almost demolished it. Quraysh were obliged to rebuild it to safeguard 
its sanctity and position. The chiefs of Quraysh decided to use only money earned honestly, 
in rebuilding the Ka'bah, so all the monies derived from harlotry, usury or unjust practices 
were excluded. They were, at first too afraid to knock down the wall, but Al-Waleed bin 



Al-Mugheerah Al-Mukhzumi started the work. Seeing that no harm had happened to him, the 
others participated in demolishing the walls until they reached the foundation laid by 
Abraham. When they started rebuilding its walls, they divided the work among the tribes. 
Each tribe was responsible for rebuilding a part of it. The tribes collected stones and started 
work. The man who laid the stones was a Roman mason called Baqum. The work went on in 
harmony till the time came to put the sacred Black Stone in its proper place. Then strife broke 
out among the chiefs, and lasted for four or five days, each contesting for the honor of 
placing the stone in its position. Daggers were on the point of being drawn and bloodshed 
seemed imminent. Luckily, the oldest among the chiefs, Abu Omaiyah bin Mugheerah 
Al-Makhzumi, made a proposal which was accepted by all. He said: "Let him, who first 
enters the sanctuary in the morning decide on the issue.” It was then Allah’s Will that young 
Muhammed, the future Messenger of Allah should be the first to enter the Mosque. On seeing 
him, all the people at the scene, cried with one voice: “Al-Ameen (the trustworthy) has come. 
We are ******* to abide by his decision.” Calm and self-possessed, Muhammed (peace be 
upon him) received the commission and at once resolved upon an expedient solution, which 
was to satisfy them all. He asked for a mantle which he spread on the ground and placed the 
stone in its center. He then asked the representatives of the different clans among them, to lift 
each corner of the cloth. When they reached the proper place, Muhammed laid it in its proper 
position with his own hands. This is how a very tense situation was eased and a grave danger 
averted by the wisdom of Muhammed even before he became a Prophet (peace be upon him). 
ON MOUNT SAFA Al-Bukhaari reported part of this story on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas. 
He said: “When the following verses were revealed: “And warn your tribe (O Muhammed – 
peace be upon him) of near kindred.” [26:214] The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) 
ascended Mount Safa and started to call: “O Bani Fahr! O Bani ‘Adi (two tribes of 
Quraysh).” Many people gathered and those who could not come sent somebody to report to 
them. Abu Lahab was also present. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said: “Consider, if I 
were to tell you that there were some horsemen in the valley planning to raid you, will you 
believe me?” They said: “Yes, we have never experienced any lie from you.” He said: “I am 
a warner to you before a severe torment.” Abu Lahab promptly replied: “Perish you all the 
day! Have you summoned us for such a thing?” THE OBSERVATION OF AN-NADR BIN 
AL HARITH Once An-Nadr bin Harith addressed the Quraysh people in the following 
manner: “O Quraysh! You have experienced an unprecedented phenomenon before which 
you have so far been desperately helpless. Muhammed grew up here among you and always 
proved to be highly obliging, the most truthful and trustworthy young man. However, later on 
when he reached manhood, he began to preach a new faith alien to your society, and opposed 
to your liking so you began to denounce him at times as a sorcerer, and at another as a 
soothsayer, a poet and even as insane person. I swear by Allah that he is not anyone of those. 
He is not interested in blowing on knots as magicians do, nor do his words belong to the 
world of soothsaying. He is not a poet either, for his mentality is not that of a rambler, nor is 
he insane because he has never been seen to suffer from any sort of hallucinations or 
insinuations peculiar to madmen. O people of Quraysh, it is really a serious issue and I 
recommend that you reconsider your attitude.” HERACULES AND ABU SUFYAN 
Al-Bukhaari, on the authority of Ibn Abbas, narrated that Heracules sent for Abu Sufyan and 
his companions, who happened to be trading in Jerusalem. That was during the time of the 
truce that had been concluded between the polytheists of Quraysh and the Messenger of Allah 
(peace be upon him). Heracules, seated amongst his chiefs of staff, asked, “Who amongst you 
is the nearest relative to the man who claims to be a Prophet (peace be upon him)?” “(Abu 
Sufyan) replied: ‘I am the nearest relative to him from amongst the group.” So they made me 
sit in front of him and made my companions sit behind me. Then he called upon his translator 
and said (to him). “Tell them (i.e. Abu Sufyan’s companions) that I am going to ask him (i.e. 



Abu Sufyan) regarding that man who claims to be a Prophet. So if he tells a lie, they should 
contradict him (instantly)’. Abu Sufyan, an ardent enemy of the Prophet (peace be upon him) 
commented: “By Allah, had I not been afraid that my companions would consider me a liar, I 
would have told lies.” Abu Sufyan’s testimony went as follows: “Muhammed descends from 
a noble family. No one of his family happened to assume kingship. His followers are those 
deemed to be among the weak, with their numbers ever growing. He neither tells lies nor 
betrays others. We fight him and he fights us but with alternate victories. He bids people to 
worship Allah Alone with no polytheism and to abandon our fathers’ beliefs. He orders us to 
observe prayer, honesty, abstinence and maintain strong family ties.” Heracules, on hearing 
this testimony, turned to his translator bidding him to communicate to us his following 
impression which reveals full conviction in the truthfulness of Muhammed’s Prophethood: “I 
fully realize that Prophets come from noble families; he does not affect any previous example 
of Prophethood. Since none of his ancestors was a monarch, we cannot then allege that he is a 
man trying to reclaim his father’s monarchy. So long as he does not tell lies to people, he is 
immune to telling lies as regards Allah. Concerning his followers being those deemed weak 
with numbers ever growing, it is something that goes in agreement with questions of faith 
until it later assumes full dimensions geographically and demographically. I have understood 
that no instance of apostasy has as yet appear among his followers and this points to the bliss 
of faith that finds its abode in the human heart. Betrayal, as I see, is alien to him because a 
real Prophet (peace be upon him)s hold betrayal in abhorrence. Bidding worship of Allah 
with no associates, observance of prayer, honesty and abstinence and prohibition of paganism 
are traits bound to subject to him all my possessions. I have already known that a Prophet 
(peace be upon him) must arise but it has never occurred to me that he will be an Arab from 
among you. If I was sure I would be faithful to him, I might hope to meet him, and if I were 
with him, I would wash his feet.’ Heracules then requested that the Prophet’s letter be read. 
The observation of the emperor and finally the definite and clear-cut exposition of the Islamic 
message could not but create a tense atmosphere amongst the clergy present at the court. Abu 
Sufyan and his companions were ordered to go out. Abu Sufyan said, “While coming out, I 
said to my companions, “The matter of Ibn Abi Kabshah (meaning Muhammed – has become 
so prominent that even the king of Banu Al-Asfar (i.e. the Romans) is afraid of him.’ So I 
continued to believe that Allah’s Messenger would be victorious, until Allah made me 
embrace Islam.” The king did not embrace Islam – for it was differently ordained. However, 
the Muslim envoy was sent back to Madinah with the felicitations of the emperor. 
************************************** Al-Islamtoday 
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12 Proofs Of Prophethood  

All praise and gratitude is to Allah – our Creator, Provider and the Maintainer of all the 
worlds. Muslims believe that Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) was 
the final prophet of God, sent to the whole of mankind to call the people to worship The 
Creator alone, and show praise and gratitude to Him. The following are some proofs of his 
Prophethood. 1. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) was raised 
illiterate, unable to read or write, and remained like that till his death. Among all his people, 
he was known as being truthful and trustworthy. Before receiving revelation, he had no prior 
knowledge of Religion or any previously sent Message. He remained like that for his first 
forty years. Revelation then came to Muhammad with the Qur’an that we have in our hands 



today. This Qur’an mentioned most of the accounts found in the previous ******ures, telling 
us about these events in the greatest detail as if he witnessed them. These accounts came 
precisely as they were found in the Torah sent down to Moses and in the Gospel sent down to 
Jesus. 2. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) also foretold of things 
that would occur to him and his community after him, pertaining to victory, the removal of 
the tyrannical kingdoms of Choruses [the royal title for the Zoroastrian kings of Persia] and 
Caesar, and the establishment of the religion of Islam throughout the earth. These events 
occurred exactly as Muhammad foretold, as if he was reading the future from an open book. 
3. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) also brought an Arabic Qur’an 
that is the peak of eloquence and clarity. The Qur’an challenged those eloquent and fluent 
Arabs of his time, who initially belied him, to bring forth a single chapter like the Qur’an. 
The eloquent Arabs of his day were unable to contest this Qur’an. Indeed, till our day, none 
has ever dared to claim that he has been able to compose words that equal-or even 
approach-the order, grace, beauty, and splendor of this Glorious Qur’an. 4. The life history of 
this Noble Prophet was a perfect example of being upright, merciful, compassionate, truthful, 
brave, generous, distant from all evil character, and ascetic in all worldly matters, while 
striving solely for the reward of the Hereafter. Moreover, in all his actions and dealings, he 
was ever mindful and fearful of The Creator. 5. Allah instilled great love for Muhammad 
(may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) in the hearts of all who believed in and met 
him. This love reached such a degree that any of his companions would willingly sacrifice his 
(or her) self, mother or father for him. Till today, those who believe in Muhammad honor and 
love him. Anyone of those who believe in him would ransom his own family and wealth to 
see him, even if but once. 6. All of history has not preserved the biography of any person in 
the manner it has preserved the life of Muhammad, who is the most influential human in 
history. Nor has the entire earth known of anyone whom every morning and evening, and 
many times thereafter throughout the day, are thought of by those who believe in him. Upon 
remembering Muhammad, the believers in him will greet him and ask Allah to bless him. 
They do such with full hearts and true love for him. 7. Nor has there been a man on earth 
whom is still followed in all his doings by those who believe in him. Those who believe in 
Muhammad sleep in the manner he slept; purify themselves (through ablution and ritual 
washing) in the manner he purified himself; and adhere to his practice in the way they eat, 
drink, and clothe themselves. Indeed in all aspects of their lives, the believers in Muhammad 
adhere to the teachings he spread among them and the path that he traveled upon during his 
life. During every generation, from his day till our time, the believers in this Noble prophet 
have fully adhered to his teachings. Let alone all that, all those who believe in Muhammad 
repeat those praises of Allah, special prayers, and invocations that he would say during each 
of his actions, supplicating to Allah during day and night, like: what he would say when he 
greeted people, upon entering and leaving the house, entering and leaving the mosque, 
entering and leaving the bathroom, going to sleep and awaking from sleep, observing the new 
crescent, observing the new fruit on trees, eating, drinking, dressing, riding, traveling and 
returning from travel, etc. All those who believe in Muhammad fully perform-even to the 
minute detail-every act of worship-like prayer, fasting, charity, and pilgrimage-as this Noble 
Messenger (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) taught and as he himself 
performed. All of this allows those who believe in him, to live their lives in all aspects with 
this Noble Messenger as their example, as if he was standing before them, for them to follow 
in all their doings. 8. There has never been, nor will there ever be a man anywhere upon this 
earth who has received such love, respect, honor, and obedience in all matters-small and large 
alike-as has this Noble Prophet. 9. Since his day, in every region of the earth and during 
every period, this Noble Prophet has been followed by individuals from all races, colors and 
peoples. Many of those who followed him were previously Christians, Jews, pagans, 



idolaters, or without any religion. Among those who chose to follow him, were those who 
were known for their sound judgment, wisdom, reflection, and foresight. They chose to 
follow this Noble Prophet after they witnessed the signs of his truthfulness and the evidences 
of his miracles. They did not choose to follow Muhammad out of compulsion or coercion or 
because they had adopted the ways of their fathers and mothers. Indeed many of the followers 
of this Prophet (may Allah's blessings peace be upon him), chose to follow him during the 
time when Islam was weak, when there were few Muslims, and when there was severe 
persecution of his followers on earth. Most people who have followed this Prophet (may 
Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) have done so not to acquire some material benefits. 
Indeed many of his followers have suffered the greatest forms of harm and persecution as a 
result of following this Prophet. Despite all this harm and persecution, this did not turn them 
back from his religion. All of this clearly indicates, that this Prophet was truly and really 
Allah's messenger and that he was not just a man who claimed prophet hood or spoke about 
Allah without knowledge. 10. With all this, Muhammad came with a great religion in its 
creedal and legal make-up. Muhammad described Allah with qualities of complete 
perfection, and at the same time in a manner that is free of ascribing to Him any imperfection. 
Neither the philosophers nor the wise could ever describe Allah like such. Indeed it is 
impossible to imagine that any human mind could conceive of an existing being that 
possesses such complete ability, knowledge, and greatness; who has subdued the creation and 
has encompassed everything in the universe, small or large; and possesses such perfect 
mercy. Nor is it in the ability of any human being to place a perfect law based upon justice, 
equality, mercy and objectivity for all human activity on earth like the laws that Muhammad 
brought for all spheres of human activity - like buying and selling, marriage and divorce, 
renting, testimony, custody, and all other contracts that are necessary to uphold life and 
civilization on earth. 11. It is impossible that any person conceive wisdom, morals, good 
manners, nobleness of characters as what this honorable Prophet (may Allah's blessings and 
peace be upon him) brought. In a full and complete manner, Muhammad spread a teaching 
regarding character and manners toward one's parents, relatives, fiends, family, humanity, 
animals, plants and inanimate objects. It is impossible for the human mind alone to grasp all 
of that teaching or come with a similar teaching. All of that un*****ocally indicates that this 
Messenger did not bring this religion from his own accord, but that it was rather a teaching 
and inspiration that he received from the One Who created the earth and the high heavens 
above and created this universe in its miraculous architecture and perfection. 12. The legal 
and creedal make-up of the religion that the Messenger, Muhammad, (may Allah’s blessings 
and peace be upon him) brought resembles the engineering of the heavens and the earth. All 
of that indicates that He who created the heavens and the earth is the One Who sent down this 
great law and upright religion. The degree of inimitability of the Divine law that was sent 
down upon Muhammad is to the same degree of inimitability of the Divine creation of the 
heavens and earth. For just as humanity cannot create this universe, in the same manner 
humanity cannot bring forth a law like Allah's law that He sent down upon His servant and 
messenger Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him).  
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Twelve Proofs that Muhammad is a True Prophet Shaykh `Abdul Rahman `Abdul Khaliq 
Originally published by IANA 

essay, I am not singling out the adherents of Islam - to which I ascribe - but rather I am 



writing this essay to every man and woman throughout the whole world. I ask Allah that He 
facilitates tat this essay reaches every ear, falls under the sight of every eye, and is understood 
by every heart... Muhammad the son of `Abdullah is Allah's Prophet and the Final Messenger 
Sent by Allah to the Inhabitants of Earth. My brothers and sisters everywhere! You should 
know that the Messenger, Muhammad the son of `Abdullah (may Allah's blessings and peace 
be upon him) is Allah's Messenger in reality and truth. The evidences that show his veracity 
are abundant. None but an infidel, who out of arrogance alone, could deny these signs. 
Among these proofs: 1. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) was 
raised illiterate, unable to read or write, and remained like that till his death. Among all his 
people, he was known as being truthful and trustworthy. Before receiving revelation, he had 
no prior knowledge of Religion or any previously sent Message. He remained like that for his 
first forty years. Revelation then came to Muhammad with the Koran that we now have 
between our hands. This Koran mentioned most of the accounts found in the previous 
******ures, telling us about these events in the greatest detail as if he witnessed them. These 
accounts came precisely as they were found in the Torah sent down to Moses and in the 
Gospel sent down to Jesus. Neither the Jews or Christians were able to belie him regarding 
anything that he said. 2. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) also 
foretold of everything that would occur to him and his community after him, pertaining to 
victory, the removal of the tyrannical kingdoms of Chosroes [the royal title for the 
Zoroastrian kings of Persia] and Caesar, and the establishment of the religion of Islam 
throughout the earth. These events occurred exactly as Muhammad foretold, as if he was 
reading the future from an open book. 3. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be 
upon him) also brought an Arabic Koran that is the peak of eloquence and clarity. The Koran 
challenged those eloquent and fluent Arabs of his time, who initially belied him, to bring 
forth a single chapter like the Koran. The eloquent Arabs of his day were unable to contest 
this Koran. Indeed, till our day, none has ever dared to claim that he has been able to 
compose words that equal-or even approach-the order, grace, beauty, and splendor of this 
Glorious Koran. 4. The life history of this Noble Prophet was a perfect example of being 
upright, merciful, compassionate, truthful, brave, generous, distant from all evil character, 
and ascetic in all worldly matters, while striving solely for the reward of the Hereafter. 
Moreover, in all his actions and dealings, he was ever mindful and fearful of Allah. 5. Allah 
instilled great love for Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) in the 
hearts of all who believed in and met him. This love reached such a degree that any of his 
companions would willingly sacrifice his (or her) self, mother or father for him. Till today, 
those who believe in Muhammad honor and love him. Anyone of those who believe in him 
would ransom his own family and wealth to see him, even if but once. 6. All of history has 
not preserved the biography of any person in the manner it has preserved the life of 
Muhammad, who is the most influential human in history. Nor has the entire earth known of 
anyone whom every morning and evening, and many times thereafter throughout the day, is 
thought of by those who believe in him. Upon remembering Muhammad, the believers in him 
will greet him and ask Allah to bless him. They do such with full hearts and true love for him. 
7. Nor has there every been a man on earth whom is still followed in all his doings by those 
who believe in him. Those who believe in Muhammad, sleep in the manner he slept; purify 
themselves (through ablution and ritual washing) in the manner he purified himself; and 
adhere to his practice in the way they eat, drink, and clothe themselves. Indeed in all aspects 
of their lives, the believers in Muhammad adhere to the teachings he spread among them and 
the path that he traveled upon during his life. During every generation, from his day till our 
time, the believers in this Noble Prophet have fully adhered to his teachings. With some, this 
has reached the degree that they desire to follow and adhere to the Prophet's way in his 
personal matters regarding which Allah has not sought of them to adhere to in worship. For 



example, some will only eat those specific foods or only wear those specific garments that the 
Messenger liked. Let alone all that, all those who believe in Muhammad repeat those praises 
of Allah, special prayers, and invocations that he would say during each of his actions during 
day and night, like: what he would say when he greeted people, upon entering and leaving the 
house, entering and leaving the mosque, entering and leaving the bathroom, going to sleep 
and awaking from sleep, observing the new crescent, observing the new fruit on trees, eating, 
drinking, dressing, riding, traveling and returning from travel, etc. Let alone all that, all those 
who believe in Muhammad fully perform-even to the minute detail-every act of worship-like 
prayer, fasting, charity, and pilgrimage-as this Noble Messenger (may Allah's blessings and 
peace be upon him) taught and as he himself performed. All of this allows those who believe 
in him, to live their lives in all aspects with this Noble Messenger as their example, as if he 
was standing before them, for them to follow in all their doings. 8. There has never been nor 
will there ever be a man anywhere upon this earth who has received such love, respect, 
honor, and obedience in all matters-small and large alike-as has this Noble Prophet. 9. Since 
his day, in every region of the earth and during every period, this Noble Prophet has been 
followed by individuals from all races, colors and peoples. Many of those who followed him 
were previously Christians, Jews, pagans, idolaters, or without any religion. Among those 
who chose to follow him, were those who were known for their sound judgment, wisdom, 
reflection, and foresight. They chose to follow this Noble Prophet after they witnessed the 
signs of his truthfulness and the evidences of his miracles. They did not choose to follow 
Muhammad out of compulsion or coercion or because they had adopted the ways of their 
fathers and mothers. Indeed many of the followers of this Prophet (may Allah's blessings 
peace be upon him), chose to follow him during the time when Islam was weak, when there 
were few Muslims, and when there was severe persecution of his followers on earth. Most 
people who have followed this Prophet (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) have 
done so not to acquire some material benefits. Indeed many of his followers have suffered the 
greatest forms of harm and persecution as a result of following this Prophet. Despite all this 
harm and persecution, this did not turn them back from his religion. My brethren! All of this 
clearly indicates to anyone possessing any sense, that this Prophet was truly and really Allah's 
messenger and that he was not just a man who claimed prophethood or spoke about Allah 
without knowledge. 10. With all this, Muhammad came with a great religion in its credal and 
legal make-up. Muhammad described Allah with qualities of complete perfection, and at the 
same time in a manner that is free of ascribing to Him any imperfection. Neither the 
philosophers or the wise could ever describe Allah like such. Indeed it is impossible to 
imagine that any human mind could conceive of an existing being that possesses such 
complete ability, knowledge, and greatness; Who has subdued the creation; Who has 
encompassed everything in the universe, small or large; and Who possesses such perfect 
mercy. Nor is it in the ability of any human being to place a perfect law based upon justice, 
equality, mercy and objectivity for all human activity on earth like the laws that Muhammad 
brought for all spheres of human activity - like buying and selling, marriage and divorce, 
renting, testimony, custody, and all other contracts that are necessary to uphold life and 
civilization on earth. 11. It is impossible that any person conceive wisdom,, morals, good 
manners, nobleness of characters as what this honorable Prophet (may Allah's blessings and 
peace be upon him) brought. In a full and complete manner, Muhammad spread a teaching 
regarding character and manners toward one' parents, relatives, fiends, family, humanity, 
animals, plants and inanimate objects. It is impossible for the human mind alone to grasp all 
of that teaching or come with a similar teaching. All of that un*****ocally indicates that this 
Messenger did not bring an) of this religion from his own accord, but that it was rather a 
teaching and inspiration that he received from the One Who created the earth and the high 
heavens above and created this universe in its miraculous architecture and perfection. 12. The 



legal and credal make-up of the religion that the Messenger, Muhammad, (may Allah's 
blessings and peace be upon him) brought resembles the engineering of the heavens and the 
earth. All of that indicates that He who created the heavens and the earth is the One Who sent 
down this great law and upright religion. The degree of inimitability of the Divine law that 
was sent down upon Muhammad is to the same degree of inimitability of the Divine creation 
of the heavens and earth. For just as humanity cannot create this universe, in the same manner 
humanity cannot bring forth a law like Allah's law that He sent down upon His servant and 
messenger Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him). 
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Science and Sunnah: The Genetic Code Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed Clinical Professor of Medicine 
University of Louisville School of Medicine Louisville, HADITH 4 On the authority of Abu 
'Abd ar-Rahman 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud (May Allah be pleased with him), who said: The 
Messenger of Allah (may the blessings and peace of Allah be upon him) and he is the 
truthful, the believed, narrated to us: Verily the creation of each one of you is brought 
together in his mother's belly for forty days in the form of seed, then he is a clot of blood for 
a like period, then a morsel of flesh for a like period, then there is sent to him the angel who 
blows the breath of life into him and who is commanded about four matters: to write down 
his means of livelihood, his life span. His actions, and whether happy or unhappy. By Allah, 
other than Whom there is no god, verily one of you behaves like the people of Paradise until 
there is but an arm's length between him and it. And that which has been written overtakes 
him and so he behaves like the people of Hell-fire and thus he enters it; and one of you 
behaves like the people of Hellfire until there is but an arm's length between him and it. And 
that which has been written overtakes him and so he behaves like the people of Paradise and 
thus he enters it. It was related by al-Bukhari and Muslim, (Ref: An-Nawawi's "Forty 
Hadith". Translated by Ezzeddin Ibrahim and Denys Johnson-Davis. The Holy Koran 
Publishing House, Damascus, Syria, 1977, pp. 36-38.) There are some Muslim thinkers who 
do not like the interpretation of Qur'an or Sunnah in terms of scientific terminology. 
However, the author believes there is nothing wrong in attempting to understand or interpret 
"Islam" in the light of modern knowledge. Through this article the author wants to encourage 
freethinking, stimulate research ideas among Muslim scholars, scientists and students so that 
our understanding of Qur'an and Sunnah can be furthered. This Sunnah deals with the 
creation of human beings which is mentioned in great detail in Al-Qur'an. However, the 
astounding and astonishing matter about this Hadith is the angel who blows the breath of life 
into man and writes down four matters: (1) his means of Livelihood, (2) his life span, (3) his 
actions, and (4) whether happy or unhappy. Before the scientific discovery of the Genetic 
Code and the award of Nobel Prizes to the three discoverers in 1968, it was humanly 
impossible to scientifically understand this Hadith. In 1990s, we are able to unravel the 
genetic code with regard to a person's inheritance of certain disease carrying genes. This 
information may tell us about an individual's life span and/or whether he will be happy or 
unhappy. Science is yet to discover the genes responsible for a person's "rizq" (food habits, 
dietetic profile, etc.) and a person's "actions" or behavior such as Type A, B, or C personality. 
The present article attempts to show our current knowledge in our ability to perform genetic 
screening in order to understand a person's inheritance of carrying or developing a certain 
disease through the study of that person's genes. Our knowledge is still incomplete and we 
are very far away in attaining the knowledge about the four matters mentioned in this Hadith. 
Inside the nucleus of a living cell there are 46 chromosomes which are visible only when the 
cell divides. The chromosomes are made of DNA or deoxyribonucleic acid. A certain length 



of the DNA is called the gene. That length of DNA that codes for complete synthesis of a 
protein is also called a gene. Along the 46 chromosomes of every human cell are some 
100,000 genes. The U.S. Government is funding a $3 billion, 15-year Human Genome 
Project, under the joint leadership of the National Institutes of Health and the Department of 
Energy, which will allow scientists to know exactly where on our chromosomes each of our 
100,000 genes reside. Among these 100,000 genes, there are a few genes, which can be 
lethal. Every person has a unique set of these seven or eight deadly genes. They are usually 
hidden, but in the wrong environment or in combination with certain other genes they can 
express themselves in dangerous ways. Some families carry genetic diseases for generations 
and they know what type of lethal genes they carry. Most of the people do not know if they 
carry any genetically defective genes. In the near future it is possible to get a blue print of our 
genetic inheritance-and with the knowledge of the most likely cause of our own death. This 
test can be performed by walking into a physician's office and giving a blood sample with a 
finger prick. The results of the test reveal if a person has any defective genes that will cause a 
certain disease or the result may be negative in which case that person will not carry the 
disease. Most of the adult-onset diseases involve several genes. For example there are at least 
17 genes responsible for just one aspect of coronary heart disease-and the genes express 
themselves only under certain conditions. For most of the genetic diseases it is impossible to 
predict with a certainty. Geneticists now say that diabetes, hypertension, and cancer run in 
families. In other words these diseases are genetically inherited. Geneticists can treat adults 
for the presence of a handful of relatively rare genes - among them those that cause 
Huntington's disease (causes progressive brain degeneration); adult polycystic kidney disease 
(causes gradual loss of kidney function); polypsos (this condition leads to colon cancer); 
hemochromatosis (which could cause liver failure); and certain forms of cancer such as 
retinoblastoma, some leukemias, and small-cell carcinoma of the lung. There are two 
important questions, which have not been answered so far. The first one is whether 
knowledge of the information is itself potentially hazardous to the individual; and the second 
one is whether institutions will misuse that knowledge to promote their own dominance and 
control. There are two types of tests: prenatal tests and genetic screening tests. The prenatal 
tests inform future parents of a child's chances of inheriting a condition for which the parent 
is a carrier-Tay-Sachs disease, sickle cell disease, cystic fibrosis- or of inheriting a condition 
from which a family member has already died-muscular dystrophy, hemophilia, 
beta-thalassemia. The genetic screening test tells the adults about their own genetic destiny. 
But do we really want to know? Are we willing to learn the details of our genetic 
destiny-especially when it involves diseases for which there is no cure? Are we capable of 
understanding the uncertainties inherent in this high-tech fortunetelling? Adult polycystic 
kidney disease comes late in age and causes degenerative condition of the kidneys resulting 
in gradual loss of kidney function. It is carried on a single, dominant gene. If a man has the 
disease, then his son has a 50-50 chance of having the gene and if he has two daughters, their 
chances of having the disease is also 50-50. Usually this disease strikes when one is in his or 
her 110's. The genetic test only tells whether a persons has the gene that causes the disease, 
but it doesn't tell whether that person gets the disease in his UO ' s or in his late 60's. No 
treatment exists to prevent kidney failure in polycystic kidney patients. There is a certain 
amount of unwillingness on the part of humans to know their future. However there are 
individuals who have taken the tests for the occurrence of Huntington's disease which is a 
neurological disease, a progressive and untreatable brain and muscle degeneration with 
symptoms that usually show themselves in the 40's. The chances of inheriting this disease 
causing gene is also 50-50. Those who took the test and whose results were positive, there 
were no instances of suicide and only one of severe depression, and one marital breakup 
among the 71 patients screened. Nancy Wexler of the Hereditary Disease Foundation says "If 



the information is limiting, enervating, depressing, if it tears at your self-esteem, if it gives 
you nothing to do, it might be better not to know." She devoted her professional life to the 
search for the gene for Huntington's disease which killed her mother and for which she and 
her sister are at risk. Scientists stress that the results of genetic testing are ambiguous: genes 
alone do not determine a disease's prognosis. One can say whether or not an individual 
appears to have the gene, and those who have the gene have gone on to develop the disease. 
But one cannot say anything about when the disease will start, what will be the course of the 
disease, and what will be the relevant aspects of the illness. The danger comes when 
imprecise tests are used inorder to predict the future, and when institutions actually use them 
to construct the future: when employers refuse to hire or train individuals at high risk of 
dying in their prime; when health-insurance companies insist on knowing the genetic profiles 
of their potential subscribers before paying for pre-existing genetic conditions; when schools 
require a permanent genetic record to anticipate which children will exhibit behavioral 
problems or learning disabilities. In United States genetic discrimination already exists. The 
risk of increasing the number of people defined as unemployable, uneducable or uninsurable 
exists. Genetic tests can identify employees who are susceptible to workplace toxins and 
companies may prohibit hiring such employees because they may contract occupational 
illnesses. 17 companies out of 500 had used genetic tests within the last 12 years, and 59 
were considering the possibility. There is the danger of using the genetic tests for purposes of 
"eugenics." Eugenics means the deliberate manipulation of the gene pool with the idea of 
creating a master race. Defective people walking around may not be allowed to reproduce for 
the betterment of society. Many of the conditions that will be uncovered through genetic 
studies are not life threatening, but might not fit into some societal scheme: genetic dyslexia, 
for example; genetic shyness; genetic arrogance; genetic left-handedness. It is known that 
left-handed people have shorter life expectancies, which is relevant to insurance companies. 
But left-handed people may suffer for lack of knowledge whether left-handedness occurs for 
reasons other than genetic. They may be construed from birth as brain-damaged. Allah is all 
knowing. 
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Principles of Success— In the light of Seerah By Maulana Wahiduddin Khan It is a 
well-known fact that the Prophet of Islam (PBUH) was the supremely successful man in the 
entire human history. But he was not just a hero, as Thomas Carlyle has called him. 
According to the Qur’an, he was a good example for all mankind. He has shown us the way 
of achieving supreme success in this world. By studying the life of the Prophet we can derive 
those important principles which were followed by the Prophet. In short, the Prophet of Islam 
was a positive thinker in the full sense of the word. All his activities were result-oriented. He 
completely refrained from all such steps as may prove counter-productive. First Principle: To 
begin from the possible This principle is well explained in a saying of Aishah. She said: 
"Whenever the Prophet had to choose between two options, he always opted for the easier 
choice." (Al-Bukhari)To choose the easiest option means to begin from the possible, and one 
who begins from the possible will surely reach his goal Second Principle: To see advantage 
in disadvantage In the early days of Mecca, there were many problems and difficulties. At 
that time, a guiding verse in the Qur’an was revealed. It said: "With every hardship there is 
ease, with every hardship there is ease." (94:5-6).This means that if there are some problems, 
there are also opportunities at the same time. And the way to success is to ignore the 
problems and avail the opportunities . Third Principle: To change the place of action This 
principle is derived from the Hijrah. Hijrah was not just a migration from Mecca to Medina. 
It was to find a more suitable place for Islamic work, as history proved later on . Fourth 



Principle: To make a friend out of an enemy The prophet of Islam was repeatedly subjected 
to practices of antagonism by the unbelievers. At that time the Qur’an enjoined upon him the 
return of good for evil. And then, as the Qur’an added, "You will see your direst enemy has 
become your closest friend" (41:34). It means that a good deed in return of a bad deed has a 
conquering effect over your enemies. And the life of the Prophet is a historical proof of this 
principle . Fifth Principle: To turn minus into plus After the Battle of Badr, about 70 of the 
unbelievers were taken as the prisoners of war. They were educated people. The Prophet 
announced that if any one of them would teach ten Muslim children how to read and write he 
would be freed. This was the first school in the history of Islam in which all of the students 
were Muslims, and all of the teachers were from the enemy rank. Here I shall quote a British 
orientalist who remarked about the Prophet of Islam: He faced adversity with the 
determination to wring success out of failure . Sixth Principle: The power of peace is stronger 
than the power of violence When Mecca was conquered, all of the Prophet’s direst opponents 
were brought before him. They were war criminals, in every sense of the word. But the 
Prophet did not order to kill them. He simply said: "Go, you are free." The result of this kind 
behavior was miraculous. They immediately accepted Islam . Seventh Principle: Not to be a 
dichotomous thinker In the famous Ghazwa of Muta, Khalid bin Walid decided to withdraw 
Muslim forces from the battlefield because he discovered that the enemy was 
unproportionately outnumbered. When they reached Medina, some of the Muslims received 
them by the word "O Furrar" (O deserters!) The Prophet said "No. They are Kurrar" (men of 
advancement)." Those Medinan people were thinking dichotomously, either fighting or 
retreating. The Prophet said no. There is also a third option, and that is to avoid war and find 
a time to strengthen yourself. Now history tells us that the Muslims, after three years of 
preparation, advanced again towards the Roman border and this time they won a resounding 
victory . Eighth Principle: To bring the battle in one’s own favorable field This principle is 
derived from the Ghazwa of Hudaibiyya. At that time, the unbelievers were determined to 
engage Muslims in fighting, because obviously they were in an advantageous position. But 
the Prophet, by accepting their conditions unilaterally, entered into a pact. It was a ten-year 
peace treaty. Until then, the meeting ground between Muslims and non-Muslims had been on 
the battlefield. Now the area of conflict became that of ideological debate. Within two years, 
Islam emerged as victorious because of the simple reason of its ideological superiority . Ninth 
Principle: Gradualism instead of radicalism This principle is well-established by a hadith of 
Al-Bukhari. Aishah says that the first verses of the Qur’an were related mostly to heaven and 
hell. And then after a long time when the people’s hearts had softened, the specific 
commands to desist from adultery and drinking were revealed in the Qur’an.This is a clear 
proof that for social changes, Islam advocates the evolutionary method, rather than the 
revolutionary method . Tenth Principle: To be pragmatic in controversial matters During the 
writing of Hudaibiyyah treaty, the Prophet dictated these words: "This is from Muhammad, 
the Messenger of God." The Qurayshi delegate raised objections over these words. The 
Prophet promptly changed the word and ordered to write simply Muhammad, son of 
Abdullah. These were the principles through which the Prophet of Islam gained that success 
which has been recognized by historians as the supreme success. In the end, I would like to 
repeat those ten principles of success: 1. To begin from the possible 2. To see advantage in 
disadvantage 3. To change the place of action 4. To make a friend out of an enemy 5. To turn 
minus into plus 6. The power of peace is stronger than the power of violence 7. Not to be a 
dichotomous thinker 8. To bring the battle in one’s own favorable field 9. Gradualism instead 
of radicalism 10. To be pragmatic in controversial matters 
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Truthfulness of Muhammad (pbuh) Truthfulness of Muhammad (pbuh) "And if thou say in 
thine heart, How shall we know the word which the LORD hath not spoken? When a prophet 
speaketh in the name of the LORD, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that [is] the 
thing which the LORD hath not spoken, [but] the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: 
thou shalt not be afraid of him." Deuteronomy 18:21-22 So if the statements made in the 
Qur'an were not true then this would prove that it is not the word of God. However, there is 
not a single claim made in the Qur'an that has been scientifically and objectively refuted as 
false. Quite the contrary, there is not one, but tens of scientific and historical statements to be 
found in the Qur'an which have just begun to be scrutinized by modern scientists and 
historians and which, according to many non-Muslim world renowned, pioneering scientists 
of the United States, Germany, Canada, Japan, Taiwan, India and many other nations, could 
not have been known by an illiterate man of the desert fourteen hundred years ago (see 
chapter 13). They themselves have only discovered these facts through the use of 
microscopes, telescopes, satellites, and various other scientific equipment that was not 
available to Muhammad (pbuh). These statements range over the fields of Embryology, 
Oceanography, Geology, Astronomy, Anatomy, Physics, and many others. Some of them 
have only been discovered during the last twenty years. These facts could not even have been 
copied from the Bible because many of them are either completely missing from the Bible or 
totally oppose similar verses in the Bible. If Muhammad (pbuh) had plagiarized the Bible, 
then did he also selectively correct incorrect scientific statements in it? It is also interesting to 
note that Christian scholars readily acknowledge that the Bible was not translated into Arabic 
until at least the eighth century AD, long after the death of Muhammad (pbuh) in 632C.E. 
You may get a side-by-side comparison of the Biblical vs. the Quranic versions of many 
scientific facts by referring to Dr. Maurice Bucaille's books: "The Bible, the Qur'an, and 
Science." I also highly recommend the following books: "Qur'an and modern science 
Correlation Studies," by Keith L. Moore, Abdul-Majeed A. Zindani, Mustafa A. Ahmed, and 
"The developing Human," By Dr. Keith Moore. These books speak about embryology in the 
Qur'an, and other topics. 

Source  
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Moses foretells of Muhammad's coming  

Moses foretells of Muhammad's coming "I (God) will raise them up a Prophet from among 
their brethren, like unto thee (moses), and will put my words in his mouth; and he shall speak 
unto them all that I shall command him." Deuteronomy 18:18 There are many verses in the 
Old Testament that predict the coming of Jesus (pbuh). This one, however, is not one of 
them. This can be clearly seen from the following four points: a) Like unto moses Muslims 
believe in all of the previous prophets. They make no distinction between them, nor do they 
place one above the others in piety. However, they are all human, and as humans they differ 
from one another in their characteristics. Let us compare these characteristics: 1) Both 



Christians and Muslims agree that both Moses and Muhammad (pbut) had fathers and 
mothers. They both also believe that Jesus (pbuh) had only a mother and no father. Therefore, 
Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 2) Both Moses and Muhammad (pbut) 
married and begat children. Jesus (pbuh) never married nor had any offspring. Therefore, 
Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 3) Moses (pbuh) was accepted by the 
Jews and to this day, as a nation, they accept him as their prophet. Muhammad (pbuh) was 
accepted by his people, and as a nation, over one billion Muslims around the world accept 
him as the prophet of Allah. Jesus (pbuh), however, was rejected by his people (the Jews) as 
stated in the Christian's own Bible: "He (Jesus) came unto his own, but his own received him 
not" (John 1:11) Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 4) Both 
Moses and Muhammad (pbut) were kings on Earth in the sense that they had the ultimate 
power of government, the power to inflict capital punishment. When the Jews brought before 
Moses (pbuh) the Israelite who had been caught collecting firewood on the Sabbath, Moses 
had him stoned to death (Numbers 15:36). Muhammad (pbuh) had similar authority. When a 
woman came before him confessing (with no witnesses) to having committed adultery, he 
gave her a chance to consider the severity of her claim and the punishment she would receive. 
When she insisted, he ordered her stoned to death and ordered his companions to respect her 
for her sincere repentance. Jesus (pbuh), however, explicitly refuted the claim that he had a 
kingdom on earth. When he was dragged before the Roman Governor Pontious Pilate with a 
charge of sedition he said: (John 18:36) "Jesus answered, My kingdom is not of this world: if 
my kingdom were of this world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered 
to the Jews: but now is my kingdom not from hence." Jesus (pbuh) would not resort to lying 
to save his skin. Thus, he had no earthly kingdom. Further, in John 8:1-7 we read the story of 
the woman who was taken in adultery by the Jews and brought before Jesus (pbuh). They 
were hoping to trap him by either having him contradict the laws of Moses (pbuh) by not 
stoning her, or by placing him in a bad position with the Roman empire by taking the law into 
his own hands and ordering her stoned. Jesus cleverly extracted himself from this 
predicament by commanding them: "He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a 
stone at her." So the woman was set free. Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is 
unlike Moses. 5) Both Moses and Muhammad (pbut) came with a new and comprehensive set 
of laws for their people. The law brought by prophet Moses was named the Judaic Law, and 
the law brought by prophet Muhammad was named the Shari'ah. Jesus (pbuh) however, as 
witnessed by Matthew, claimed to have not introduced any new laws, but to have come to 
renew the law of Moses (pbuh) and to have neither added nor subtracted from it. In Matthew 
5:17-18 we read: "Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not 
come to destroy, but to fulfill. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or 
one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled." Therefore, Muhammad is 
like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 6) Moses lead his people in a secret mass exodus from 
their hometown to Median in an attempt to flee the persecution of their enemies. Muhammad 
(pbut) too emigrated with his followers from their home town to Madinah in secret in order to 
flee the torture of their enemies. Jesus, however, never led his followers in a any sort of mass 
exodus from their hometowns . Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike 
Moses. 7) Moses was victorious over his enemies both morally as well as physically. Pharaoh 
was defeated by Moses and all of his army were drowned in the sea. Muhammad (pbuh) too 
met his enemies in battle and defeated them all. This too was a moral as well as a physical 
victory. Jesus (pbuh) on the other hand is claimed in the Bible to have been crucified by his 
enemies. Thus, his victory was only a moral one. Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but 
Jesus is unlike Moses. 8) Both Moses and Muhammad (pbut) died natural deaths. Jesus 
(pbuh), is claimed by the Christians to have died violently on the cross. Therefore, 
Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 9) Both Moses and Muhammad (pbut) 



lie buried in the ground. Jesus (pbuh), however, is claimed by the Christians to abide in 
heaven. Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 10) Most Christians 
claim that Jesus (pbuh) is God. No Christian or Muslim, however, claims that Moses or 
Muhammad (pbut) was God. Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. 
11) Both Moses and Muhammad (pbuh) began their prophetic missions at the age of forty. 
The Bible tells us that Jesus (pbuh) began at thirty. Therefore, Muhammad is like Moses, but 
Jesus is unlike Moses. 12) Christians claim that Jesus (pbuh) was resurrected after his death. 
Neither Muslims nor Christians claim that Moses or Muhammad was resurrected. Therefore, 
Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. There are many additional points that 
could be mentioned but we will suffice with these for now. b) Cannot be a Jew Well, is 
Muhammad (pbuh) the only prophet who is "Like unto Moses"? For example, what about 
Jesus (pbuh)? Well, we should then notice that Jesus (pbuh) was a Jew, "Then saith the 
woman of Samaria unto him, How is it that thou (Jesus), being a Jew, askest drink of me, 
which am a woman of Samaria?" John 4:9 and the Bible specifically denies that this awaited 
prophet will be a Jew. We are told that in Deuteronomy: "And there arose NOT a prophet 
since in Israel LIKE unto Moses." Deuteronomy 34:10 This awaited prophet, however, must 
be "LIKE unto thee (Moses)." So he will come from OUTSIDE of Israel. c) Is from the 
BRETHREN of the Jews If this prophet can not be a Jew, then what is left? In this verse, God 
speaks to Moses (pbuh) about the Jews as a racial entity. The awaited prophet is claimed to 
not be "from the Jews" or "from among themselves" but rather "from among their (the Jew's) 
brethren." Who are the brethren of the Jewish nation? The Jews are the sons Jacob, the son of 
Isaac, the son of Abraham. Isaac's older brother was Ishmael, the father of the Arabs. Thus, 
the brethren of the Jewish nation is the nation of the Arabs. This statement is further 
reinforced by the following definition of "Brethren" in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible: 
"personification of a group of tribes who were regarded as near kinsmen of the Israelites." 
Muhammad in the Bible, Jamal Badawi, p. 16 Please compare this expression with that of the 
Qur'an: "Indeed Allah has conferred a great favor upon the believers (Muslims) when He sent 
among them a messenger from among themselves, reciting unto them His verses, purifying 
them and teaching them the Book and wisdom; although before that they were in manifest 
error." The noble Qur'an, Aal-Umran(3):164 There has come unto you (O Muslims) a 
messenger from among yourselves (Muhammad, pbuh). It grieves him that you should 
receive any injury or difficulty, full of concern for you, for the believers [he is] full of pity, 
kind and merciful. The noble Qur'an, Al-Tawba(9):128 d) Put my words in his mouth If we 
were to read the Qur'an we would find that it contains many verses stating "I am your Lord, 
so worship Me" (Al-Anbia: 92, Al-Muminoon: 52), "Verily, I am Allah" (Taha: 14, 
Al-Namil: 9, Al-Qasas: 30), "I am thy Lord" (Taha: 19). These verses are not preceded by "I 
heard God say.....," or "And God said....," or similar statements which would be the words of 
a man transmitting the words of God, rather, their form is that of the first person who speaks 
of himself. Neither Muhammad (pbuh) nor any Muslim ever claimed that Muhammad (pbuh) 
was God, therefore, Muhammad (pbuh) was speaking with his mouth the words of God. 
Similarly, we can find in the Qur'an more than four hundred verses of the form "Say (O 
Muhammad) : ........" In other words God Almighty is putting His words into Muhammad's 
(pbuh) mouth and commanding him to speak them. We also find in the Qur'an verses which 
command Muhammad (pbuh) to perform a certain action, such as the opening verses of 
Al-Muzzamil(73), or which even go so far as to reproach Muhammad (pbuh), such as the 
chapter of Al-Tahreem(66) or the chapter of Abasa(80). Christians claim that the Bible has 
many "authors," and that while the "inspiration" is from God, still, the words are those of 
mortal men. Dr. W Graham Scroggie of the Moody Bible institute, Chicago, says on page 17 
of his book "It is human, yet divine": "...Yes, the Bible is human, although some out of zeal 
which is not according to knowledge, have denied this. Those books have passed through the 



minds of men, are written in the language of men, were penned by the hands of men and bear 
in their style the characteristics of men...." Kenneth Cragg, the Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem, 
says on page 277 of his book, "The call of the minaret": ".....Not so the New testament....... 
There is condensation and editing; there is choice reproduction and witness. The Gospels 
have come through the mind of the church behind the authors. They represent experience and 
history....." (Both quotes have been obtained from the books of Ahmed Deedat) The Qur'an, 
however, is the book of God in both word and meaning. An example of this is a teacher who 
sends two students to teach what they have learned from him. The first is told to "teach them 
what I taught you." While the second is given a ****book written by this teacher and told to 
read verbatim from this book and say nothing of his own accord. The first will convey the 
thoughts of the teacher. The second will convey both his thoughts and his words. Sir William 
Muir says: "There is probably in the world no other book which has remained twelve 
centuries (at the time of this quote) with so pure a ****" Life of Muhammad from original 
sources, Sir William Muir, Edinburough, J. Grant, p. xxii-xxiii This matter becomes clearer 
when studying for example the personal greetings and salutations of Paul and his friends at 
the ends of Titus (3:15), 2 Timothy (4:19), 1 Thessalonians (5:26) ..... etc. These words are 
not the word of God but the personal greetings of Paul and his friends. There are many such 
examples to be found in the Bible. The Qur'an contains no such verses from Muhammad 
(pbuh). The words of Muhammad (pbuh) are collected in a completely separate reference 
from the Qur'an called "The Sunnah" (or the "Hadeeth"). We notice from all this that even the 
Church itself does not claim that the Bible is the actual word of God, but His "inspiration" 
(his teachings) through the words of men. The Qur'an, however, is the actual word of God. 
"And (remember) when Abraham and Ishmael were raising the foundations of the House (the 
Ka'aba in Makkah), [praying]: Our Lord! Accept from us [this service]. Verily! You, [only 
You,] are the Hearer, the Knower. Our Lord! And make us submissive unto You and of our 
offspring a nation submissive unto You, and show us our ways of worship, and relent toward 
us. Verily! You, [only You,] are the Relenting, the Merciful. Our Lord! And send among 
them a messenger from among them who shall recite unto them Your verses, and shall 
instruct them in the Book and in wisdom and shall purify them. Verily! You, [only You,] are 
the Mighty, the Wise. And who desires other than the path of Abraham except he who 
befools himself? Truly, We chose him in this world, and Verily! In the Hereafter he shall be 
among the righteous. When his Lord said unto him: Surrender! (literally: 'Be a Muslim!') he 
said: I have surrendered (Literally: 'I have become a Muslim') to the Lord of creation." The 
noble Qur'an, Al-Baqarah(2):127-131 e) Grave Warnings for all who do not follow him: So 
what shall we say to those who say: "Jesus has redeemed us. We have no need to follow any 
future prophets."? After the above verse of Deuteronomy, God himself threatens severe 
retribution against all those who do not follow this awaited prophet. In Deuteronomy we 
read: "And it shall come to pass, [that] whosoever will not hearken unto my words which he 
shall speak in my name, I will require [it] of him." (in some translations: "I will be the 
Revenger") Deuteronomy 18:19 Well, do Muslims read the word of God (The Qur'an) in His 
name? The answer is: Yes. Muhammad (pbuh) never in his lifetime claimed that the Qur'an 
was his words, but the words of God it is only the West which claims that it is his words. 
Further, when a Muslim reads a verse or chapter of the Qur'an, you will find that they have 
been taught to always start their recitation with the words: "In the name of God, Most 
Gracious, Most Merciful." The Qur'an contains 114 Chapters. If we were to follow them on 
down we would find that the first chapter, second chapter, third chapter, and so on all begin 
with the words "In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful." (there is one 
exception). So not only Muhammad (pbuh), but all Muslims in general recite the words of 
God in His name. Indeed, the Qur'an does even confirm this same warning of Deuteronomy: 
"And whosoever seeks other than Islam as their religion it will not be accepted from him, and 



he shall be in the hereafter among those who have lost" The noble Qur'an, A'al Umran(3):85  
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14- Paraclete" like Jesus p1  

Paraclete" like Jesus p1 In the Bible we can find the following four passages wherein Jesus 
(pbuh) predicts a great event: John 14:16 "And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you 
another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever" John 15:26 "But when the 
Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, [even] the Spirit of truth, 
which proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me" John 14:26 "But the Comforter, 
[which is] the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all 
things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you." John 
16:7-14 "Nevertheless I tell you the truth; It is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go 
not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I will send him unto you. 
And when he is come, he will reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of 
judgment: Of sin, because they believe not on me; Of righteousness, because I go to my 
Father, and ye see me no more; Of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged. I 
have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he, the 
Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but 
whatsoever he shall hear, [that] shall he speak: and he will shew you things to come. He shall 
glorify me: for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew [it] unto you." In these four verses, 
the word "comforter" is translated from the word "Paraclete" ("Ho Parakletos" in Greek). 
Parakletos in Greek is interpreted as "an advocate", one who pleads the cause of another, one 
who councils or advises another from deep concern for the other's welfare (Beacon Bible 
commentary volume VII, p.168). In these verses we are told that once Jesus (pbuh) departs, a 
Paraclete will come. He will glorify Jesus (pbuh), and he will guide mankind into all truth. 
This "Paraclete" is identified in John 14:26 as the Holy Ghost. It must be pointed out that the 
original Greek manu******s speak of a "Holy pneuma." The word pneuma {pnyoo'-mah} is 
the Greek root word for "spirit." There is no separate word for "Ghost" in the Greek 
manu******s, of which there are claimed to be over 24,000 today. The translators of the 
King James Version of the Bible translate this word as "Ghost" to convey their own personal 
understanding of the ****. However, a more accurate translation is "Holy Spirit." More 
faithful and recent translations of the Bible, such as the New Revised Standard Version 
(NRSV), do indeed now translate it as "Holy Spirit." This is significant, and will be 
expounded upon shortly. All Bibles in existence today are compiled from "ancient 
manu******s," the most ancient of which being those of the fourth century C.E. Any scholar 
of the Bible will tell us that no two ancient manu******s are exactly identical. All Bibles in 
our possession today are the result of extensive cutting and pasting from these various 
manu******s with no single one being the definitive reference. What the translators of the 
Bible have done when presented with such discrepancies is to do their best to choose the 
correct version. In other words, since they can not know which "ancient manu******" is the 
correct one, they must do a little detective work on the **** in order to decide which 
"version" of a given verse to accept. John 14:26 is just such an example of such selection 
techniques. John 14:26 is the only verse of the Bible which associates the Parakletos with the 
Holy Spirit. But if we were to go back to the "ancient manu******s" themselves, we would 
find that they are not all in agreement that the "Parakletos" is the Holy Spirit. For instance, in 



the famous the Codex Syriacus, written around the fifth century C.E., and discovered in 1812 
on Mount Sinai by Mrs.Agnes S. Lewis (and Mrs. Bensley), the **** of 14:26 reads; 
"Paraclete, the Spirit"; and not "Paraclete, the Holy Spirit.". Is this just knit picking? "Spirit" 
or "Holy Spirit," what's the big deal? Obviously they both refer to the same thing. Right? 
Wrong! There is a big difference. A "spirit," according to the language of the Bible simply 
means "a prophet" See for instance: "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits 
whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world," 1 John 
4:1-3: (also see 1 John 4:6), or an inspired human, for example read 1 Corinthians 2:10, 2 
Thessalonians 2:2, ...etc. We have already exhibited in chapters one and two many 
********ed cases of deliberate modification of the Biblical **** by members of the 
Christian clergy themselves, as well as deliberate large scale projects to "correct" the Bible, 
and the writings of "the early fathers," (such as the deliberate insertion of the verse of 1 John 
5:7 which is now universally discarded). It is, therefore, possible that either: 1) The word 
"Holy" could have been dropped by a careless copyist., or 2) Someone could have inserted 
the word "Holy" to convey his personal understanding of the ****. Which was it? In order to 
arrive at the answer we must follow the same path of detective work the Biblical scholars 
themselves do. We must study the characteristics of the "Paraclete" and compare them to both 
the "Holy Spirit" and to a "Spirit." Muslims believe that Muhammad (pbuh) was the one 
intended and not the Holy Ghost. In the Christian's own "Gospel of Barnabas" Muhammad is 
mentioned by name here. The Trinitarian church, however, has done it's utmost to obliterate 
all existing copies of "The Gospel of Barnabas," and to hide it from the masses or to label it a 
forgery (see chapter 7). For this reason, it becomes necessary to show that even the Gospels 
adopted by Paul's church also originally spoke of Muhammad (pbuh). 1) Christian scholars 
see evidence of tampering: In the famous "Anchor Bible" we find the following quote: "The 
word parakletos is peculiar in the NT to the Johnannine literature. In John ii Jesus is a 
parakletos (not a title), serving as a heavenly intercessor with the Father ... Christian tradition 
has identified this figure (Paraclete) as the Holy Spirit, but scholars like Spitta, Delafosse, 
Windisch, Sasse, Bultmann, and Betz have doubted whether this identification is true to the 
original picture and have suggested that the Paraclete was once an independent salvific 
figure, later confused with the Holy Spirit." The Anchor Bible, Doubleday & Company, Inc, 
Garden City, N.Y. 1970, Volume 29A, p. 1135 We are about to see some of the evidence that 
goes to prove this position. 2) Does the Holy Spirit "speak" or "inspire": The Greek word 
translated as "hear" in the Biblical verses ("whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak") is 
the Greek word "akouo" {ak-oo'-o} meaning to perceive sounds. It has, for instance, given us 
the word "acoustics," the science of sounds. Similarly the verb "to speak" is the Greek verb 
"laleo" {lal-eh'-o} which has the general meaning "to emit sounds" and the specific meaning 
"to speak." This verb occurs very frequently in the Greek **** of the Gospels. It designates a 
solemn declaration by Jesus (pbuh) during his preachings (For example Matthew 9:18). 
Obviously these verbs require hearing and speech organs in order to facilitate them. There is 
a distinct difference between someone "inspiring" something and him "speaking" something. 
So the Paraclete will "hear" and "speak," not "inspire." Muhammad (pbuh), as seen above, 
did indeed fulfill this prophesy. Whatsoever he "HEARD" from Gabriel (The Qur'an), the 
same did he physically "SPEAK" to his followers. In the Qur'an we read: "(God swears) By 
the star when it falls!: Your comrade (Muhammad) errs not, nor is he deceived; Nor does he 
speak of (his own) desire. It is naught save a revelation that is revealed (unto him)." The 
noble Qur'an, Al-Najm(53):1-4 3) The Holy Ghost was already with them: In the above 
verses we read "if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I will 
send him unto you." The comforter can not be the Holy Ghost because the Holy Ghost 
(according to the Bible) was "with" them already (and even quite active) long before the 
coming of Jesus (pbuh) himself and then throughout his ministry. Read for example. Genesis 



1:2 "And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness [was] upon the face of the deep. 
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters." 1 Samuel 10:10 "And when they 
came thither to the hill, behold, a company of prophets met him; and the Spirit of God came 
upon him, and he prophesied among them." "And the Spirit of God came upon Saul when he 
heard those tidings, and his anger was kindled greatly." 1 Samuel 11:6 "Then he remembered 
the days of old, moses, and his people, saying, Where is he that brought them up out of the 
sea with the shepherd of his flock? where is he that put his holy Spirit within him?" Isaiah 
63:11 "For he (John the Baptist) shall be great in the sight of the Lord, and shall drink neither 
wine nor strong drink; and he shall be filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's 
womb." Luke 1:15 "And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come 
upon thee." Luke 1:35 "And it came to pass, that, when Elisabeth heard the salutation of 
Mary, the babe leaped in her womb; and Elisabeth was filled with the Holy Ghost" Luke 1:41 
"And his father Zacharias was filled with the Holy Ghost, and prophesied, saying," Luke 1:67 
"And, behold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon; and the same man 
was just and devout, waiting for the consolation of Israel: and the Holy Ghost was upon him." 
Luke 2:25 "And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost (Simeon), that he should not see 
death, before he had seen the Lord's Christ." Luke 2:26 "And the Holy Ghost descended in a 
bodily shape like a dove upon him (Jesus), and a voice came from heaven, which said, Thou 
art my beloved Son; in thee I am well pleased." Luke 3:22 "Then said Jesus to them again, 
Peace be unto you: as my Father hath sent me, even so send I you. And when he had said this, 
he breathed on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost." John 20:21-22 Did 
they or did they not already receive the Holy Ghost? Was Jesus (pbuh) not still with them 
when they received the Holy Ghost? Was the Holy Ghost not with Simeon, Mary, Elisabeth 
and Zacharias before the birth of Jesus (pbuh)? Was the Holy Ghost not with Moses (pbuh) 
when he parted the seas? There are many more similar verses to be found in the Bible. In the 
above verses, we are told that if Jesus (pbuh) does not depart then the "parakletos" will not 
come. Thus, the "Holy Ghost" cannot be the one originally intended since it was already with 
them. The contradiction is quite obvious. 4) Selective translation: Jesus (pbuh) too is a 
Paraclete: The word "Paraclete" is applied to Jesus (pbuh) himself in 1 John 2:1 "My little 
children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not. And if any man sin, we have an 
advocate(parakletos) with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous." 1 John 2:1 Notice how the 
translators have managed to translate this exact same word one way (advocate) in reference to 
Jesus (pbuh) and another (comforter) with regard to the coming "parakletos." Why would 
they want to do such a thing? The reason is that the translators did not want the Christians, 
after reading "we have an advocate(parakletos) with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous" to 
then read "And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another advocate(parakletos)." 
Can we see why this would make them nervous? Well, what was Jesus (pbuh)? He was a 
prophet! Read: "...This is Jesus the prophet of Nazareth of Galilee." Matthew 21:11 and 
"..Jesus of Nazareth, which was a prophet mighty in deed and word before God and all the 
people" Luke 24:19: ...etc. (see more in section 1.2.3.12). Muhammad (pbuh) was also a 
prophet of God. We have already demonstrate in chapter one how the verses of the Bible 
themselves prove quite conclusively that Jesus (pbuh) was neither a god nor part of God 
Almighty, but an elect messenger of God. The concept of his divinity was concocted by Paul 
and his ministry during the first three centuries after the departure of Jesus (pbuh) and is 
explicitly refuted by the Bible itself and Jesus' apostles (see section 1.2.5). 5) "Another" 
Paraclete: Now go back to John 14:16 and notice the words "another Paraclete." If the 
comforter is the Holy Ghost then how many Holy Ghost's are there? The word "another" is 
significant. We have already seen how this term is applied to Jesus (pbuh) himself. In 
English, "another" may mean "One more of the same kind" or "one more of a different kind." 
If the latter were the one intended then the current Christian interpretation might bear some 



merit. However, if "One more of the same kind" was what was intended then this is positive 
proof that the coming Paraclete would be just like Jesus (pbuh), a human being and a prophet, 
not a ghost. The actual Greek word used was the word "allon" which is the masculine 
accusative form of "allos" {al'-los}: "Another of the SAME kind." The Greek word for 
"another of a different kind" is "heteros" {het'-er-os}. Prof. Abdul-Ahad Dawud (formerly 
Rev. David Benjamin Keldani, Bishop of Uramia)* says: "The adjective 'another' preceding a 
foreign noun for the first time announced seems very strange and totally superfluous. There is 
no doubt that the **** has been tampered with and distorted." Muhammad in the Bible, Prof. 
Abdul-`Ahad Dawud, p. 211 "The Paraclete is a parallel figure to Jesus himself; and this 
conclusion is confirmed in the fact that the title is suitable for both. It is clear from 14:16 that 
the source thought there were sendings of two Paracletes, Jesus and his successor, the one 
following the other" The Gospel of John a Commentary, Rudolf Bultmann, p. 567 6) 
"Parakletos" or "Periklytos"?: Some scholars believe that what Jesus (pbuh) said in his own 
Aramaic tongue in these verses represents more closely the Greek word "Periklytos" which 
means the admirable or glorified one. This word corresponds exactly to the Arabic word 
"Muhammad" which also means the "admired one" or "glorified one." In other words, 
"Periklytos" is "Muhammad" in Greek. There are several similar ********ed cases of similar 
word substitution in the Bible. It is also quite possible that both words were contained in the 
original **** but were dropped by a copyist because of the ancient custom of writing words 
closely packed, with no spaces in-between them. In such a case the original reading would 
have been: "and He will give you another comforter(Parakletos), the admirable 
one(Periklytos)" (See examples of many similar cases in the Biblical **** in "The Emphatic 
Diaglott"). In his book "Muhammed in the Bible", Professor `Abdul-Ahad Dawud, formerly 
Rev. David Benjamin Keldani, Roman Catholic Bishop of Uramiah, submits a much more 
eloquent and scholarly presentation in defense of these assertions, far beyond the limited 
abilities of this humble author. For those who which to read a truly scholarly study of this 
matter, you may obtain a copy of that book. The following is a very brief quotation from that 
book: "The 'Paraclete' does not signify either 'consoler' or 'advocate'; in truth, it is not a 
classical word at all. The Greek orthography of the word is Paraklytos which in ecclesiastical 
literature is made to mean 'one called to aid, advocate, intercessor' (Dict. Grec.-Francais, by 
Alexandre). One need not profess to be a Greek scholar to know that the Greek word for 
'comforter or consoler' is not 'Paraclytos' but 'Paracalon'. I have no Greek version of the 
Septuagint with me, but I remember perfectly well that the Hebrew word for 'comforter' 
(mnahem) in the Lamentations of Jeremiah (I. 2, 9, 16, 17, 21, etc.) is translated into 
Parakaloon, from the verb Parakaloo, which means to call to, invite, exhort, console, pray, 
invoke. It should be noticed that there is a long alpha vowel after the consonant kappa in the 
'Paracalon' which does not exist in the 'Paraclytos.' In the phrase (He who consoles us in all 
our afflictions) 'paracalon' and not 'Paraclytos' is used. (I exhort, or invite, thee to work). 
Many other examples can be cited here. There is another Greek word for comforter or 
consoler, i.e. "Parygorytys' from 'I console'.....The proper Greek term for 'advocate' is 
Sunegorus and for 'intercessor' or 'mediator' Meditea" Muhammad in the Bible, Prof. 
Abdul-`Ahad Dawud, pp. 208-209 7) "He" not "It": Notice the use of "he" when referring to 
the Paraclete and not "it." If we read John 16:13, we will find no less than SEVEN 
occurrences of the masculine pronoun "He" and "Himself." There is not another verse in the 
66 books of the Protestant Bible or the seventy three books of the Catholic Bible which 
contains seven masculine pronouns, or seven feminine pronouns, or even seven neuter 
genders. So many masculine pronouns ill befits a ghost, holy or otherwise. The word "Spirit" 
(Greek, pneu'ma), is of a neutral gender and is always referred to by the pronoun "it." Mr. 
Ahmed Deedat says: "When this point of seven masculine pronouns was mooted by Muslims 
in India in their debates with the Christian missionaries, the Urdu (Indian) version of the 



Bible had the pronouns presently changed to SHE, SHE, SHE! so that the Muslims could not 
claim that this prophecy referred to Muhammad (pbuh) - a man! This Christian deception I 
have seen in the Bible myself. This is a common trickery by the missionaries, more specially 
in the vernacular. The very latest ruse I have stumbled across in the Afrikaans Bible, on the 
very verse under discussion; they have changed the word "Trooster" (Comforter), to 
"Voorspraak" (Mediator), and interpolated the phrase - "die Heilige Gees" - meaning THE 
HOLY GHOST, which phrase no Bible scholar has ever dared to interpolate into any of the 
multifarious English Versions. No, not even the Jehovah's witnesses. This is how the 
Christians manufacture God's word." "Muhammad, the natural successor to Christ," Ahmed 
Deedat, p. 51 8) He will guide you into all truth: In the above verses Jesus (pbuh) is quoted as 
saying "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when 
he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth." What does Jesus (pbuh) mean 
by "ye cannot bear them now"? If we were to read the Bible, we would find many verses 
throughout the Bible wherein Jesus (pbuh) bemoans the lack of understanding he was 
constantly greeted with from his disciples throughout his ministry: "And he(Jesus) saith unto 
them(the disciples).....O ye of little faith." Matthew 8:26 "...and (Jesus) said unto him(Peter), 
O thou of little faith." Matthew 14:31 "he (Jesus) said unto them(the disciples), O ye of little 
faith." Matthew 16:8 "And he(Jesus) said unto them(the disciples), Where is your faith?" 
Luke 8:25 Notice that these are not common Jews who he is saying these words to, but his 
own elect disciples. The Bible vividly illustrates how he is constantly going out of his way to 
simplify matters for them and to speak to them as one speaks to little children. However, even 
at that, they still misunderstand. He is finally driven to frustration and made to say: "And 
Jesus said, Are ye even yet without understanding?" Matthew 15:16 and "And Jesus 
answering said, O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I be with you, and suffer 
you?" Luke 9:41 We are even told that his own people did not accept him: "He came unto his 
own, and his own received him not." John 1:11 Jesus (pbuh) had "all truth," but he could not 
give it to them because they were not fit to receive it. Therefore, he told them that another 
would come after him who shall guide them into "all truth" which they could not receive 
from him. He tells us that the one who will come will "teach you all things." This one who 
will guide them into "all truth" is described as "The spirit of truth." We have already seen 
how the word "spirit" in the Bible is synonymous with the word "Prophet." Muhammad 
(pbuh), even before he became the prophet of Islam was known among his people as 
"Al-sadik Al-amin," which means "The truthful, the trustworthy." Thus, it becomes apparent 
that Muhammad was indeed "the spirit of truth." Since the departure of Jesus (pbuh) and to 
this day, the "Holy Ghost" has not taught mankind a single new truth not revealed by Jesus 
(pbuh) himself. It is important to notice the words "ALL truth" and "MANY things." "Many" 
and "All" means more than one. What new and innovative teachings has the Holy Ghost 
given mankind which were not taught by Jesus (pbuh)? The Qur'an says: "O mankind! The 
messenger (Muhammad) hath come unto you with the truth from your Lord. Therefore 
believe; (it is) better for you. But if ye disbelieve, still, lo! unto Allah belongeth whatsoever is 
in the heavens and the earth. Allah is the All-Knower, the All-Wise." 9) He shall glorify me: 
The Paraclete "shall glorify me" and will "testify of me." Muhammad (pbuh) did indeed 
testify of Jesus (pbuh) and did indeed glorify him and raise him and his mother to their well 
deserved stations of honor and piety and even made it an article of faith for every Muslim to 
bear witness to this. Just one of the many examples of this is: "And the angles said 'O Mary, 
Allah gives you glad tidings of a Word from Him, his name is Messiah, Jesus son of Mary, 
High honored in this world and the next, of those near stationed to Allah." The noble Qur'an, 
A'al-Umran(3):40. Nobody seems to recognize this fact as being at all extraordinary. People 
generally look upon the Jews as true worshippers of God and followers of a legitimate faith, 
even if they do consider them misguided by not following Jesus (pbuh) but killing him. Their 



book is even incorporated into the Bible as the faultless word of God. On the other hand, 
Muslims are looked down upon as followers of a false prophet and as savage blood thirsty 
terrorists or barbarians. However, if we were to look at the Jewish opinion of Jesus (pbuh) we 
would find that an early reference in the Babylonian "Talmud" says that "Jeshu ha-Nocri" 
was a false prophet who was hanged on the eve of the Passover for sorcery and false 
teaching. They further claim that he was a bastard son of a Roman adulterer among many 
other allegations. Mr. Josh McDowell is a Biblical scholar who has researched the topic of 
the Jewish Talmud's view of Jesus. The Talmud, of course, is the ultimate authoritative body 
of Jewish tradition, comprising the Mishnah and Gemara. In Mr. McDowell's book, 
"Evidence that demands a verdict," he quotes extensively from the Jewish Talmud with 
regard to the official Jewish view of Jesus (pbuh). The following is a small sampling from 
this book: "Tol'doth Yeshu. Jesus is referred to as 'Ben Pandera'." Note: 'Ben Pandera' means 
'son of Pandera'. He was a Roman soldier the Jews allege to have raped Mary to produce the 
illegitimate son Jesus (God forbid). Yeb. IV 3;49a: "Rabbi Shimeon Ben Azzai said 
(regarding Jesus): 'I found a genealogical roll in Jerusalem wherein was recorded, 
such-an-one is a bastard of an adulteress." Joseph Klausner adds: "Current editions of the 
Mishnah, add: 'To support the words of Rabbi Yehoshua' (who in the same Mishnah says: 
What is a bastard? Everyone who's parents are liable to death by the Beth Din), that Jesus is 
here referred to seems to be beyond doubt." The Jews had adopted in their ancient references 
a system of referring to Jesus with code names when heaping upon his person allegations of 
evil and blasphemy. One good reference on this topic is "The Jewish Encyclopaedia," in 
twelve volumes. The following information is obtained from that book. Under the heading of 
"Jesus in Jewish legend" (Vol. VII, page 170-173), we are told that Jesus is referred to in 
Jewish references by such code names as "that man," "that anonymous one," "Yeshu," 
"bastard," "son of Pandera," "son of Stada," "Balaam," (destroyer of the people) etc. Most 
allegations which are associated with Jesus (peace be upon him and his mother), concern 
themselves either with belittling the person of Jesus, ascribing to him illegitimate birth, 
ascribing to his mother Mary (pbuh) acts of whoredom, attributing to Jesus acts of black 
magic through the vain use of the given name of God, and attributing to him a shameful death 
as well as severe and denigrating punishment in the afterlife. These references to Jesus in 
Jewish records and law claim that Jesus was born to a well known adulteress named "Mary," 
who conceived him through adultery with a Roman soldier who was named either "Pandera" 
or "Stada." Jesus is then claimed to have traveled to Egypt and entered into the service of 
magicians, he lusted after a woman and was excommunicated, he set up a brick as his god 
and led all of Israel into apostasy. He is claimed to have cut his magic formulas into his skin, 
by having taken a parchment containing the "declared name of God" and cut it into his skin in 
order to steal it from the Temple. All of his miracles were then performed through this stolen 
parchment which was later forcibly retrieved from him. It was Judas Iscarlot who volunteered 
to retrieve it from Jesus. An arial battle ensued between Judas and Jesus. Judas found that he 
could in no way touch Jesus so he "defiled" him. Judas emerged victorious and Jesus fled. 
Forty days before the condemnation of Jesus, a herald called upon anyone who could say 
anything in Jesus' favor. Not a single person came. The scholars of Israel then bound him to a 
pillar, however, his disciples attacked them and freed him. He disguised himself and rode an 
ass into Jerusalem, however, Judas saw through his disguise and exposed him. We are told 
that Jesus was then taken to be hung on the tree as the law required, however, he had 
conjured all of the trees with his black magic and none of them would receive him. Finally 
they hung him up on a large cabbage stalk which received him. After Jesus' body was placed 
in the tomb it disappeared and his disciples tried to claim that he had risen, however, it was 
later discovered that "Judas the gardener" had taken Jesus' body and used it as a dam to hold 
back the water in his garden. Jesus' body was then retrieved and flung before the Queen. In 



this manner the lies of the apostles were silenced and there was great rejoicing throughout the 
land. This same encyclopaedia aleges that the Qur'an "alludes to" the insult delivered to the 
body of Jesus in the streets of Jerusalem. A claim that is not only preposterous and 
unfounded, however, the authors are hereby publicly challenged to produce the of the Qur'an 
that "alludes to" such evil claims against Jesus, peace be upon him and his mother Mary. 

Source  
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لصالة والسالم في اإلنجيلذكر النبي محمد عليه ا -15  

15- Prophet Muhammad in the Bible?  

Prophet Muhammad in the Bible? Prophet Muhammad in the Bible? Was he Solomon, Jesus 
or Muhammad? Muhammad's name appeared in Haggai 2:7 under the hebrew word mahmad 
( ) which means praised one (Muhammad is Arabic for praised one). It almost undoubtedly is 
referring to the Arabic Prophet Muhammad. The 5th chapter of Songs of Solomon is 
discussing someone. Jews will say it is discussing Solomon, while Christians will say it is 
discussing Jesus. Considering this is the Songs of Solomon, it would seem logical that it is 
discussing Solomon. The verses describing this mystery man have the narators speech 
conjuagted in the feminine (meaning it is a woman who is describing this man) so it is 
possible that it is one of Solomon's wives discussing her Husband (Solomon). However, if a 
Christian tries to assert that Jesus is being discussed, then they are insinuating that this is 
discussing a future prophet (a man who was not yet alive at that point), a prophesy.... If the 
5th chapter of Songs of Solomon is looking into the future, then there is no doubt it is 
discussing Muhammad. Throughout the chapter, someone is being discussed. Whomever it is, 
verse 15 says his "countenance (face) is as Lebanon", so this is an Arabic gentleman (or Arab 
looking), a Semetic man none the less. Verse 11 says "his head is as the most fine gold, his 
locks are wavy, and black as a raven". Verse 10 describes this man as being "radiant and 
ruddy" which means he was slightly light-skinned with a rosy color. This can be confirmed in 
the Sahih Bukhari Hadiths, Volume 4, Book 56, Number 747 , which says Muhammad was 
slightly light skinned, with a rosy color (and also has the same hair as is mentioned in verse 
11). Also verse 14 describes this man as having a stomach like ivory. I take it this means the 
parts of his body that were usually covered by his garment from the sun, were very white 
(like ivory). This also can be atributed to Muhammad who although having a rosy, golden 
color, had white armpitts (Sahih Bukhari, Volume <  

http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/fundamentals/hadithsunnah/bukhari/017.sbt.html 

> 2, Book 17, Number 141 says you could see the whites of his armpitt when he raised his 
hand). WHAT'S THE POINT?!?! Discussing skin color, and hair color is fruitless, and if I 
was basing it solely on that, it could be describing ANY semetic man. However, this person's 
name is given. In reading the english translation of Songs 5:16 it finishes the de******ion by 
saying "He is altogether lovely". The words "altogether lovely" was translated from mahmad 
( ). We'll take a closer look at this four character word, and prove this is talking about 
Muhammad... First of all, the way this word is written is Hebrew is . That happens to be the 
EXACT same was Muhammad's name is written in Hebrew. Let's look at the spelling of this 
word... It has four characters. Going from right to left they are... Now, when writing in 
Hebrew, there is no difference between the word mahmad ( ) and Muhammad ( ). The only 
difference is in the vowels used when pronouncing this word ( ). Hebrew is an ancient 



language, and there are no vowels. It is made up of 22 constonants. In ancient times, the 
reader decided on his own which vowels to add in. It was not until the 8th century that 
vowels were introduced, in the form of dots and lines. However, this has nothing to do with 
real hebrew. The word mahmad ( ) in ancient times would most likely have been pronounced 
"mahamad". According to Ben Yehuda's Hebrew-English Dictionary, is correctly pronounced 
"mahamad" (not mahmad) which is very close to Muhammad. Ben Yehuda's Hebrew-English 
Dictionary defines " " as "lovely, coveted one, precious one, praised one". The correct way to 
say "praised one" in Arabic is Muhammad, so this is the same word! As was stated before, 
the name Muhammad ( ) and the word mahmad ( ) are spelled exactly the same way in 
hebrew, and both have the same meaning. The only reason they are pronounced different is 
because of vowels (dots and lines) introduced in the eigth century. The Hebrew word for 
praised one is The Hebrew word for Muhammad (the Arabic Prophet) is In conclusion, if 
Songs of Solomon chapter 5 is discussing a man to come after that time, it is without a doubt 
Muhammad, as it even mentions his name. Any Christian who believes Jesus is the Messiah, 
and believes that books were sent down by God after the TaNaKh (old testament), then surely 
they should take into acount what they just read here, and consider the Qur'an before making 
a decision. It is time for you to be among the people whom God said: 156 - ... He (God) said: 
with my punishment I visit whom I will; but my mercy extendeth to all things. that (mercy) I 
shall ordain for those who do right, and practise regular charity, and those who believe in our 
signs; 157 - Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered prophet, whom they find 
mentioned in their own (******ures), in the Torah and the Gospel; for he commands them 
what is just and forbids them what is evil; he allows them as lawful what is good (and pure) 
and prohibits them from what is bad (and impure); he releases them from their heavy burdens 
and from the yokes that are upon them. so it is those who believe in him, honor him, help 
him, and follow the light which is sent down with him, it is they who will prosper. 158 - Say 
(O Muhammad): O mankind I am sent unto you all, as the Messenger of God, to whom 
belongeth the dominion of the heavens and the earth: there is no God but He: it is he that 
giveth both life and death. so believe in God and his Messenger, the unlettered prophet, who 
believeth in God and his words: follow him that (so) ye may be guided. Ultimate Prophet 
Foretold By M.I. Liaqath Ali Part 1 Before commencing creation, Allah gathered the souls of 
Prophets He would send down to earth and told them that He gave them ******ure and 
wisdom; after all of them an Apostle (i.e. Muhammad will come and confirm their 
******ures and that they must believe in him and help him. [Al Imran 3:81] As they 
evidently could not be his contemporaries, they helped him only by saying and writing about 
his advent, such that their posterity could have an introduction of him and so trust him. 
Prophet Muhammad was commanded by God to inform that he was not the only Messenger 
of God to the world [Al Qur’an 46:9]. Scholars say that there had been some 124,000 Prophet 
sent to the world who preached in the language of the respective people [A Qur’an 14:4]. The 
true religion they preached and their ******ures got corrupted with passage of time (with the 
exception of Al Qur’an). However, the message on the last and greatest Prophet Muhammad 
is retained till date in the ******ures of all major world religions. We are presenting here 
some interesting information from these Books so that adherents to these religions (as also 
Muslims) come to know that Messenger e is not alien to them, get rid of unfounded 
prejudices against Islam and the Messenger and that they may take interest in the ******ure 
and religion he brought. The reason is that Islam as given to him is the true religion of the 
world brought to ultimate perfection [Al Qur’an 5:3] These ******ures identify the greatest 
Prophet to come mentioning details of his birth, events of his life, his followers, etc. Some 
even give his Arabic name or its *****alents! This article will help creating right belief 
(Iman) in other religionists. Further, it will help Muslims appreciate yet another facet of 
greatness of Prophet and deepen their Iman. We will see here only a sample of the 



overwhelming evidences! (A) Hindu ******ures There is no doubt that God sent Prophets to 
people of India. There is no mention of any Indian Prophet or ******ure in Holy Qur’an. But 
Bukhari records Prophet Muhammad as saying he was enjoying breeze wafting from India 
laden with fragrance of Tawhid (unity of God). The four Vedas (******ures) of Hindus and 
their epics are said to be 5000-10,000 years old. They contain a great deal of monotheistic 
ideas, and of course, prophecies on h Muhammad . (1) Atharva Veda A chapter called 
Kuntapa Sukt of Atharva Veda is said to be very obscure in meaning and its theme, 
inscrutable. But it readily makes sense if looked at with history of Prophet . One verse as 
translated from Sanskrit language reads; Hear O people! Narashans will be praised. O 
Kaurama! We got 60,090 people from our enemies. The word Narashans means the ‘Praised 
one’ and the sentence ‘praised one will be praised’ is peculiar. Here Narashans is a proper 
noun, Muhammad in Arabic! Kaurama means emigrant muhajir that Prophet was. It also 
means spreader of peace - peace in Arabic is being salam or Islam! 60,000+ was the 
population of Makkah who eventually embraced Islam. The first line of the next verse is 
translated as; O Chanter (or Praiser)! Enjoy like a bird on a tree full of fruits. Praiser in 
Arabic is Ahmad, the other name of Prophet . The verse compares beautifully with the 
Qur’anic verses 14:24,25 describing Kalima Tayyiba (“There is no god but Allah”) as a tree 
firmly rooted (in the earth), with branches reaching to heavens, capable of bearing fruit in all 
seasons (i.e. the world and the hereafter). The Veda talks about a great sage named Mamaha 
that means; honoured or famed Muhammad, again. The Veda mentions a mysterious set of 
numbers are associated with objects that the sage would possess. They are simply 
incomprehensible. These are; 100 gold coins 10 garlands, 300 horses and 10,000 cows. They 
can very well be approximate references respectively to the first batch of Mekkan emigrants 
to Abyssinia; 10 companions who were designated by Prophet as sure entrants to paradise; 
313 companions of Battle of Badr and 10,000 companions at the invasion on Makkah. (2) 
Bhavishya Puran This is a Sanskrit work of prophecies. The title means ‘Book of the Future’. 
Since Hinduism is based in India it was, and still is, taken for granted that its sages will be 
born in India itself. Contrary to this belief the Book says that a great master will appear in a 
foreign country (mlechcha acharya) and live in a sandy region (marusthal). His name will be 
Mahaaamad. Within a short span of 18 couplets Mahaamad is mentioned five times. One 
couplet enumerates the main identification points of Mahaamad’s followers; They will be 
circumcised (unknown in India); cut hair of their heads short (as against the Indian practice of 
long uncut hair knotted into a bun), keep beards call out at top voice (for prayers - Azan) and 
will be omnivorous (i.e. eat vegetarian as well as meat). The class of Hindu religious masters 
are strict vegetarians). They will be known as Musalay! These details will completely dispel 
any suspicions of coincidence in the matters between Mahaamad and Muhammad ! There is 
an interesting information in Bhavishya Purana that Mahaamad would appear to Bhoj, ruler 
of Dhar, and say that he would establish the religion of meat eaters, by the command of 
Ishwar i.e. God. There is a tradition that long afterwards, Bhoj got terrified on seeing the full 
moon split into two. Learned men consulted holy books and told him that it was one of the 
signs of the Universal Master to be born in a country to the West. Bhoj sent his minister to 
Prophet in Arabia, who named the king Abdullah. The Tomb of Abdullah is still there at 
Dhar. (Refer Fig.1) (3) Mahabharat This is a Hindu epic describing the struggle and triumph 
of good against evil. It was written by sage Vyas who also authored Bhavishya Purana. 
Mahabharata says that in the last eon called Kali Yug (in which we now live) a great sage 
will appear with name Mahaamad. He would preach about unity of God. He will be driven 
away from his native place by his own folk. By him the world would get peace. (Islam means 
peace). Mahabharat further says that cloud will provide him shade. It is recorded in history 
that Buhaira, the Christian priest of Syria observed this sign with Muhammad e in his 
boyhood and identified him as the last Prophet anticipated for millennia. PART 2 Prophet 



Muhammad was commanded by God to inform that he was not the only Messenger of God to 
the world [Al Qur’an 46:9]. Scholars say that there had been some 124,000 Prophet sent to 
the world who preached in the language of the respective people [A Qur’an 14:4]. The true 
religion they preached and their ******ures got corrupted with passage of time (with the 
exception of Al Qur’an). However, the message on the last and greatest Prophet Muhammad 
is retained till date in the ******ures of all major world religions. We are presenting here 
some interesting information from these Books so that adherents to these religions (as also 
Muslims) come to know that Messenger is not alien to them. Kalki Puran This is a holy book 
of Hindus describing the advent of the last, the tenth Avtar to come. An Avatar is considered 
an incarnation of God, who appears on earth whenever religion declines and evil abounds, 
and corrects the situation. He is of high character and miraculous powers but subject to 
predestination and morality. If the term ‘human representative of God’ is substituted for 
‘incarnation of God’ this de******ion will fit the Islamic concept of Prophet . The signs and 
events of the final Avatar Kalki point out to final Prophet Muhammad . They fit those of 
Muhammad neatly and perfectly. They are as follows; * Kalki will appear in the last on Kali 
Yug and will be the guide for the entire world. * He will be born on the 12th day of the 
month. Prophet as born on 12th Of Rabiyyul Awwal). * His parents will be : Vishnu Bhagat 
and Soomati meaning servant of God (the Cherisher) and peace. (Messenger’s father’s name 
was Abdullah, God’s servant and mother was Amina refuge giver which includes the idea of 
‘peace’.) * He will be with a beauty par-excellence. His body will be fragrant. * He will get 
wisdom on a mountain. (Messenger was conferred Prophethood on Mt.Hira) * He will 
receive a horse from God, which will be faster than lightning. Riding it he will go around the 
earth and seven skies. (During Mi’raj Prophet got Buraq meaning lightning and toured the 
entire universe.) Kalki will split the moon. Like Bhoj, Cheraman (Zamorin) Perumal the ruler 
of Indian kingdom of Kerala, witnessed splitting of the moon performed by Prophet . After 
gathering the facts he sailed to Arabia and became Muslim at Prophet’s hand. His Tomb is 
near the city of Salala in Oman The word ‘Kalki is considered to be a basic word, a noun 
without a meaning, as against attribute - based or action - based ones. The preceding Hindu 
Books either give attribute based name in sanskrit to the Last Prophet or Arabic name, which 
is also attribute based. The author thinks that ‘Kalki’ is the Sanskrit transliteration of the 
Arabic ‘Khalqi’ meaning creation (concrete noun). He is celebrated by Muslims as being; (1) 
Awwal ul Khalki First of creations (2) Khair il Khalki Best of creations (3) Awf al Khalki 
Foremost out of creations (4) Akram al Khalki Greatest of creations (B) Buddhist ******ures 
Buddhism is older than Christianity. It originated in India but is prevalent in entire South 
Asia and far East. Gautama Buddha, its founder is supposed to be an agnostic but this is 
disputed. The word Buddha means enlightened. ******ures of Buddhism are available in 
Sanskrit, Pali, Sinhalese, Burmese, Chinese, Tibetan and Japanese languages. We could get 
the following information collectively from them; At his death bed his grief-stricken disciples 
asked him who will provide them guidance after him. The Buddha consoled them by saying; 
“Do not think I am the only Buddha. There had been many before me and will be many after 
me. (Compare this with the Qur’anic Verse 26:9 “say (O Muhammad): I am no new thing 
among Messengers (of Allah....). At appropriate time a great Buddha will come.” * He will 
be born in a country to west ( and not in India). Remember that Arabia is in the west of India. 
* He will migrate from his homeland. * He will look at the Universe face to face. (Compare 
this with Mi’raj). * His countrymen cannot be reformed until his advent. * He will preach the 
same religion as mine but its perfection and success will reach peak stage only in his time 
(Compare this with the Qur’anic Verse 5:3 “..... I have perfected your religion for you.. . and 
have chosen Al Islam for you as religion... “). * While my disciples are in hundreds, his will 
be in thousands. The Chief disciple Ananda asked him how to identify the great Buddha 
when he eventually comes. Gautama told them, * “His name will be Maitreya.” The word 



maitreya means love, kindness, compassion, mercy, and so on. The Arabic for mercy is 
rahmat. Rahmat is title given to the Sayyidul Mursaleen e Leader of Prophets, by Allah in 
Qur’an ! He refers to him as; Rahmatan lil Alameen Mercy unto the worlds (21:07) 
Rahshatun lilladeena amanu minkum Mercy unto the believers (9:61) Rahmatan min Rabbika 
Mercy from thy Lord (28:46) We can see that the Indian ******ures refer to the Ultimate 
Prophet ultimate both in time and greatness in clear, direct terms. No stretch of imagination, 
playing with words and linguistic nuances or involved, artificial interpretations are needed to 
grasp the point. No complicated inductive or deductive logic is required for drawing the 
conclusion. On the other hand, the facts are recorded in a straightforward manner and are 
available for all to verify. No hearsay need be believed uncomfortably. The plain truth is 
inescapably evident that it is Hadhrat Muhammad , the chosen one (Mustafa) to be the 
greatest of Prophets for all people of the world and awaited by all of them since time 
immemorial. Incidentally, we find that in these ******ures statements implying plurality of 
God have been interpolated causing confusion with Monotheistic concept that is La ilaha il 
Allah in Arabic). But the statements amounting to Apostleship of Muhammad “Muhammadur 
Rasoolullah” is miraculously left intact! major faiths. Allah willing, an article on prophecies 
in Jewish and Christian ******ures will follow. PART 3 Prophet Muhammad was 
commanded by God to inform that he was not the only Messenger of God to the world [Al 
Qur’an 46:9]. Scholars say that there had been some 124,000 Prophets sent to the world who 
preached in the language of the respective people [A Qur’an 14:4]. The true religion they 
preached and their ******ures got corrupted with passage of time (with the exception of Al 
Qur’an). However, the message on the last and greatest Prophet Muhammad is retained till 
date in the ******ures of all major world religions. We are presenting here some interesting 
information from these Books so that adherents to these religions (as also Muslims) come to 
know that the Messenger is not alien to them, get rid of unfounded prejudices against Islam 
and the Messenger and that they may take interest in the ******ure and religion he brought. 
The reason is that Islam as given to him is the true religion of the world brought to ultimate 
perfection [Al Qur’an 5:3] These ******ures identify the greatest Prophet to come 
mentioning details of his birth, events of his life, his followers, etc. Some even give his 
Arabic name or its *****alents! This article will help create the right belief (Iman) in other 
religionists. Further, it will help Muslims appreciate yet another facet of greatness of the 
Prophet and deepen their Iman. We will see here only a sample of the overwhelming 
evidences! Prophet Foretold in Parsi ******ures Parsi religion or Magianism was established 
in Persia in ancient times by Prophet Zoroaster and hence also known as Zoroastrianism. The 
suggestion by some that he was a Prophet of Islam cannot be ascertained or denied for lack of 
direct evidence in Qur’an and Hadeeth. Their ******ure Avezda is in Zend (old Persian) 
language and foretells of the advent of Prophet Muhammad . The Parsi religion at 
Rasoolullah’s time suffered, and still does, from two main deviations Tawheed 
(monotheism). (1) It divided good and evil between two gods - god of evil was not 
worshipped, though (2) Parsis worship fire as God’s manifestation. Besides Avezda, Dasatir 
is also a holy book of Parsis. These two give the details of the appearance of Prophet of 
Arabia in the following terms; A great sage will appear in a sandy region to the west. (Refer 
Fig.1) His name will be Astvat-ereta or Soeshyant. Astvat-ereta means the Praised one 
Muhammad in Arabic. Soeshyant means mercy to the worlds, Rahmat lil Alameen in Arabic. 
At his time the Parsis will abandon fire worship and will turn towards a temple which will be 
purified by removal of idols. On conquering Makkah, Prophet went straight to the Ka’abah, 
the oldest ever Mosque on earth, and eradicated the 360 idols, reciting the Qur’anic Verse; 
“Truth has come and falsehood vanished. Falsehood is ever bound to vanish” (Al Qur’an 
17:81). Despite clear prophecies when Prophet Muhammad appeared these three great 
communities of the world missed him for various reasons; (1) Hindus because ******ural 



knowledge was not disseminated but kept confined to the priestly class; (2) Buddhists 
because of information barriers due to geographical distances and (3) Parsis because of 
jealousy and prejudices even though Prophet and his followers were in touch with Persia. 
However, Persians eventually embraced Islam, the Prophet’s religion except for a minuscule 
minority. 20 to 25% of people of Indian subcontinent converted to Prophet’s faith. 
Conversions of Buddhists of Asia to Islam is to a much lesser degree. But due to today’s 
information and communication revolutions and current economic prominence of the Arab 
land the message of Prophet is reaching the Asians, and also all other peoples of the world on 
a much wider scale. But this phenomenon is almost totally independent of the prophecies. 
They are therefore joining the faith he preached in a fresh series of waves. Allahu A’lam. 
God alone knows the truth of everything, including the above mentioned prophecies in the 
three major faiths. Allah willing, an article on prophecies in Jewish and Christian ******ures 
will follow. Prophet Muhammad in Zoroastrian and Hindu ******ures The following are 
predictions of the coming Prophet Muhammad as mentioned in the Zoroastrian and Hindu 
******ures are based upon 'Abdul Haq Vidyarthi's research presented in Muhammad in 
World ******ure. The Zoroastrian ******ure: Zoroastrianism, the common religion of 
ancient Persia is also known as Parsi-ism, Magainism, and Fire-worship. The religion itself 
finds its origins with the Prophet Zoroaster (Greek form of Zarathushtra) of whom little is 
known. Zoroastrians has been commonly described as a dualistic religion, with two principal 
gods-Ahura Mazda, the god of wisdom and goodness, and his adversary Angra Mainyu, the 
god of evil and wickedness. Additionally, there are six minor deities associated with Ahura 
Mazda who are manifestations of his various qualities. Research into the religion and early 
****s have discerned the true nature of the religion. Far from a dualistic or polytheistic 
tradition, Zoroastrianism, in its original form, can only be considered monotheistic. Farhang 
Mehr, a Zoroastrian, describes his religion in The Zoroastrian Tradition: Believing in the 
basic tenets of monotheistic religions--the transcendence and eternity of the creator, 
revelation, God's message, and life after death with reward and punishment-Zoroastrianism 
must be classified as a monotheistic religion. The Zoroastrian holy ******ures have changed 
over time. The Gathas were the original revelation, which Zoroaster delivered to his people. 
Only 5 books have survived. The ******ure was first written in Gathic; a dead language 
which is reserved for few scholars only. Later Priests would add to the Gathas, in the Avestan 
language, to make up the rest of the Zoroastrian holy book, now known as the Avesta (or 
Zend Avesta). This book was translated by the conquering Sasanids into the Pahlavi tongue. 
What survives today is estimated to be only a quarter of the original 21 books of the Avesta. 
The excerpt displayed here is from a portion of the Avesta known as the Dadistan. The 
prophecy specifically contained in Sasan 1, verses 54-61: When such deeds the Persians will 
commit, a man from among the Arabs will be born, from among the followers of whom, 
crown and throne, and kingdom and religion of the Persians all shall be overthrown and 
dissolute. And the arrogant people shall be subjugated. They will see instead of the house of 
idols and the temple of fire, the house of worship of Abraham without any idols in it; the 
Qibla. And they will be a mercy for the worlds and then they will capture places of the 
temples of fire, Madain or Ctesiphon, and of the surrounding places of eminence and sanctity, 
and their religious leader will be an eloquent man and his message or what he will say will be 
well connected. The "sum and substance" of the prophecy can be stated that when the 
Zoroastrians forsake their religion and their deeds become unprincipled in ignorance, a man 
will arise in Arabia (a prophet), whose adherents will conquer the arrogant Persians and 
overrule them. They will turn from idolatry and fire-worship to worship at the House of God, 
the Ka'ba of Abraham, which will be cleansed of all idols. The followers of this Arabian 
Prophet will be a "mercy onto the world." This is also the title given to Prophet Muhammad 
in the Qur'an. The cohorts of this Arab Prophet will become the masters of Persia, Madian, 



Tus, Balkh, and neighboring territories. Their Prophet will be eloquent in speech and his 
message will be clear and logical (well connected). The Hindu ******ures The Hindu 
religion is the predominant religion in India and its influence does not pervade much further. 
It is a polytheistic religion founded upon three main ******ures-the Vedas, the Upanishads, 
and the Puranas. The last of these, the Puranas, are the most widely read and easily found of 
the three sacred writs. The Puranas also appear to be the most authentic because their sanctity 
is attested to by the highly revered Vedas (which means they must be more ancient than the 
Vedas). The Penguin Dictionary of Religions states that the Puranas "from part of the real 
******ures of the Hindus, in the sense that they have been available to and known by 
low-caste people whereas the Veda ****s were the preserve of the Brahmans." We find in 
Prati Sarg Parv of Bhavisha Purana (a book from the Puranas), the following passage: A 
"malechha" [belongs to a foreign country and speaking a foreign language] spiritual teacher 
will appear with his companions. His name will be Muhammad. "Raga" after giving this 
"Maha Dev Arab" [Arab of Angelic character] a bath in the Panchgavya and the Ganges 
water [and thus purging his sins] offered him the presents of his sincere devotion and 
showing him all reverence said, 'I make obeisance to thee. ' 'O ye the pride of mankind, the 
dweller in Arabia, ye have collected a great force to kill the Devil and you yourself have been 
protected from the "malechha's" opponents.' 'O ye! The image of the Most Pious God the 
biggest Lord, I am a slave to thee, take me as one lying on thy feet.' (prati Sarg Parv III: 3, 
3.5-8) This prophecy indicates the following points: The name of the Prophet is clearly stated 
as Muhammad. He is said to be from Arabia. The Sanskrit word "marusthal" used in the 
Prophecy means a sandy tract of land or desert. Special mention is made of the companions 
of the Prophet. Indeed, his companions reflected many of the qualities he himself had. He 
will be immune from sins, having an angelic character. The Raja of India will treat him with 
honor and deference. The Prophet will be granted protection from his enemies. He will kill 
the Devil, root out idol-worship and will do away with all sorts of vices. The Maharishi 
claims to be lying at his feet. He is regarded as the "pride of mankind" (Parabatis Nath) We 
can see that both the Zoroastrian and Hindu ******ure also give faithful de******ions of 
Prophet Muhammad. The revelution of the Qur'an and the prophethood of Muhammad are 
signs and guidance from God for mankind as a whole. In the Qur'an, God Almighty 
constantly refers to Muhammad in universal terms: "The Seal of the Prophethood," "Mercy to 
all the Worlds," "Beginner of Glad Tidings" and a "Messenger of God." If we compare the 
teachings of Muhammad with those of other Prophetic faiths-Judaism, Christianity and 
Zoroastrianism, we see commonality. However, as Muhammad was to be the last Prophet, it 
would only seem natural that he should be universal. It is because this-that Muhammad is 
God's instrument of guidance for the world-that he has been mentioned in many of the 
previous revelations. Muhammad In Hindu ******s A recently published book in Hindi has 
raised a lot of hue and cry all over India. In the event of the author being a Muslim, he would 
have been jailed and a strict ban would have certainly been imposed on the printing and 
publishing of the book. The author of this important research work "Kalki Autar" i.e. "guide 
and Prophet of whole universe" comes of a Bengali race and holds an important portfolio at 
Ilahabad Univerity. Pundit Vaid Parkash is a Brahman Hindu and a well known Sanskrit 
scholar and research worker. Pundit Vaid Parkash, after a great deal of toil and hard-work, 
presented the work to as many as eight great Pundits who are themselves very well known in 
the field of research in India, and are amongst the learned religious leaders. Their Pundits, 
after thorough study of the book, have acknowledged this to be true and authentic research 
work. Important religious books of India mention the guide and prophet by the specific name 
of 'Kalki Autar' it denotes the great man Muhammad ( ) who was born in Makkah. Hence, all 
Hindus where-ever they may be, should wait no longer for any other 'Kalki Autar' but to 
embrace Islam and follow in the footprints of the last Messenger of Allah who was sent in the 



world about fourteen hundred years ago with a mission from Him and after accomplishing it 
has long ago departed this world. As an argument to prove the,authenticity of his research, 
Pundit Vaid Parkash quotes from Veda, a sacred book among Hindus: 
<ALIGN="JUSTIFY"VEDA language="" title="" name From (Allah) guide After quoting 
reference says comes ). According Hinduism, island territory ?Jazeeratul Arab.? ?sacred? 
father?s ?Somanib.? sanskrit Vishnu? stands literal ?Bhagat? slave. ?Vishnu Bhagat? mean 
Slave (Abdullah). ?Somanib? Sanskrit Arabic denoted ?Amina.? Whereas mother?s names 
Abdullah Amina respectively. big Hindus, live olive dates honest. writes, ?This case ).? Veda 
mentions noble dynasty land. regards born respected tribe Quraish enjoyed great respect high 
place true matter. Allah?s Gabriel cave Hira. believe Bhagwan provide fastest help ride 
around seven skies heavens. riding ?Buraq? ?Meraj? proves what? Hindus? ?Kalik 
strengthened heavily helped Bhagwan. know aided reinforced angel Badr. Hindus expert 
horse riding, arrow-shooting swordmanship. What Pundit Vaid Parkash comments regard 
very important worth attention consideration. writes horses, swords spears long ago gone age 
modern weapons tanks, missiles guns unwise bearing arrows spears. reality, mention our 
books ?Kalki Autar? clearly indicative ( ) heavenly Al-Qur?an. Bible?s Last Criterion 28:9: 
prophesieth pass, known, truly sent signifies tranquillity Creator creatures. cannot stated 
didn?t peace: 12:51-53: ?Suppose ye peace earth? nay, rather division, henceforth divided, 
three. father father; mother daughter, daughter mother; mother-in-law daughter-in-law, 
daughter-in-law her mother-in-law.? 10:34-36. Until Come died: 49:1): Jacob sons, ?Gather 
yourselves tell befall last days. ? 49:10: scepter Judah, law giver feet, gathering people be.? 
town, its real meaning peace, tranquillity, rest‹Islam. refer town person, corruption Shaluah 
(Elohim), i.e., (of Allah) . lineage Isaac stop soon Shiloh came. 2:133: ?Were witnesses death 
Jacob? When sons: ?What me?? said: ?We worship [Allah], fathers Abraham, Isaac, One we 
surrender [in Islam].?? shift prophethood another threatened Jeremiah 31:36: ??If ordinances 
depart me,? ?then seed cease being me ever.?? hinted 21:43: you: kingdom nation bringing 
fruits Ka?bah, built Ishmael, Makkah. once Qur?an 48:24. Another Bakkah, depending 
dialect tribe. once, 3:96: ?Verily, [of worship] appointed mankind [Makkah], full blessing, 
guidance people.? Amazing enough, Bakkah 84:6: ?Who passing valley Baca well, rain 
filleth pools.? known Zamzam, still present today close Ka?bah. Glory 60: ?Arise shine, risen 
Compare Surah 74:1-3: 0, you [Muhammad] wrapped garments! Arise warn! your magnify! 
?For, behold, gross arise seen forgotten oneness taught including light, brightness rising.? 
?Lift eyes round about, see: gather themselves together, thee: twenty three abundance sea 
converted thee.? Within less century, beyond borders Arabia. multitude cover dromedaries 
Midian Ephah, Sheba come, gold incense, shew praises Lord.? ?All flocks gathered together 
rams Nebaioth minister thee. acceptance altar, glorify glory.? tribes (Arabia) divided united. 
house glory,? referred House thought Christian commentators. (now whole Saudi least) 
country world remains impenetrable Church?s influence. ?Therefore gates continually. They 
shut night, bung forces kings brought.? fact mosque surrounding Ka?bah remained night 
since removed idols located within fourteen centuries ago. Rulers well subjects pilgrimage. 
Asses Chariot Camels vision riders 21:7: saw couple horsemen, asses, chariot camels ass? 
Every Sunday School student knows Jesus: John 12:14: had young ass, sat thereon, written.? 
Who, then, promised rider camel? powerful overlooked readers Bible. why lsaiah 21:13: 
burden Arabia ...,? responsibility Arab course now Muslims, 21:14: land brought water 
thirsty, prevented bread fled.? Tema probably Madinah, city immigrated. Each immigrant 
joined citizen Madinah ties brotherhood Prophet. immigrants food ****ter. 21:15: fled 
swords, drawn sword bent bow, grievousness war.? Companions persecuted left Madinah. 
21:16: ?For thus me: ?Within year, according years hireling, fail.?? Exactly Hijrah 
(immigration), defeated battle Badr Finally 21:17 concludes mighty men diminished, Israel 
hath it.? Ishmael (Genesis 25:13), ultimately arose. beginning, attacking Companions. 



number resisted began diminish. some Bible verses, ?Kedar? synonymous ?Arab? general, 
Ezekiel 27:21: ?Arabia, Princes Like Moses addressed 18:18: raise brethren, [Moses], mouth, 
command Brethren Israelites Isaac) Ishmaelites (descendants Abraham Ishmael). excluded, 
Israelite. Otherwise written ?a yourselves.? Is like Moses? accepted, promise yet fulfilled. 
table below, taken Al-lttihad (January-March 1982), page 41, self explanatory: Following 
comparison between few crucial characteristics may clarify identity ?that prophet? Moses: 
Area ComparisonMosesMuhammadJesusBirth:Usual Family Life: Married, childrenMarried, 
Single, children Death:Usual Usual Unusual Career: StatesmanProphet 
StatesmanProphetForced Emigration (in adulthood):To MedianTo MadinahNoneEncounter 
Enemies:Hot pursuitHot pursuit BattlesNo similar encounterResults Encounter:Moral 
Physical victoryMoral victoryWriting down Revelation:In (Torah)In lifetime (Qur?an)After 
himNature Teachings:Spintual LegalSpintual LegalMainly spintualAcceptance Leadership 
people)Rejected, acceptedRejected, acceptedRejected (by Israelites) ?Put mouth.? God?s 
came through Gabriel, Muhammad?s own thinking involved. applies divine revelation. 
Perhaps here specifically revelation Moses, believed been revealed ?written tablets.? 
Deuteronomy 18:19: ?And pass whosoever hearken words speak require him.? Qurtan, 113 
114 surahs phrase: Gracious, Merciful.? part Muslim?s speech, used when activity. ?in 
name?‹God?s personal gender plural forms, English word ?God? does. Christians start ?In 
Father, Son, Holy Spirit.? It noted those hear accept message brings punished. corresponds 
3:19: Truly sight Allah surah 3:85: whoever desires religion than Islam, accepted Hereafter 
losers. My Servant, Messenger, Elect clearer furfillment prophecy found 42: 1. ?Behold 
servant, uphold, mine elect, soul delighteth. put spirit upon him, messenger? verse 19. No 
doubt prophets were indeed servants, messengers, elect Yet exception Muhammad, 
universally specific titles. Arabic, these are: Abduhu wa Rasuluhu Mustapha‹His elected 
messenger. testimony person accepting is: there deity partner, bear witness servant 
messenger.? same formula repeated prayer before beginning each prayer, nine day tashahhud 
during minimum obligatory prayers, several more Muslim performs any additional 
recommended prayers. most common Rasul Allah, which means ?the Messenger Allah.? 2. 
cry, up, cause voice heard street.? describes decency 3. forth truth.? 4. ?He fail nor 
discouraged, has set judgment earth; isles wait law.? Jesus, did who disappointed because 
rejection Israelites. 5. ?I, righteousness, hold thee, thee covenant people, light Gentiles.? 
phrase ?and keep thee? indicates other prophet after him. time, many Gentiles embraced 
Islam. 6. ?To open blind bring prison, darkness prison house.? ?Blind eyes, life darkness? 
pagans paganism. ?Bring out prisoners prison? denotes abolishment slavery time history 
mankind. 7. ?I am That name, will another, neither graven images.? unique among prophets, 
?seal prophets? teachings remain undistorted today, compared Christianity Judaism. 8. ?Sing 
end earth, ....? A new song, Hebrew or Aramaic, but Arabic. His messenger chanted five 
times daily minarets millions mosques all over world. 9. wilderness cities thereof lift up their 
voice, villages cloth inhabit: inhabitants rock sing, let shout toP mountains.? Mount Arafat 
near Makkah pilgrims chant every year following: ?Here come [for Your service] O, Allah. 
you. Here come. Verily Yours praise, blessings, sovereignty. no partner besides You.? 42 can 
never applied Israelite prophet, Kedar Ishmael. See Genesis 25:13. 10. ?Let them give glory 
declare praise islands.? really Islam spread to small islands far Indonesia Caribbean sea. 11. 
?... shall prevail against enemies.? In short period, Kingdom God earth established with 
advent Muhammad. This forty chapter Isaiah fits character Prophet Muhammad exactly. King 
Called Him ?My Psalm 110:1: Lord: ?Sit at hand, until footstool.?? There are two here. If 
first speaker) second (the spoken to) also be God, for knew only one God. So should read: 
?God ...? Who whom called Lord?? The Church would Jesus. But denied by Matthew 22:45, 
Mark 12:37, and 20:44. He excluded from this title, as a son David. could call ?my Lord? if 
was son, argued. said, Luke 20:42-44: ?How say they that Christ David?s son? And himself 



saith book Psalms: ?The Lord said unto Lord, sit thou on my right hand till I make shine 
enemies thy footstool.? David therefore calleth him Lord. How he then his son?? Jesus must 
have given an answer not recorded four canonical Gospels. However, it is mentioned 
explicitly in the Gospel of Barnabas that the promise was made to Ishmael, not to Isaac. 
David's "Lord" was thus Muhammad, whom he saw in spirit. No prophet ever accomplished 
more than Muhammad. Even the combined work of all of the other prophets remains small in 
comparison with that of Muhammad, who, during a twenty three year period, was able to 
leave a legacy ‹Islam‹ that remains unchanged until now. Art Thou That Prophet? The Jews 
sent priests and Levites to John the Baptist to ask who he really was. John 1:20-21: "And he 
[John the Baptist] confessed and denied not; but confessed, 'I am not the Christ.' And they 
asked him: 'What then? Art thou Elias? 'And he saith: 'I am not.' 'Art thou that prophet?' And 
he answered: 'No."' The crucial question here is: Art thou that prophet? Who was the long 
awaited prophet who was to come after the advent of Jesus and John the Baptist? Was he not 
the one like unto Moses (Deuteronomy 18:18) who is Muhammad? Baptizing with the Holy 
Ghost and with Fire Matthew 3:1 1: "I [John the Baptist] indeed baptize you with water unto 
repentance, but he that cometh after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to 
bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire." If Jesus was alluded to here, 
John the Baptist would not have gone back to live in the desert again, but would have clung 
to him and become one of his disciples, which he did not do. Thus John was alluding to 
another Dowerful prophet here. The one coming after John the Baptist could not be Jesus, as 
both were contemporaries. Here again, was it not Prophet Muhammad who was being alluded 
to by John the Baptist? The Least in the Kingdom of Heaven Jesus was quoted, in Matthew 
11:11, as saying: "Verily I say unto you. Among them that are born of women there hath not 
risen a greater man than John the Baptist: notwithstanding he that is least in the kingdom of 
heaven is greater than he." Can you believe that John the Baptist is greater than Adan., NG"., 
Abraham, Moses, David, and many other prophets? How many pagans did John the Baptist 
convert, and how many followers did he have? But this is not the main point here. The 
question is: who was the least in the kingdom of heaven, greater than John the Baptist? For 
sure not Jesus, as at that time the kingdom of heaven was not yet formed and he never 
claimed to be the least, i.e., the youngest one. The kingdom of heaven consists of God as the 
Supreme Being and all of the prophets. The least or youngest one is here Prophet 
Muhammad. Blessed Are the Peacemakers In his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus was quoted, in 
Matthew 5:9, as saying: "Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of 
God." One of the meanings of the word "Islam" is peace: peace between the Creator and the 
worshiper. Jesus could not mean that his mission was that of a peacemaker, as he stated 
clearly that he had not been sent for that purpose (Matthew 10:34-36): "Think not that I am 
come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a 
man at variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the 
daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. And a man's foes shall be they of his own 
household." See also Luke 12:49-53. Comforter John 14:16: "And I will pray the Father, and 
he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever." We do not know 
exactly the original Aramaic word used by Jesus for "Comforter." Other Bibles use 
"Consoler," '`Advocate," "Helper," and in Greek Bibles we find the word "Paraclete." There 
are different explanations for it, among them "Holy Spirit" and "the Word. " The Qur'an 
states in surah 61:6 that Jesus explicitly mentioned the name Ahmad: "And (remember) when 
Jesus, Son of Mary, said: 'O, children of Israel! I am the Apostle of Allah (sent) to you 
confirming the Torah (which came) before me, and giving glad tidings of an Apostle to come 
after me, whose name shall be Ahmad (i.e., the second name of Prophet Muhammad, and 
literally it means "the one who praises Allah more than others")." Whatever the explanation is 
of the Comforter, we conclude that Jesus left an unfinished work and that someone was 



coming to complete his mission. Let us examine, in the light of the Bible, if this Comforter 
fits the character of Prophet Muhammad: 1. "Another Comforter": So many Comforters had 
come, and another one was to come. 2. "That he may abide with you for ever": As there was 
no need for another one to come after him, and he was the seal of all prophets. The teaching 
will abide for ever and will remain intact. In fact, the Qurtan and all of the teachings of 
Prophet Muhammad remain as they were 1400 years ago. 3. "He will reprove the world of 
sin": (see John 16: 8) All other prophets, even Abraham, Moses, David, and Solomon 
chastised their neighbors and their people for sin, but not the world as Muhammad did. He 
not only rooted out idolatry in Arabia within a twenty three year period, but also sent envoys 
to Heraclius, the sovereigns of the Persian and Roman empires, to Najashi (the king of 
Ethiopia), and to Muqauqis (the governor of Egypt). He reprimanded the Christians for 
dividing the unity of God into three portions, for having raised Jesus to a Son of God and 
then to God Himself. It was he who condemned the Jews and Christians for having corrputed 
their ******ures, demonstrated the birthright of Ishmael, and cleared the prophets from 
accusations of adultery, incest, rape, and idolatry. 4. "The prince of the world is judeed" 
(John 16:11). This is Satan, as explained in John 12:31 and 14:30. So Prophet Muhammad 
came to chastise the world on account of judgment. 5. "The Spirit of Truth" (John 16: 13). 
Since childhood, Prophet Muhammad was called al-Amin, i.e., the Honest or Truthful One. 
This person will also come and "he will guide you into all truth: ..." (John 16:13). 6. "For he 
shall not speak of himself, but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak" (John 16:13). 
The Qur'an is God's word. Not a single word from Prophet Muhammad or his Companions 
was included within it. The angel Gabriel read it to him, he memorized it, and it was written 
down by his scribes. His own sayings and teachings were recorded in the hadith or (lit. 
tradition) literature. Compare this with Deuteronomy 18:18: "... and will put my words in his 
mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him." This corresponds with 
surah 53:2-4: "Your companion [Muhammad] is neither astray nor being misled. Nor does he 
speak of [his own] desire. It is only the inspiration that is inspired." 7. "And he will show you 
things to come" (John 16: 13). Many prophecies of Prophet Muhammad have already come to 
pass, and the rest will be fulfilled in the future. 8. "He shall glorify me (John 16:14). 
Actually, the Qurtan and Prophet Muhammad have more reverence for Jesus than do the 
Bible and Christians themselves. The following will clarify this point: a. To believe in Jesus' 
death on the cross discredits his prophethood, according to Deuteronomy 13:5: "And that 
prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, shall be put to death ..." It also stamps him as accursed, 
(May Allah forbid it!) according to Deuteronomy 21:22-23: "... for he that is hanged is 
accursed of God . .." b. Matthew 27:46: "... My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" 
Would Jesus have said such a thing? Even a non prophet would smile at agony, as he would 
know that his death would win him the title of martyr. Is this not an insult to Jesus and an 
insinuation that he did not have faith in Allah? c. We Muslims cannot believe that Jesus could 
label the Gentiles as dogs and swine and address his mother with "woman," as the Qurtan 
states in surah 19:32: "And dutiful to my Mother [i.e. Mary], and [Allah] made me not an 
unblessed and arrogant." Matthew 7:6: "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither 
cast ye your pearls before swine ..." John 2:4: "Jesus saith unto her [Mary], Woman, what 
have I to do with thee?" Revelation to Prophet Muhammad The first revelation (surah 96: 
1-5) of Allah through the angel Gabriel to Muhammad was the word iqra', which means 
"read."As he was illiterate, he replied: "I cannot read." This first revelation was prophesied in 
Isaiah 29:12: "And the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying: 'Read this, I pray 
thee,' and he saith: 'I am not learned. "' The Qurtanic verses were not revealed in the order in 
which they appear in the Qur'an. In other words, the first part that was revealed is not the first 
page and the last part that was revealed is not the last page. That these revelations came in 
installments and were inserted in a certain order in the Qurtan as ordained by Allah was also 



mentioned in Isaiah 28:10-11: "For precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line 
upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little. For with stammering lips and another 
tongue will he speak to his people." Another tongue means here another language, not 
Hebrew or Aramaic, but Arabic. Muslims all over the world use one language "Arabic" in 
calling their God, in their prayers, pilgrimage, and in their greetings to each other. This unity 
of language was also prophesied in Zephaniah 3:9: "For then will I turn to the people a pure 
language, that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve him with one consent." 
Alas the truth has come in Arabic, but some still expect Prophet Jesus, who might teach 
mankind to worship Allah in one unique language in his second coming. We Muslims are 
sure that Prophet Jesus, in his second coming, will join the Muslims in their mosques, as he is 
like any other Muslim: he is circumcised, abstains from pork, and performs prayers with 
ablution, and that he stands, bows, and prostrates during his prayers. 

 
 لمن يرفض سنة النبي عليه الصالة والسالم ويكتفي بالقرآن -16
16- for those who deny the Sunnah  

for those who deny the Sunnah Those who doubt the Sunnah say that the Quran is preserved 
by the preservation of Allah, as he said in the Holy Quran : 15-9 " Surely We have revealed 
the Reminder and We will most surely be its guardian." This is true,for It`s the word of Allah, 
it`s letters are firm, and the rules of reciting it is forwarded and stored in the chests and the 
lines The Holy Quran is sufficient & complete, Allah has said : 6-38 "………We have not 
neglected anything in the Book,…" Also he said : 16-89 "……..and We have revealed the 
Book to you explaining clearly everything…" So why do we need the Sunnah for? Since the 
Quran has explained everything & is sufficient . The skeptics add that the Devine pledge to 
reserve the Holy Quran does not include the Sunnah which is the words of prophet 
Mohammad pbuh that isn`t preserved , & since prophet Mohammad pbuh is a human , so he 
may forget like any other human , & anger like any other one who may anger, so how can we 
******** all of his actions & worship Allah with them? Since there`s no prove in the Holy 
Quran about them! Adding that prophet Mohammad pbuh has cautioned by himself the 
danger of lying against him , in the following Hadith : "let him hold his position in hell 
fire,he who intentionally lies against me " The Reply : 1- please prove your assumption from 
the Holy Quran :- If the skeptics understanding of the revelation of Allah is true : that the 
Quran did not abandon anything,& explained everything,then they have to prove their 
assumption by taking the Quran as a sufficient and exclude the Sunnah from the Quran. This 
is the Holy Quran, where are the verses that tell us just to count on the Quran? and at the 
same time ask us to renounce the Sunnah of our Prophet pbuh. we have learned this demand 
from the Quran: 2-111 "……..Say: Bring your proof if you are truthful." & the Hadith of the 
Prophet pbuh "whoever assumes something , must prove it" 2- The Quran & The Sunnah are 
from the same resource : The Holy Quran is the word of Allah, revealed at once by Gabriel to 
the lowest heaven , then in sequent periods to the heart of prophet Mohammad pbuh , as 
Allah has said : 53-2 " Your companion does not err, nor does he go astray;" 53-3 " Nor does 
he speak out of desire." 53-4 " It is naught but revelation that is revealed," 53-5 " The Lord of 
Mighty Power has taught him," So prophet Mohammad pubh does not err, & he does not 
speak but the truth since it is reveled to him from the lord of the Mighty power, the lord of 
the heaven & the earth. - yes, the Sunnah is the words of prophet Mohammad pbuh & his 
actions , but he does not act anything out of his own desires, but by an inspiration from Allah 
, revealed to him by Gabriel , & whoever reads the books of Sunnah & Sirah (biography of 
prophet Mohammad pbuh) would notice that Gabriel has descended to him in several 
incidents –uncountable ones- to set rules or to reveal hidden facts, in the following hadith 



which is narrated by Abu-Hurairah that the companions of the prophet pbuh said : "O prophet 
of Allah are you joking with us" he replied :"I do not speak but what is true" - the final 
revelation has to be preserved in order to be forwarded to people no matter what era they live 
in, many people may mistake when they think that Allah has preserved only the Holy Quran, 
when he said : 15-9 " Surely We have revealed the Reminder and We will most surely be its 
guardian." If it`s only the Holy Quran then the verse would be : surely we have revealed the 
Quran and we will most surely be its guardian. So choosing the "reminder" term instead of 
the Quran is for a great wisdom, for the reminder is to announce & explain everything 
revealed from Allah (including the Quran & the Sunnah) . * the preservation of the Quran :is 
the direct preservation by Allah * the preservation of the Sunnah :is by the scholars of 
Sunnah who laid down the foundations & the standards to distinguish right from false hadiths 
or even the fabricated ones. - the reservation of this religion must include the Sunnah as well, 
since the Sunnah explains the Holy Quran , as mentioned in Al-Nahl chapter, this is approved 
by the majority of the Sunnah followers. How could it be possible to preserve the explained 
& not to preserve the explainer? - if the Sunnah has faced some excluded hadiths which 
proved to be wrong ,that doesn`t mean it`s not preserved , this brutal attack against the 
Sunnah is the greatest prove for it`s preservation , if it did not face such attacks , the 
reservation of Allah would not have appeared, the same as the Quran , it faced many attempts 
of modifications but Allah has preserved it & preserved his prophet pbuh, & revealed the 
plans of the wicked. Allah said : 5-67 " O Messenger! deliver what bas been revealed to you 
from your Lord; and if you do it not, then you have not delivered His message, and Allah will 
protect you from the people; surely Allah will not guide the unbelieving people." As we 
know that many attempts to kill the prophet pbuh have failed as in the case of Bani 
Al-Nadheer , & the poisoned ewe , this protection of Allah to the prophet pbuh was not 
explained but with those attempts. 3- The Sunnah was revealed to all prophets from their 
lord. What kind of revelation that the other prophets had? Let`s try to read the following 
verses : 33-34 " And keep to mind what is recited in your houses of the revelations of Allah 
and the wisdom; surely Allah is Knower of subtleties, Aware." 2-129 " Our Lord! and raise 
up in them a Messenger from among them who shall recite to them Thy revelations and teach 
them the Book and the wisdom, and purify them; surely Thou art the Mighty, the Wise." 
2-151 " Even as We have sent among you a Messenger from among you who recites to you 
Our revelations and purifies you and teaches you the Book and the wisdom and teaches you 
that which you did not know." 2-231 "……. and remember the favor of Allah upon you, and 
that which He has revealed to you of the Book and the Wisdom, admonishing you 
thereby…." 3-164 " Certainly Allah conferred a benefit upon the believers when He raised 
among them a Messenger from among themselves, reciting to them His revelations and 
purifying them, and teaching them the Book and the wisdom, although before that they were 
surely in manifest error." 4-113 "……….. and Allah has revealed to you the Book and the 
wisdom, and He has taught you what you did not know, and Allah's grace on you is very 
great." 17-39 " This is of what your Lord has revealed to you of wisdom, and do not associate 
any other god with Allah lest you should be thrown into hell, blamed, cast away." 62-2 " He 
it is Who raised among the inhabitants of Makkah an Messenger from among themselves, 
who recites to them His revelations and purifies them, and teaches them the Book and the 
Wisdom, although they were before certainly in clear error," & in Jesus`s Case : 5-110 " 
When Allah will say: O Jesus son of Mary! Remember My favor on you and on your mother, 
when I strengthened you I with the holy Spirit, you spoke to the people in the cradle and I 
when of old age, and when I taught you the Book and the wisdom and the Torah and the 
Bible; and when you determined out of clay a thing like the form of a bird by My permission, 
then you breathed into it and it became a bird by My permission, and you healed the blind 
and the leprous by My permission; and when you brought forth the dead by My permission; 



and when I withheld the children of Israel from you when you came to them with clear 
arguments, but those who disbelieved among them said: This is nothing but clear 
enchantment." In Abraham`s case : 4-54 " Or do they envy the people for what Allah has 
given them of His grace? But indeed We have given to Abraham's children the Book and the 
wisdom, and We have given them a grand kingdom." In Noah`s case : 7-62 " I deliver to you 
the messages of my Lord, and I offer you good advice and I know from Allah what you do 
not know." In Saleh`s case : 7-79 " Then he turned away from them and said: O my people I 
did certainly deliver to you the message of my Lord, and I gave you good advice, but you do 
not love those who give good advice." When thinking of the previous verses , one would 
realize that wisdom is added to the book, which means that wisdom is different than the book, 
because to add something it means that it`s different , & prophet Mohammad pbuh did not 
offer any book other than the Quran which proves that the wisdom is the Sunnah. Imam 
Shafi`e mentioned : Allah mentioned the book which is the Quran, & mentioned the wisdom , 
& I heard from whom I accept of the scholars saying that the wisdom is the Sunnah of the 
prophet pbuh, & this statement is similar to the verses of the Quran , because the Quran has 
mentioned the book & added the wisdom, & Allah has ordered the prophet pbuh to teach his 
followers the book & the wisdom , so it`s not proper to mention that the wisdom is anything 
other than the Sunnah of the prophet pbuh . 4- if Allah has said : 6-38 "… We have not 
neglected anything in the Book.." Then what do we need the Sunnah for ? The answer : the 
book in that verse does not point at the Quran , because if you read the whole verse : 6-38 " 
And there is no animal that walks upon the earth nor a bird that flies with its two wings but 
(they are) genera like yourselves; We have not neglected anything in the Book, then to their 
Lord shall they be gathered." The book in that verse is the tablet of records (Al-Lawh 
Al-Mahfouth) where everything happened & will happen in the universe is recorded on this 
tablet , no sane person could ever say that the number of animals ,birds & all other creatures 
is mentioned in the Quran. Even if you think that the book in that verse means the Quran, 
then yes the Quran explained everything including the order to obey the prophet pbuh in 
many positions in the Quran, & it explained that the Sunnah explains the Quran , so how 
come you accept verses & refuse others? 2-85 "……. Do you then believe in a part of the 
Book and disbelieve in the other?...." 5- as for this verse : 16-89 "……. and We have revealed 
the Book to you explaining clearly everything,…" If this verse means that only the Quran 
explains everything , then where in the Quran the forms of worship which are considered the 
pillars of islam? The scholars of tafsir (interpretation of the Quran) all agreed against this 
assumption: - Al-Awza`e said : the verse 16-89 refers to the Sunnah. - Ibn Al-Jawzi in Zad 
Al-Maseer said : When Allah has said explaining everything, the scholars referred to 
everything of the religion`s matters , in **** , or that people should learn from what the 
prophet pbuh explained or what the majority of Muslims agreed upon. - Al-Jassas in the rules 
of the Quran said : It means:- & Allah knows best- is to explain everything of the matters of 
religion by **** & by proof, for there`s not even a small incident but Allah has mentioned 
it`s rule: by **** or by a proof, what the prophet pbuh has explained is deprived from the 
Quran as Allah has said : 59-7 "…… and whatever the Messenger gives you, accept it, and 
from whatever he forbids you, keep back,……." 42-52 "……… and most surely you show 
the way to the right path:" 4-80 " Whoever obeys the Messenger, he indeed obeys Allah, and 
whoever turns back, so We have not sent you as a keeper over them." So what the messenger 
pbuh has explained came from Allah, & it is an explanation of the book of Allah for Allah 
has asked us to obey the prophet pbuh & follow his orders , &the resource of what the 
majority have agreed upon is also from the book, because the book has mentioned that what 
the majority agrees upon is right & that they don`t agree upon a deception. - Al-Shawkani 
said in Fat-h Al-Qadeer : The meaning of explaining everything is that it explains many rules 
& what left is explained by the Sunnah , & Allah has ordered to follow the prophet pbuh with 



what he guides & to obey him , this is mentioned in the Quran, & the prophet pbuh said :"I 
have been given the Quran & what is like it" 6- some of the skeptics rely on the Hadith 
"compare everything offered to you from me with the Quran" & with that they are 
contradicting themselves , because they are offering the Hadith as a prove while they only 
believe the Quran, why? Is it only a stubbornness as Allah said : 24-49 " And if the truth be 
on their side, they come to him quickly, obedient." 24-50 " Is there in their hearts a disease, 
or are they in doubt, or do they fear that Allah and His Messenger will act wrongfully 
towards them? Nay! they themselves are the unjust." First let`s search if this Hadith is an 
authentic one or not: it is known that this Hadith has a sequence of narrators which is 
discontinued starting from an unknown man. Al-Shafi`e said : some of those who denied 
some of what has been narrated from prophet Mohammad pbuh relied on the Hadith : 
"compare everything offered to you from me with the Quran,if it agrees with it then accept it 
but if it contradicts it then I haven`t said it" , so I tell them :no one could prove that this 
Hadith is authentic , it came by a sequence of narrators discontinued starting from an 
unknown man, & we do not accept this narration. The multiple sequences of narrating this 
Hadith are not authentic when studying it according to the rules of Hadith narration , so it`s 
not acceptable , & Allah has asked us to investigate & make sure of things before accepting 
them : 49-6 "O you who believe! if an evil-doer comes to you with a report, look carefully 
into it, lest you harm a people in ignorance, then be sorry for what you have done." This 
discussion is regarding the narrators, & regarding the subject of the Hadith , it is also 
unacceptable, because Allah has asked us to obey the prophet pbuh in all matters without any 
conditions , as he said : 59-7 "…….and whatever the Messenger gives you, accept it, and 
from whatever he forbids you, keep back,…." 7- the prophet pbuh has already prophesized 
that some people would follow only the Quran : The prophet pbuh said : " i shall not find any 
of you reclining over his couch while being offered what I have ordered & what I have 
prohibited & then says : I do no know! I only follow what I find in the book of Allah" He also 
said : " I have been given the book & what is like it, & there shall be a man reclining over his 
couch saying : we only agree on the book of Allah, so whatever lawful thing we shall find in 
there , that we will do, & whatever unlawful thing we shall find in there, that we`ll not do" 
Abu Dawoud said : we went with the prophet pbuh to Khaibar alongside with his 
companions, & the leader of Khaibar was a wicked man , he told the prophet pbuh : O 
Mohammad , are you allowed to kill our cattle, eat our fruits , & beat our women ? so the 
prophet pbuh got angry & said : O son of Awf ride over your horse & call the people out by 
saying : the paradise is not lawful but for the believer, & gather to prayer, so they gathered , 
then the prophet pbuh prayed with them & then said : " there shall be one of you who will 
recline over his couch thinking that Allah has not forbidden anything unless it is mentioned in 
the Quran, By Allah I have adviced, ordered & forbidden things which are like the Quran & 
even more , & Allah has not made lawful for you to enter the houses of the people of the 
book unless by a permission, neither beat their women , or eat their fruits , if they gave you 
what is upon them."  

 
لنبيين (وھما في الحقيقة عيسى ومحمد عليھم الصالة والسالم انتظار اليھود -17 ) 
17- Three distinct prophesies  

Three distinct prophesies  

In the Bible we read of the test that the Jews applied to Jesus (pbuh) in order to ascertain his 
truthfulness. The Jews had a prophecy that required Elias to come before Jesus (pbuh): "Elias 
verily cometh first" Mark 9:12 (also John 3:28). They had not seen Elias yet so they doubted 
the claim of Jesus (pbuh). Jesus, however, responded to them that Elias had already come but 



that they did not recognize him. In Matthew we read: "But I say unto you, That Elias is come 
already, and they knew him not.........Then the disciples understood that he spake unto them 
of John the Baptist." Matthew 17:12-13 John, however refutes the claims of Jesus (pbuh). 
This is one of the Christian's "dark sayings of Jesus" that their scholars have tried to reconcile 
for centuries. We will leave this matter for them to work out among themselves (This matter 
is resolved in the Gospel of Barnabas. Please see chapter 7 for more). Now, in John we read 
"And this is the record of John, when the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem to ask 
him, Who art thou? And he confessed, and denied not; but confessed, I am not the Christ. 
And they asked him, What then? Art thou Elias? And he saith, I am not. Art thou that 
prophet? And he answered, No." John 1:19-21 We notice that there are three distinct 
prophecies here: 1) Elias, 2) Jesus, 3) That prophet. The Jews were not waiting for two 
prophecies, but three. This can be further clarified by reading John: "And they asked him, and 
said unto him, Why baptizest thou then, if thou be: a) not that Christ, b) nor Elias, c) neither 
that prophet?" John 1:25 If "that prophet" were Jesus (pbuh) wouldn't the third question in 
both verses be redundant? Further, we must remember that "That prophet" can not apply to 
any prophet before the time of Jesus (pbuh) because at the time of Jesus (pbuh) the Jews were 
still waiting for all three. Notice how when we let the Bible speak for itself, without forcing 
the holy spirit or other supernatural meanings on it in the commentary, or forcing three 
questions to be only two, how clear these verses become. For much more evidence in this 
regard, please read chapter 7 regarding the Dead Sea Scroll prophesies of "two messiahs" and 
how the Jews who wrote the scrolls and who were waiting for the coming of Jesus (pbuh) 
clearly state in these scrolls that they were waiting for not one, but TWO messiahs, the first 
of which would be announced by an eschatological prophet.  

Source  

http://wings.buffalo.edu/sa/muslim/library/jesus-say/ch6.1.html  

 
) "deuteronomy" الرد على افتراء االنجيل -18 سوف يقتل النبي الذي يتكلم باسمه وبآلھة خطأ بأن هللا ) 
18- God did not kill Muhammad (pbuh) for speaking in His name  

God did not kill Muhammad (pbuh) for speaking in His name 

God did not kill Muhammad (pbuh) for speaking in His name In Deuteronomy 18:20 we read 
"But the prophet, which shall presume to speak a word in my name, which I have not 
commanded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, even that prophet 
shall die." Muhammad (pbuh) spoke not just a single word, but dictated a whole book in 
God's name. For twenty three years he spoke exclusively in the name of God Almighty. He 
was given one hundred and fourteen chapters, all of which were, and are to this day, recited 
day after day in God's name. Chapters in the Qur'an begin with the words "In the name of 
God, the Gracious, the Merciful." Yet he did not die, but lived to fulfill his message 
completely. He himself even narrated in the name of God a similar verse in the Qur'an: "And 
if he (Muhammad) had invented false sayings in Our (God's) name, We would have taken 
him by the right, then We would have severed from him his aorta, and there is none among 
you who could have held Us off from him" The noble Qur'an, al-Haaqah(69):46 (Remember 
that the plural form of this verse is the Arabic plural of respect, not the Christian plural of 
"Trinity," as seen in chapter 14). If the claims of some are true: That Muhammad (pbuh) was 
an impostor, then did God go to sleep for twenty three years? Of course not! He knew full 
well what Muhammad (pbuh) was claiming. If he was not telling the truth, why did God not 
kill him? Why did he allow him to perpetrate a lie that would span fourteen centuries, and 



eventually come to cover the globe?  

Source 

http://wings.buffalo.edu/sa/muslim/library/jesus-say/ch6.11.html 

 
 (رد على شبھة (المسلمون يعبدون محمد عليه الصالة والسالم -19
19- Misconception: Muslims Worship Muhammad  

Misconception: Muslims Worship Muhammad Source: Islamic Awareness Article ID : 
MSC010002 [5089] Misconception: Muslims worship Muhammad According to Islamic 
belief, the Prophet Muhammad was the last Messenger of God. He, like all of God's prophets 
and messengers - such as Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus -- was only a human being. 
Christians came to the mistaken assumption that Muslims worship Muhammad by 
formulating an incorrect analogy - they worship Jesus so they assumed Muslims worship 
Muhammad. This is one of the reasons that they called Muslims by the incorrect name 
"Mohammedans" for so many years! Muhammad, like Jesus, never claimed divine status. He 
called people to worship only Almighty God, and he continually emphasized his humanity so 
that people would not fall into the same errors as Christians did in regards to Jesus. In order 
to prevent his deification, the Prophet Muhammad always said to refer to him as "the 
Messenger of God and His slave". Muhammad was chosen to be God's final messenger --- to 
communicate the message not only in words but to be a living example of the message. 
Muslims love and respect him because he was of the highest moral character and he brought 
the Truth from God - which is the Pure Monotheism of Islam. Even when Islam was in its 
very early stages, God revealed that Muhammad "was sent as a mercy to all of mankind" - 
thus informing us that the message of Islam would become very widespread. Muslims strive 
to follow the great example of Muhammad, peace be upon him, but they do not worship him 
in any way. Additionally, Islam teaches Muslims to respect all of God's prophets and 
messengers - but respecting and loving them does not mean worshipping them. All true 
Muslims realize that all worship and prayer must be directed to Almighty God alone. Suffice 
it to say that worshipping Muhammad --- or anyone else --- along with Almighty God is 
considered to be the worst sin in Islam. Even if a person claims to be Muslim, but they 
worship and pray to other than Almighty God, this cancels and nullifies their Islam. The 
Declaration of Faith of Islam makes it clear that Muslims are taught only to worship God. 
This declaration is as follows: "There is nothing divine or worthy of being worshipped except 
for Almighty God, and Muhammad is the Messenger and Servant of God". 
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